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A violent crime happens here every day 
p40



The new Family Hub™ refrigerator 

It has built-in cameras that take a photo 

every time the doors close, so you always 

know what you have and what you’re missing.

See 
inside from 
anywhere. 

© 2016 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. All rights 
reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of 
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.



“There’s a reason you  
see people in yoga  

pants all over New York  
City—not because  

they’re working out” 
p25

p40

“I’VE GOT ALL MY BAD 

GUYS IN ONE PLACE”

“You have to do lots  
of unnatural things to make  

sure transactions take  
place on the platform. You  

have to juice it” 
p46

“The idea of working  
next to some  

tech guy doesn’t do 
anything for me” 

p59P
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①  
“The cover story is on Walmart.  

It’s seen crime spike since it cut back 
on store employees, and the 

responsibility for security has been 
transferred to local police.”

“So taxpayers are basically paying for 
safety at Walmart? But people  

are still getting hurt, because no one 
is trying to prevent crimes from 

happening in the first place?”

“That’s one way of looking at it.”

“This will make me think twice  
before going to buy my next  

50-pack of toilet paper.”

How the cover gets made
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IMAGINE
MISPLACING 
YOUR WALLET.
WHEN IT’S GOT
A FEW BILLION 
DOLLARS IN IT.

FINANCE IS LIVE. 

Get a full, live picture of your 

fi^Xe`qXk`feËj�ÔeXeZ\j�n`k_�

k_\�J8G
®

�J&+?8E8�=`eXeZ\

jfclk`fe%�N`k_�fe$k_\$Õp�XeXcpj`j#�

prediction, and simulation. 

8e[�k_\�\e[$kf$\e[�ZcXi`kp�Zi`k`ZXc�

to making decisions and 

capturing opportunities.

sap.com/livebusiness
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Point A to Point B. Not so long ago, many companies viewed 

WKHLU�Á�HHW�RSHUDWLRQV�VLPSO\�DV�WKH�ERULQJ�LI�QHFHVVDU\�PRYHPHQW�

RI�IUHLJKW�DQG�HTXLSPHQW�WKDW�QHHGHG�WR�EH�FURVVHG�RII�WKH�OLVW�VR�

WKDW�WKH�UHDO�SURÀ�WV�FRXOG�EH�PDGH��%XW�WKDQNV�WR�WHFKQRORJLHV�

OLNH�YHKLFOH�WHOHPDWLFV³XWLOL]LQJ�RQERDUG�VHQVRUV�WKDW�PRQLWRU�

DQG�WUDQVPLW�HYHU\WKLQJ�IURP�D�WUXFN·V�ORFDWLRQ�DQG�VSHHG�WR�LWV�

LGOLQJ�WLPH�DQG�HQJLQH�FRQGLWLRQ³WKRVH�GD\V�DUH�JRQH�

7RGD\��D�WUDQVSRUW�LQGXVWU\�WKDW�ZDV�RQFH�FRQVLGHUHG�LQQRYD�

WLRQ�DYHUVH�KDV�HYROYHG�LQWR�RQH�WKDW�LV�GDWD�GULYHQ�DQG�RSHQ�WR�

FROODERUDWLRQ��LQ�RUGHU�WR�GULYH�XQSURGXFWLYH�FRVWV�RXW�RI�WKH�VXSSO\�

FKDLQ��)RU�WKDW�UHDVRQ��DOO�H\HV�DUH�QRZ�RQ�KRZ�Á�HHWV�FDQ�EH�SRZHUHG�

E\�WKLV�GDWD�UHYROXWLRQ�WR�LPSOHPHQW�QHZ�HIÀ�FLHQFLHV�

:LWKLQ�ODUJHU�FRPSDQLHV³DQG�HYHQ�PLGVL]H�À�UPV³PDQDJHUV�

IURP�DFURVV�WKH�HQWHUSULVH�KDYH�EHJXQ�WR�KHOS�DGYLVH�DQG�VXSSRUW�

WKH�Á�HHW�RSHUDWLRQ��(OHYDWLQJ�Á�HHW�WR�D�KLJKHU�VWUDWHJLF�UROH�LV�

DSSURSULDWH�LQ�SDUW�EHFDXVH�WKH�JDS�EHWZHHQ�WKH�PRVW�HIÀ�FLHQW�

DQG�OHDVW�HIÀ�FLHQW�SHUIRUPHUV�LV�ZLGHQLQJ�UDSLGO\��&RPSDQLHV�QRZ�

UHFRJQL]H�WKDW�WKHLU�Á�HHW�DFWLYLW\�FDQ�VWURQJO\�LPSDFW�SURÀ�WDELOLW\��ULVN��

PDUNHW�VKDUH��ORQJ�WHUP�SODQQLQJ�DQG�UHSXWDWLRQ��

Lease is more?

(YHQ�DV�QHZ�Á�HHW�PDQDJHPHQW�FKDOOHQJHV�DQG�REVWDFOHV�DULVH��

FHUWDLQ�NH\�TXHVWLRQV�SHUVLVW��7KHVH�LQFOXGH�WKH�EDVLF�GLOHPPD³

DGGUHVVHG�E\�DOJRULWKPV�DV�ZHOO�DV�FRPPRQ�VHQVH�DQDO\VLV³RI�

OHDVLQJ�D�Á�HHW�YHUVXV�RZQLQJ��,I�RZQHUVKLS�LV�FKRVHQ��WKHUH�LV�

VWLOO�WKH�TXHVWLRQ�RI�RXWVRXUFLQJ�Á�HHW�PDLQWHQDQFH�RU�KDQGOLQJ�LW�

LQ�KRXVH��0HDQZKLOH��PDQDJHUV�DUH�VWXG\LQJ�ZD\V�LQ�ZKLFK�GLJLWDOO\�

FRQQHFWHG�YHKLFOHV�FDQ�FUHDWH�D�VPDUW�VXSSO\�FKDLQ��HQG�WR�HQG��

%XW�IRU�PDQ\��LW�DOO�EHJLQV�ZLWK�WKDW�RZQ�YHUVXV�OHDVH�GHFLVLRQ�

´7KHUH�KDV�EHHQ�FRQVLGHUDEO\�PRUH�LQWHUHVW�LQ�OHDVLQJ�YHKLFOHV�

RYHU�WKH�ODVW����\HDUV��DQG�WKDW�VKRZV�QR�VLJQ�RI�DEDWLQJ�LQ�WKH�

QHDU�IXWXUH�μ�VD\V�-LP�/DJHU��6HQLRU�9LFH�3UHVLGHQW�RI�6DOHV�DW�

3HQVNH�7UXFN�/HDVLQJ�

&RPSOH[LW\��DQG�WKH�ULSSOH�HIIHFWV�LW�SURGXFHV��LV�WKH�RYHUULGLQJ�

GULYHU��LQ�/DJHU·V�YLHZ��´7KHUH�DUH�IHZ�DUHDV�LQ�Á�HHW�PDQDJHPHQW�

WKDW�KDYH�QRW�EHHQ�VWURQJO\�DIIHFWHG�E\�QHZ�WHFKQRORJ\��DGGLWLRQDO�

IHGHUDO�DQG�VWDWH�UHJXODWLRQV��PDLQWHQDQFH�FKDQJHV��Á�HHW�REVROHV�

FHQFH�DQG�UHVLGXDO�ULVN�μ�KH�H[SODLQV�

&RPSHWLWLYH�IDFWRUV��FRPSOLDQFH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�FRQVLGHUDWLRQV�

VXFK�DV�GULYHU�VDWLVIDFWLRQ�DOO�IDYRU�UHSODFHPHQW�RU�XSJUDGH�RI�Á�HHW�

YHKLFOHV�DW�UHJXODU�LQWHUYDOV�WKDW�JHQHUDOO\�WUDFN�VWDQGDUG�OHDVH�

WHUPV��,I�WUXFNV�DQG�WUDQVSRUW�DUHQ·W�\RXU�FRUH�EXVLQHVV��WKHUH·V�

PXFK�WR�EH�JDLQHG�E\�OHWWLQJ�VRPHRQH�HOVH�DFTXLUH��PDLQWDLQ�DQG�

UHVHOO�\RXU�Á�HHW�YHKLFOHV�

5DSLGO\�DGYDQFLQJ�WUXFN�WHFKQRORJ\�DQG�HYHU�FKDQJLQJ�

H[SHFWDWLRQV�DURXQG�IXHO�HFRQRP\�DQG�HPLVVLRQV��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�

Fleet’s 
Data-Driven 
Future
Onboard telematics and information sharing 
will transform the global supply chain

S1



WORRY LESS. TRAVEL MORE.

Available cutting-edge safety technology featuring Pre-Collision System1

with Pedestrian Detection2 and automatic braking. Incredible fuel economy

including Prius Two Eco’s EPA-estimated 58 city mpg3 and Prius Four

Touring’s EPA-estimated 54 city mpg,4 as shown. The 2017 Prius. It’s all

you could want from a fleet vehicle. Learn more at fleet.toyota.com.

Prototype shown with options. Production model may vary. 1The Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid a crash or help reduce the crash speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only.  
It is not a collision-avoidance system and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, driver input and road conditions. See 
Owner’s Manual for details. 2The Pedestrian Detection system is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed. It is not 
a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrians, driver input and weather, light and road conditions.  
See Owner’s Manual for details. 32016 EPA-estimated 58 city/53 highway/56 combined mpg for Prius Two Eco. Actual mileage will vary. 42016 EPA-estimated 54 city/50 highway/52 
combined mpg for Prius. Actual mileage will vary. ©2016 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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/DJHU��JRYHUQ�GHFLVLRQ�PDNLQJ�LQ�WKLV�DUHQD��+LV�FXVWRPHUV�ÀQG�

YDOXH�LQ�WKHLU�SDUWQHUVKLSV�ZLWK�3HQVNH�EHFDXVH��DPRQJ�RWKHU�

UHDVRQV��LW�SURYLGHV�WKHP�ZLWK�D�UHJXODU�UHSODFHPHQW�VFKHGXOH�

DQG�WKH�ÁH[LELOLW\�WR�XSJUDGH�ÁHHWV�DV�QHHGV�FKDQJH��´7KH�PDMRULW\�

RI�RXU�FXVWRPHUV�DUH�RSWLQJ�IRU�QHZ�YHKLFOHV�DW�OHDVH�WHUP�μ�VD\V�

/DJHU��´7KLV�OHWV�WKHP�WDNH�DGYDQWDJH�RI�WKH�ODWHVW�DHURG\QDPLF��

WHFKQRORJLFDO�DQG�GULYHU�FRPIRUW�HQKDQFHPHQWV�μ

7UDLQLQJ�WKH�QH[W�ÁHHW�PDQDJHUV

:KHQ�ODUJH�FRUSRUDWLRQV�SRQGHU�WKH�PDMRU�YDULDEOHV�LQ�WKHLU�ÁHHW�

RSHUDWLRQV��HFRQRPLHV�RI�VFDOH�EHFRPH�LPPHQVH��)RU�WKDW�UHDVRQ��

EUDLQSRZHU�IURP�PXOWLSOH�GHSDUWPHQWV�LV�FDOOHG�XSRQ��1$)$��WKH�

QRQSURÀW�ÁHHW�PDQDJHPHQW�DVVRFLDWLRQ�

VHUYLQJ�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQV�LQ�WKH�8�6���KDV�

WDNHQ�QRWH�RI�FURVV�HQWHUSULVH�LQYROYHPHQW�LQ�

ÁHHW�VWUDWHJ\��DQG�KDV�GHVLJQHG�DQ�HGXFDWLRQ�

program to accommodate this trend. 

%\�VXEGLYLGLQJ�WKH�WUDGLWLRQDO�WUDLQLQJ�RI�

&HUWLÀHG�$XWRPRWLYH�)OHHW�0DQDJHUV��&$)0V��

LQWR�XQLWV�WKDW�FDQ�EH�VWXGLHG�VHSDUDWHO\��1$)$�

KDV�RSHQHG�WKH�GRRU�IRU�SURIHVVLRQDOV�LQ�RWKHU�

VSHFLDOWLHV�WR�HQKDQFH�WKHLU�YDOXH�WR�WKHLU�FRP�

SDQLHV�DQG�XSJUDGH�WKHLU�FDUHHU�SURÀOHV��7KH�

&HUWLÀHG�$XWRPRWLYH�)OHHW�6SHFLDOLVW��&$)6®��

SURJUDP�OHWV�FDQGLGDWHV�VHOHFW�IRXU�RI�WKH�

HLJKW�GLVFLSOLQHV�FRYHUHG�E\�WKH�&$)0® 

FHUWLÀFDWH³IURP�SURIHVVLRQDO�GHYHORSPHQW�WR�

YHKLFOH�IXHO�PDQDJHPHQW³EDVHG�RQ�WKHLU�

HGXFDWLRQ�RU�HPSOR\PHQW�QHHGV�

7KH�&$)6®�SURJUDP�LV�RSHQ�WR�DQ\RQH�ZLWK�DW�OHDVW�RQH�\HDU·V�

H[SHULHQFH�LQ�DQ\�ÁHHW�UHODWHG�SRVLWLRQ��7KRVH�ZKR�VXFFHVVIXOO\�

FRPSOHWH�IRXU�GLVFLSOLQHV�DUH�HOLJLEOH�WR�FRQWLQXH�WKHLU�VWXGLHV�LQ�

WKH�UHPDLQLQJ�VXEMHFW�DUHDV�WR�HDUQ�WKHLU�&$)0® designation. 

´7KHUH�DUH�WHQV�RI�WKRXVDQGV�RI�FRUSRUDWH�VWDIIHUV�ZKR�DUH�RQH�

RU�WZR�VWHSV�UHPRYHG�IURP�WKH�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQ�μ�VD\V�3KLOOLS�5XVVR��

&(2�RI�1$)$��´(YHU\�IXQFWLRQ³ULVN�PDQDJHPHQW�WR�SURFXUHPHQW��

KXPDQ�UHVRXUFHV��ÀQDQFH�DQG�DFFRXQWLQJ��GDWD�DQDO\VLV³WKH\�DOO�

KDYH�D�WRXFK�SRLQW�ZLWK�ÁHHW�μ�

7KH�EDVLV�RI�DOO�WKHVH�WRXFK�SRLQWV�WHQGV�WR�EH�GDWD��,Q�WKH�

GDZQLQJ�DJH�RI�ÁHHW�WHOHPDWLFV��GHFLVLRQ�PDNLQJ�EHFRPHV�PXFK�

PRUH�JUDQXODU�EHFDXVH�PRYHPHQW�RI�JRRGV��VXSSOLHV��VHUYLFH�

SHUVRQQHO�DQG�SDVVHQJHUV�FDQ�EH�´VHHQμ�LQ�UHDO�WLPH�GHWDLO�YLD�

VHQVRUV��VRIWZDUH�DQG�ZLUHOHVV�FRPPXQLFDWLRQV�

´2QERDUG�WHOHPDWLFV�DQG�WKH�LQFUHDVLQJ�XVH�RI�GDWD�E\�FRPPHUFLDO�

ÁHHWV�FDQ�KHOS�ZLWK�SUHYHQWLYH�PDLQWHQDQFH��UHSDLU�QRWLÀFDWLRQV��

URDGVLGH�DVVLVWDQFH�DQG�RWKHU�DVSHFWV�RI�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQV�μ�VD\V�

/DJHU��´,W·V�DOVR�WKH�QHZ�NH\�WR�LPSURYLQJ�DQG�GRFXPHQWLQJ�VDIH�

GULYLQJ��DQG�UHGXFLQJ�\RXU�FDUERQ�IRRWSULQW�E\�FORVHO\�WUDFNLQJ�DQG�

PRQLWRULQJ�WKH�GULYHU·V�03*�SHUIRUPDQFH�μ�

$W�OHDVW�RQH�RI�WKH�EHWWHU�NQRZQ�SDFNDJH�GHOLYHU\�FRPSDQLHV�LV�

ZRUNLQJ�RQ�DOJRULWKPV�WKDW�ZRXOG�UHGXFH�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�OHIW�KDQG�

WXUQV�WKDW�LWV�GULYHUV�HQFRXQWHU�RQ�WKHLU�URXWHV��7KDW·V�EHFDXVH�

WKH�GDWD�UHYHDOV�KRZ�PDQ\�PRUH�DFFLGHQWV�RFFXU�RQ�FURVV�WUDIÀF�

WXUQLQJ��DQG�KRZ�PXFK�PRUH�IXHO�LV�FRQVXPHG�E\�WKH�ZDLW�WLPH�

D�OHIW�KDQG�WXUQ�UHTXLUHV�

$OO�RI�WKLV�WUDQVSDUHQF\�FRQFHUQLQJ�YHKLFOH�VDIHW\�DQG�IXHO�

HIÀFLHQF\�GRHVQ·W�HYHQ�DGGUHVV�HIÀFLHQFLHV�LQYROYLQJ�SD\ORDG��,Q�

IDFW��DV�3HQVNH�KDV�EHHQ�HPSKDVL]LQJ�WR�LWV�FXVWRPHUV��FRQWUROV�

RQ�WKH�PRYHPHQW�RI�ÀQLVKHG�RU�UDZ�JRRGV�DUH�RSHQ�WR�XSJUDGH�ZLWK�

this technology.

´:KDW�WHOHPDWLFV�EULQJV�WR�LQYHQWRU\�PDQDJHPHQW�LV�JUHDWHU�

WLPHOLQHVV�DQG�PRUH�DFFXUDWH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�UHJDUGLQJ�ZKDW�LQYHQWRU\�

LV�ZKHUH�LQ�WKH�VXSSO\�FKDLQ�μ�/DJHU�H[SODLQV��´,W�LV�PRVW�SRZHUIXO�

ZKHQ�WKH�ÁRZ�RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ�IURP�WKH�RQERDUG�WHOHPDWLFV�V\VWHP�

LV�LQWHJUDWHG�LQWR�WKH�ORJLVWLFV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�V\VWHP�RI�UHFRUG�μ�

7KLV�FRXOG�EH�DQ�RUGHU�PDQDJHPHQW�

V\VWHP��D�ZDUHKRXVH�PDQDJHPHQW�V\VWHP�

RU�VRPH�RWKHU�ORJLVWLFV�SODWIRUP��´$GYDQFHG�

FRQQHFWLYLW\�μ�DGGV�/DJHU��´HQVXUHV�WKDW�\RXU�

V\VWHP�KDV�WKH�PRVW�WLPHO\�DQG�DFFXUDWH�

XSGDWHV�SRVVLEOH�RQ�RUGHUV�DQG�LQYHQWRU\�μ

7KH�GDWD�QRZ�DYDLODEOH�WR�ÁHHW�ORJLVWLFV�

DUULYHV�LQ�WKH�IRUP�RI�HQGOHVV�VQDSVKRWV³

UHDO�WLPH�À[HV�RQ�ZKHUH��ZKHQ��KRZ�IDVW��LQ�

ZKDW�FRQGLWLRQ��DQG�VR�IRUWK��$OO�WKHVH�ELWV�

WKHQ�JHQHUDWH�WUHQG�SURMHFWLRQV�WKDW�FRQVLGHU�

DOO�FRQWULEXWLQJ�IDFWRUV�WR�ÀQDO�RXWFRPHV��

7KHVH�LQFOXGH�WKH�KXPDQ�HOHPHQW��ZKLFK�

ODWHO\�KDV�EHFRPH�SDUWLFXODUO\�FKDOOHQJLQJ��

WKH�VKRUWDJH�RI�ORQJ�KDXO�GULYHUV�KDV�EHHQ�

ZLGHO\�QRWHG��EXW�ÀQGLQJ�TXDOLÀHG�SHRSOH�

WR�PDLQWDLQ�ÁHHW�YHKLFOHV�LV�EHFRPLQJ�

HTXDOO\�SUREOHPDWLF�

´7KHUH·V�D�GUDPDWLF�VKRUWDJH�RI�UHSDLU�WHFKQLFLDQV�FXUUHQWO\��

DQG�DV�ZH�SURMHFW�IRUZDUG�μ�VD\V�5XVVR��´5HSDLUV�DUH�LQFUHDVLQJO\�

EDFNORJJHG��EHFDXVH�WKHUH�DUH�IHZHU�WHFKV�WR�GR�WKH�ZRUN�μ�

'RZQWLPH�LQ�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQV�FDQ�HDVLO\�WUDQVODWH�WR�XS�WR�D������

ORVV�RI�GDLO\�UHYHQXH�SHU�YHKLFOH��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�LQGXVWU\�FRQVHQVXV�

,Q�WKDW�OLJKW��RXWVRXUFLQJ�D�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQ�KDV�WKH�EHQHÀW�

RI�RIÁRDGLQJ�D�KXPDQ�UHVRXUFHV�SUREOHP��ZKLFK�UHPDLQV�D�YLWDO�

VWUDWHJLF�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ��,W·V�VLPLODU�ZLWK�UHJXODWRU\�FRPSOLDQFH��

2XWVRXUFH�WKH�ÁHHW��DQG�EH�GRQH�ZLWK�LW��

´2XU�FXVWRPHUV�UHO\�RQ�XV�WR�KHOS�JXLGH�WKHP�WKURXJK�D�PD]H�

RI�FXUUHQW�DQG�HPHUJLQJ�UHJXODWLRQV�RQ�WKLQJV�OLNH�IXHO�WD[�

UHSRUWLQJ��IHGHUDO�DQG�VWDWH�HPLVVLRQV�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�VDIHW\�

DQG�HQYLURQPHQWDO�FRPSOLDQFH�μ�VD\V�/DJHU��´:H�DVVLVW�ZLWK�EHLQJ�

VDIHW\�FRPSOLDQW�ZLWKLQ�WKH�VWDQGDUGV�RI�WKH�IHGHUDO�JRYHUQPHQW·V�

&RPSOLDQFH��6DIHW\�DQG�$FFRXQWDELOLW\�SURJUDP��:H�DOVR�DUFKLYH�

WKHLU�ÁHHW�PDLQWHQDQFH�UHFRUGV�DQG�DVVLVW�ZLWK�DOO�DVSHFWV�RI�'27�

FRPSOLDQFH�DQG�DXGLWLQJ�μ

:LWK�ÁHHW�RSHUDWLRQV�DQG�ORJLVWLFV�EHFRPLQJ�QRW�MXVW�D�VSHFLDOW\��

EXW�RQH�FRPSRVHG�RI�PXOWLSOH�VXEVSHFLDOWLHV��D�FRPSOHWHO\�LQ�KRXVH�

DSSURDFK�WR�WKH�ÁHHW�TXHVWLRQ�GRHVQ·W�ÀW�QHDUO\�DV�PDQ\�EXVLQHVVHV�

DV�LW�RQFH�GLG���³�David Gould

“There’s a dramatic shortage 

of repair technicians currently, 

and as we project forward. 

Repairs are increasingly  

backlogged, because there are 

fewer techs to do the work.”

– Phillip Russo, NAFA

HOURLY COST OF 
FLEET DOWNTIME, 
PER VEHICLE$79.33



THE WRONG PART CHANGES EVERYTHING. 
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 put business problems behind you. So you can keep moving forward. 

Visit gopenske.com or call 844-868-0816 to learn more.



Opening
Remarks

On the sweltering night of Aug. 5, thou-
sands of residents gathered near Hong 
Kong’s main government complex for 
an event billed as the city’s first pro- 
independence rally. Chan Ho-tin, a 
25-year-old founder of the newly formed 
Hong Kong National Party and organizer 
of the event, spoke of a “quiet revolu-
tion” with independence supporters 

“infiltrating” gov-
ernment and the 
ranks of the police 
force. Edward Leung 
of the Hong Kong 
Indigenous Party 
drew cheers with 
a fiery declaration 
that “Hong Kong’s 
sovereignty doesn’t 
belong to Xi Jinping, 
the  C ommuni s t 
Party, the Chinese, 
or local govern-
ments. … Sovereignty 
always belongs to the 
people.”

Only a few years 
ago, suggesting Hong 
Kong might secede 
from China would 
get you dismissed 
as a crackpot. More 
than 90 percent of 
this city’s 7 million 
residents are ethnic 

Chinese, and millions are either the 
children or grandchildren of mainland 
immigrants —if not mainland-born them-
selves. Hong Kong relies on China for 
70 percent of its water, most of its food, 
and about half of its trade. The city’s 
finance, shipping, property, retail, and 
tourism sectors depend heavily on the 
mainland. And then there are those 

Beijing faces an 
 unexpected challenge 
in the city: An indepen-
dence movement

By Clay Chandler

KONG
DILEMMA

CHINA’S
HONG
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Is China wavering in 
its One Country, Two 
Systems promise to 
Hong Kong?

an election officer invalidated his nom-
ination anyway, declaring she didn’t 
believe he’d genuinely changed his posi-
tion on independence. 

The weakness of Hong Kong’s 
economy, arguably in its worst state in 
20 years, only adds to locals’ frustrations 
with Beijing. Hong Kong’s gross domes-
tic product expanded 1.7 percent in the 
three months to June, slightly better 
than expected. But retail sales plunged 
10.5 percent in the first half of the year, 
the sharpest decline in 17 years. Financial 
services, shipping, property, and tourism 
have all taken a beating. The city’s con-
tainer port, which was the world’s busiest 
in the 2000s, has fallen to fifth place, over-
taken in China by Shanghai, Shenzhen, 
and Ningbo. Billionaire Li Ka-shing, Hong 
Kong’s richest man, has said the economic 
outlook for Hong Kong is worse than it 
was during the SARS epidemic in 2003. 

For now, Hong Kong’s strained rela-
tionship with Beijing has done little to 
undermine its appeal as a global business 
hub. But that, too, could change. Mercer, 
a consulting firm, recently named Hong 
Kong the world’s most expensive city for 
expatriates. Many companies are aban-
doning lavish benefit packages for expat 
employees. Jones Lang LaSalle says only 
7 percent of its expatriate clients are 
getting monthly housing allowances of 
more than HK$100,000 ($12,895), down 
from 31 percent in 2012. 

For Hong Kong, the risk is that the 
status quo will be disrupted by a combi-
nation of a fear of Beijing and a strong 
electoral showing by localists, which 
would prompt an exodus of the city’s 
professional middle class. Almost 19,000 
Hong Kong residents opted to leave the 
city this year. That’s a far cry from the 
hundreds of thousands who emigrated to 
the U.K., Canada, Australia, and the U.S. 
in the early 1990s before the handover. 
But an exodus could ramp up quickly. 
Many Hong Kong residents have hedged 
their bets by salting away money and 
property overseas and obtaining second 
passports. The city claims more than 
300,000 citizens of Canada alone. �

Chandler covered Asia for the Washington 
Post and Fortune magazine. He’s now 
managing director of the Barrenrock 
Group, a Hong Kong  consulting firm. 

6,000 People’s Liberation Army troops 
garrisoned throughout the city. 

And yet, improbably, the notion that 
Hong Kong might someday break away 
from the rest of China and seek to estab-
lish itself as a separate sovereign entity 
has become a topic of serious discussion 
here. The prospect is remote. But that 
residents of this city, who already enjoy 
far more civil liberties than  compatriots 
on the mainland, would even contem-
plate it is anathema to Hong Kong’s 
Communist Party overlords—and bedev-
iling their efforts to govern.  

Hong Kong’s Basic Law, drafted by 
British and Chinese officials ahead of 
this city’s reversion to Chinese rule two 
decades ago, enshrines the rights of free 
speech, assembly, and demonstration. 
But as Hong Kong prepares for legisla-
tive elections in September, Chan, Leung, 
and other “localists,” as they’re called, 
are testing the limits of those freedoms.

To the city’s mainland rulers, calls 
for independence are tantamount to 
treason — a point they’ve made abun-
dantly plain to Hong Kong’s govern-
ment. In July, days after Beijing’s top 
liaison officer in Hong Kong declared 
keeping pro- independence activists 
out of the legislature to be a matter of 
principle, Hong Kong’s Electoral Affairs 
Commission announced new rules for 
registration and used them to disqual-
ify Chan, Leung, and four other local-
ist candidates from running. But that 
heavy-handed response served only to 
galvanize public support for other pro-
independence candidates. 

Two years ago, the central govern-
ment’s refusal to allow Hong Kong cit-
izens to vote directly for their city’s 
highest post, chief executive, unless they 
agreed to choose from a list of candidates 
preselected by Beijing, triggered the pro-
tests that became known as the Umbrella 
Revolution. Police used pepper spray 
on demonstrators, who used umbrel-
las as shields. The clash brought tens 
of thousands of Hong Kong residents to 
the streets and provoked a standoff that 
paralyzed major thoroughfares for 80 
days. In the aftermath of that confron-
tation, Hong Kongers’ misgivings about 
their civil liberties under Beijing’s rule 
have festered and spread.

The Basic Law promises Hong Kong a 
“high degree of autonomy” until 2047, 
the 50th anniversary of its return to 
Chinese sovereignty, under a framework 
known as One Country, Two Systems. 
There had been some hope that the 
mainland might even come to resem-
ble Hong Kong by then. But confidence 

in Beijing’s willingness to honor that 
framework reached a low late last year, 
following the disappearance of five 
Hong Kong booksellers whose compa-
nies specialized in books critical of the 
Communist Party. One of the sellers, 
who said he was allowed to return to 
Hong Kong to bring back a hard drive 
containing names of mainland book 
buyers, insists the five were seized to 
prevent the distribution of books that 
might embarrass China’s leaders.

A May visit to Hong Kong by Zhang 
Dejiang, chairman of China’s legislature, 
the National People’s Congress, and No. 3 
in the Communist Party  hierarchy, was 
meant to demonstrate Beijing’s support 
for the city. In many ways, however, it 
highlighted how far removed China’s 
senior leaders are from the lives of ordi-
nary Hong Kong people. The visit was 
Zhang’s first to Hong Kong in 12 years and 
the first by a senior Chinese leader to the 
city in four years. His main purpose was to 
deliver a keynote speech at a conference 
to promote Xi’s One Belt, One Road initia-
tive to revive the trade routes of Eurasia. 
He stressed that he came to listen as well 
as speak, and to that end, his itinerary 
included visits to a home for the elderly 
and a new public housing project. 

But because Zhang had presided over 
the August 2014 decision to restrict can-
didates for the chief executive post, secu-
rity officials worried he might be a target 
for protesters. To assure his safety, they 
locked down several blocks around his 
hotel and deployed almost 8,000 police 
officers. Wherever he traveled, streets 
were sealed off and traffic brought to a 
halt. Divers swept Victoria Harbour in 
search of explosives. City employees glued 
sidewalk bricks so protesters wouldn’t be 
able to rip them up and throw them at 
police. Zhang concluded his stay with 
a condemnation of the localists: “Any 
advocacy for self- determination, Hong 
Kong independence, and the like will not 
succeed,” he said. 

In July, Supreme Court Justice 
Barnabas Fung Wah announced that 
new candidates for the legislature would 
be required to sign a form affirming their 
support for the Basic Law and loyalty 
to Hong Kong. The form singled out 
several clauses in the Basic Law speci-
fying Chinese sovereignty. It was the first 
time the Electoral Affairs Commission 
had required candidates for the legisla-
ture to explicitly pledge that Hong Kong 
is an “inalienable” part of China. Many 
localist candidates were disqualified 
because they refused to sign the form. 
Leung signed it without hesitation, but 
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Bloomberg 
View

Budget deficits may be coming out of retirement. With 
 economies all over the world growing too slowly and little 
scope left for new monetary stimulus, governments are turning 
their attention back to fiscal policy.

This shift in thinking is overdue. In many countries, though 
not all, fiscal expansion is not only possible but also necessary. 
A resumption of budget activism won’t be riskless, so caution 
will be needed. A stubborn commitment to fiscal austerity, 
however, would be riskier still.

The immediate response to the 2008 crash included fiscal 
easing—sometimes deliberate and sometimes the automatic 
consequence (higher public spending, lower tax revenue) of 
slumping activity. In most cases, expansionary budgets less-
ened the impact of collapsing demand, but they also pushed 
up public debt. Before long, governments started tightening 
their budgets to get debt under control.

With demand still lacking, the hope was that monetary 
expansion would be enough to support recovery. It wasn’t. 
Governments have found that monetary policy is losing its 
potency. Interest rates are close to zero in many countries and 
even negative in some. Huge bond-buying programs—so-called 
quantitative easing—have delivered an additional monetary 
punch, but again with diminishing effect and with a growing 
risk of financial instability as well.

So fiscal policy, despite the recent growth of public debt, is 
back on the agenda. Central banks have been leading the call. 
In June, Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen told the U.S. Senate 
Banking Committee that U.S. fiscal policy had “not played a 
supportive role.” In July the European Central Bank’s chief 
economist, Peter Praet, said, “Monetary policy cannot be the 
only remedy to our current economic challenges.”

In the U.S., both presidential candidates are calling for a big 
focus on infrastructure. Nobody who’s used the country’s roads 
or airports needs much convincing. Judicious fiscal expansion 

A Donald Trump victory in November would presumably scuttle 
hope of soon fixing America’s broken immigration system. But 
Hillary Clinton has vowed to push for comprehensive reform 
in the first 100 days of her administration, should she prevail. 
It’s not too early to start planning.

Senator Charles Schumer of New York, who’s likely to be the 
next Democratic leader in the Senate, has predicted that immi-
gration reform will pass in 2017. Senator Lindsey Graham of 
South Carolina, a Republican, has promised to revive the com-
prehensive reform bill that passed the Senate in 2013. It stood to 
increase gross domestic product by 3.3 percent after 10 years, 
or about $700 billion, the Congressional Budget Office shows. 
With GOP leaders once again eager to put the issue behind 
them, could Congress finally break the logjam next year?

This, of course, is the same logic that predicted compre-
hensive reform would follow in the wake of Mitt Romney’s 
2012 defeat. Immigration restrictionists in the House turned 
that upside down. The only legislation to make it out of the 
House in 2013 made a mockery of reform, explicitly rejecting 
the bipartisan measures that the Senate had passed.

The U.S. cannot afford to miss its next opportunity. America’s 
unrepaired immigration system entails high costs not only for 
families caught in the stalled gears but also for myriad busi-
nesses and the economy as a whole. Technology companies, in 
particular, are on a crusade to increase the number of H-1B visas 
for highly skilled workers and to create a special visa for entre-
preneurs. The agriculture industry may be in an even tighter 
bind. In 2010, the year Arizona adopted its landmark law crack-
ing down on immigrants, labor shortages cost American farms 
$300 million, according to the American Farm Bureau Federation.

With each day of political stasis, the costs to the American 
economy rise. �

A Cautious Return to 
Fiscal Stimulus
Governments around the world have to boost 
spending—and debt—to spur growth

Making the Push for 
Immigration Reform
The system is broken, and it’s costing the U.S. 
economy hundreds of billions of dollars

would take the pressure off monetary policy, allowing central 
banks to stabilize their balance sheets and normalize interest 
rates faster than they otherwise could.

There’s no need to build bridges to nowhere or hire armies 
of unemployed youth to dig and refill holes in the ground. 
Where opportunities for productive public investment don’t 
present themselves, governments can cut taxes instead— 
especially for the low-paid, who’ll be more apt to spend the 
windfall and thereby increase aggregate demand. Extra public 
spending also needs to go hand in hand with heightened over-
sight to ensure that the resources don’t leak away as waste or 
graft. And governments do need to keep an eye on long-term 
fiscal sustainability, which means avoiding open-ended com-
mitments that will permanently increase public spending.

To read Justin Fox 
on manipulating 
economic statistics 
and Noah Smith 
on investing in 
infrastructure, go to 

Bloombergview.com
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� Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen 
Kane resigned after being convicted on nine 

counts of perjury and obstruction 
of justice. Kane had leaked 
information to reporters to 
embarrass a rival prosecutor.

Ups 

Downs

� Ford says it will launch a fully 
autonomous car for ride-hailing 
services by 2021. It’s doubled the 
size of its Silicon Valley office to 260 
people. More � p22More � pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp222

� More than 11,000 Louisiana residents fled to shelters as the state struggled with massive flooding. 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration classified it as “a 500-year event.”

Movers
By Kyle Stock

� Treasury bond 
prices on Aug. 17 
rose fractionally after 
the Federal Reserve 

released the 
minutes of 
its July policy 
meeting. 
They showed 

officials were split on 
hiking interest rates.

� Hard Rock Cafe International won naming rights to the 
stadium where the Miami Dolphins and University of Miami 
football teams play. The bid came after a $500 million renovation.

Private equity firm TPG 
buys cable companies 
RCN and Grande 
Communications

$2.3b
Uniform supplier Cintas 
acquires competitor 
G&K Services

$2.2b
Water tech company 
Xylem nabs meter 
maker Sensus

$1.7b
Price a neighbor paid for 
the Playboy Mansion

$100m
Price of mattress 
company Casper’s  
first dog bed

$125
Reported layoffs 
planned at Cisco

5,500
Median budget overrun 
at Olympic Games

90%
Additional stores that 
Staples plans to close

50
Target shares swooned 
after the retailer cut its 
annual forecast

–7%
Top Deutsche Bank 
executives who’ll likely 
get a bonus this year

0

15

$135m
� Univision bought Gawker Media in a bankruptcy auction. The publisher 
had filed for protection after it was hit with a $140 million judgment in a 
lawsuit over its publication of portions of a Hulk Hogan sex tape. 

� U.S. regulators cleared 
Indonesian airlines to fly 
U.S. routes, upgrading 
the country’s air safety 
ratings. Indonesian carriers 
are some of the world’s 
fastest growing, 
but they haven’t 
flown directly to 

the U.S. in 
two decades.

� The Paramount 
Pictures remake of 
Ben-Hur is slouching 
into theaters on 
Aug. 19 under a cloud 
of bad reviews. The 
epic saga garnered 
an approval rating of 
just 33 percent on 
Fandango’s Rotten 
Tomatoes, which 
aggregates reviews.
More � p68

� Barnes & Noble ousted 
CEO Ronald Boire after 
less than a year, saying in 
a statement that he wasn’t 
“a good fit.” Chairman 
Leonard Riggio will act as 
CEO while the company 
searches for Boire’s 
replacement.

� Health insurer 
Aetna will withdraw 
from Affordable Care 
Act exchanges in

11
of the 15 states 
where it participates. 
The company had 
warned it would do so 
if it faced regulatory 
challenges to its 
merger with Humana. 
The U.S. Department 
of Justice sued to 
stop the deal on 
July 21. More � p27

� Three French 
towns banned the 
burkini, a full-body 
swimsuit worn by 
some Muslim women, 

saying the 
garment is 

an affront 
to the 
country’s 
secular 
culture.

say
ga

a

� The U.S. 
Department of 
Agriculture forecasts 
record corn and 
soybean crops this 
fall. That’s great 
news for commodity 

customers, but 
bad news for 
farmers. Corn 
prices fell  
to a seven-
year low.
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� Urban Outfitters 
shares rose 
16 percent on a 
strong quarterly 
report. 

While apparel 
brands struggle, 
the company has 
boosted returns by 
selling vinyl records 
and home goods.
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August 22 — August 28, 2016

Erdogan’s 
Anti-Coup Formula

 �The Turkish leader honed his mix of religion and pothole politics in Istanbul

 �“At least they’re delivering the economic goods”
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The garbage dump in the heart of 
Istanbul was an eyesore—and then a 
killer. In 1993 an explosion caused by 
a buildup of methane gas left dozens 
dead in the Umraniye district. A year 
later, voters elected Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan mayor, handing control of the 
city to an Islamist politician for the first 
time. A sports complex now stands on 
the site of the former dump. The skyline 
is dotted with towers bearing the logos 
of Sony, Total, Al Baraka Banking 
Group—symbols of the wave of global 
capital that’s transformed the city, and 
much of the country, since Erdogan’s 
Justice and Development Party, or AKP, 
gained national power in 2002. “We 
could smell the stench at home,” recalls 
Muharrem Balik, manager of the sports 
complex, who grew up in the area. “I 
wish I were a kid now to play here.” 

Ulku Dereyurt, a 35-year-old house-
wife shopping at an Umraniye depart-
ment store, says she used to feel 
nervous about wearing the head-to-toe 
black robe some Muslim women favor. 
“People weren’t kind,” she says. “Every 
time I entered a shop I was ignored. 
Now, uncovered women serving in the 
shops can smile at covered ones.”

It’s all happened on Erdogan’s 
watch, and it helps explain why—
almost alone in the Middle East—he’s 
been able to lead an Islamic-rooted 
government to power via the ballot box 
and keep it there. Many others have 
fallen by the wayside: Egypt’s Muslim 
Brotherhood was toppled by the army, 
Islamists in Tunisia and Libya were 
edged out, and Morocco’s Islamist gov-
erning party has remained subservient 
to the king. 

When a faction of the military 
attempted a coup last month, Turks 

took to the streets in Istanbul and cities 
across the country to defend Erdogan’s 
government. Almost 300 people died, 
but the military insurrection was put 
down. Umraniye’s mayor, Hasan Can, 
subsequently announced the district’s 
main square would be renamed 15 July 
Martyrs Square. A goat was sacrificed 
there in honor of the resistance.

The religious gesture in a spruced-
up inner-city setting says a lot about 
Erdogan and the party he founded. 
Almost a decade before they came to 
power nationally, Turkey’s Islamists 
were running the country’s two biggest 
cities, Istanbul and Ankara. Winning 
local elections gave them “the oppor-
tunity to prove themselves, to work 
on city administration,” says Ghanem 
Nuseibeh, founder of Cornerstone 
Global Associates, a London-based 
consulting firm, making the AKP  unique 
among the region’s mainly Sunni 
Islamist groups. 

Before, the real power lay with the 
generals, guardians of the secular 
system installed by Mustafa Kemal 
Ataturk, the republic’s founder. 
Erdogan has chipped away at that 
legacy. He’s lifted restrictions 
on Islamic head scarves and 
pumped religion into schools. 
TV stations have been fined for 
immorality. Still, visitors from 
 elsewhere in the Muslim world 
find a society more liberal 
than their own. Men can have 
only one wife, rather than 
the four permitted by 
Islam; Shariah law is 
not enshrined in the 
constitution; women 
are more visible in 
the workplace.
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A recent MetroPoll survey put 
Erdogan’s approval rating 

at 67.6 percent, up from 
46.9 percent in June. 

The bulk of his 
support comes from 
poorer and more 
religious Turks. 
He’s “empowered 
this previously 
outsider group 
and brought 
them into 
the political 
process, and 
also brought 
them into 
business, 
and empow-
ered them 
econom-
ically,” 
says Shadi 
Hamid, a 

senior fellow 
at the Brookings 

Institution and 
author of Islamic 

Exceptionalism: 
How the Struggle 

Over Islam Is 
Reshaping the World. 

The AKP’s ascen-
dance to the national 

stage was well-timed. 
Capital was pouring 
into emerging markets, 
including Turkey. Gross 
domestic product per 
person rose to $10,800 in 

2013, from $3,571 in 2002, 
buoyed by growth that aver-

aged 5 percent a year over that 
time. Among less religious Turks, 

the attitude has been “Maybe we’re 
not totally comfortable with their 

social agenda, but at least they’re deliv-
ering the economic goods,” says Hamid.

Recently, Erdogan has alienated 
many of his allies in the U.S. and 
Europe. Turkey almost caused a con-
frontation between NATO and Russia 
last year, when its military shot down 
a Russian warplane. Pro-AKP media 
accused U.S. officials of being behind 
the failed coup, a charge the U.S. has 
denied. Since the uprising, purges 

have ripped through the judiciary and 
schools, as well as the army and police, 
which many see as evidence the nation 
is headed deeper into one-man rule.

The economic miracle looks frayed, 
too: Growth slowed to 4 percent in 
2015, and forecasters expect it to dip 
to 3.5 percent this year. Turkey can be 
an inspiration for other Muslim coun-
tries only if it’s democratic and pros-
perous, says Ozgur Unluhisarcikli, who 
heads the Ankara office of the German 
Marshall Fund of the United States, a 
public-policy think tank. “Who would 
be inspired by a failing society?”

But from the vantage point of 
Umraniye, Erdogan still looks like 
a success. Balik, the sports center 
manager, talks about a transformation 
that goes beyond the aesthetics of green 
soccer pitches replacing mounds of 
trash and rubble. “It’s changed the lives 
of children here, their psychology,” he 
says. “They were playing in a garbage 
dump before.” —Donna Abu-Nasr, with 
Onur Ant and Ercan Ersoy
The bottom line Turkish President Erdogan 
is maintaining his popular support, despite 
unleashing a wave of post-coup repression. 

Geopolitics

Singapore and  
The New Silk Road

 � The city-state is a key gateway 
to Southeast Asia for China

 � The Chinese “have learned that 
they need a local broker”

Like many Singaporeans, Teo Siong 
Seng traces his roots to China. His 
grandfather journeyed from Fujian 
province half a century ago and settled 
in this corner of Southeast Asia, where 
he built a shipping business. Now, 
Teo is building new ties to China. His 
company, Pacific International Lines, 
is setting up a joint venture with ship-
ping giant Cosco to help it expand 
into Southeast Asia and beyond. 
“Chinese companies alone may not 
have enough experience to carry out 
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Labor

Stranded by  
Saudi Austerity 

 � Thousands of laid-off foreign 
workers haven’t been paid

 � “After they pay me my salary and 
benefits, I will go”

As Saudi authorities slash spending 
and delay payments to contractors to 
cope with the plunge in oil prices, the 
austerity is exacerbating the woes of 
private businesses that, for decades, 
have relied on government spending 

A Saudi Oger camp 
outside Riyadh: 
Eight men to a 

room and 
intermittent air 

conditioning

their investments in other countries,” 
says Teo, who’s also chairman of the 
Singapore Business Federation. “They 
have to learn the way we deal with local 
people and the way we do business.”

Singapore is a natural partner for 
China, which seeks to rejuvenate 
its Silk Road routes to the Middle 
East and Europe. Almost 75 percent 
of Singapore’s population is ethnic 
Chinese, and more than 20 percent of 
the nation’s gross domestic product is 
linked to China, according to the French 
bank Natixis. 

Under a plan dubbed One Belt, One 
Road, China is footing the bill for new 
ports, railways, roads, and other infra-
structure across Asia and beyond. It’s 
part of President Xi Jinping’s push to 
make China a regional power and chal-
lenge decades of U.S. dominance in the 
region. Beijing’s calculus is that greater 
trade and investment will help defuse 
a potential backlash over the country’s 
military expansion and territorial ambi-
tions. The revamped Silk Road should 
also provide an outlet for the huge 
 overcapacity in some Chinese indus-
tries, including steel and high-speed 
rail equipment. 

By teaming up with Singaporeans, 
Chinese investors hope to avoid pitfalls 
they encountered in Africa and Latin 
America. They’ve been criticized for 
using Chinese labor and materials on 

projects, limiting 
their contribution 
to local econo-
mies. “Chinese 
have learned that 
they need a local 
broker,” says Gao 
Zhikai, a former 
vice president of 
Chinese oil giant 
CNOOC. “Chinese 
companies believe 

Singapore companies are easier to deal 
with, and they know how to deal with 
different markets.”

The number of Chinese companies 
registered in Singapore has almost 
doubled in the past five years, to more 
than 7,500. Fosun International, a 
Shanghai-based conglomerate whose 
holdings include Club Med and Cirque 
du Soleil, established its Southeast 
Asian headquarters there last year. 
“Chinese companies have to pick the 
right platform and springboard before 
making an international move, and 

Singapore is a very good choice,” says 
Chief Executive Officer Liang Xinjun. 
The influx of Chinese businesses could 
help Singapore’s economy, which is 
suffering from a slowdown in trade, 
weak commodity prices, and job cuts 
in banking.

China has looked to Singapore before. 
Many Chinese officials tread a path 
there each year to study its political 
model. The city-state in late 2015 hosted 
the first summit between Taiwan and 
China in seven decades. Beijing may 
need to enlist Singapore to help smooth 
tensions stoked by China’s territorial 
claims in the South China Sea, which an 
international arbitration court in The 
Hague recently rejected. 

While Southeast Asian nations are 
hungry for infrastructure funds to meet 
the demands of growing populations, 
China shouldn’t expect an uncondi-
tional open door. “Many countries in 
Southeast Asia are becoming more cau-
tious when dealing with Chinese com-
panies, which have a relatively bad 
track record in implementing deals over 
the past decade,” says Gao, the onetime 
CNOOC executive who’s now direc-
tor of the China National Association 
of International Studies. “Given the 
growing tensions over the South China 
Sea, Chinese firms have to be even more 
careful in putting the deals in prac-
tice,” he says. “Even a small mistake 
could cause a major negative reaction.” 
—Bloomberg News
The bottom line China is strengthening ties with 
Singapore in a bid to counter decades of U.S. 
dominance in Southeast Asia.

for growth. Casualties include many 
foreigners who helped meet the vora-
cious demand for low-paid workers 
in construction.

Owed weeks of back pay from con-
struction companies squeezed by 
the kingdom’s economic slowdown, 
thousands of foreign workers from 
South Asia don’t know how long their 
plight will last. “They don’t give us 
any answers about our salaries,” says 
Mohammed Salahaldeen, a duct fab-
ricator from Bangladesh, as he stands 
in a labor camp in Riyadh set up by 
construction company Saudi Oger 
in better days. “After they pay me my 
salary and benefits, I will go.”

Abandoned laborers for a number 
of companies, including almost 16,000 
from India and Pakistan alone, accord-
ing to their governments, haven’t seen 
a paycheck in about eight months. 
Under a system of sponsorship known 
as kafala that leaves many workers at 
their employers’ mercy, they’re also 
not being given the exit visas they 
need to leave. Saudi employers have 
to arrange such visas, but before doing 
so, they’re legally obliged to pay back 
wages and end-of-service benefits.

Construction companies “can’t get 
additional financing from the banking 

Trade with 
Singapore in 2015

① China  $68b

② Malaysia  $54b

③ U.S.  $52b

④ Hong Kong  $34b

⑤ Indonesia  $32b

⑥ Japan  $26b

⑦ South Korea  $26b
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system because they are close to their 
limits,” says John Sfakianakis, direc-
tor for economic research at the Gulf 
Research Center, so they don’t have 
the money to meet their commitment 
to employees. Construction contracts 
with the government shrank about 
65 percent in the second quarter from 
the same period a year earlier, accord-
ing to data published by Jeddah-based 
National Commercial Bank.

Calls made to Saudi Oger and Saudi 
Binladin Group, another large con-
struction company, weren’t returned. 
At the order of King Salman, the reign-
ing monarch, stranded workers will be 
given food and medical services and 
can receive exit visas directly from the 
state. The Ministry of Labor pledged 
in a statement in early August to safe-
guard workers’ rights. Legal represen-
tation will be furnished pro bono. The 
workers say they won’t leave without 
their money.

The conditions in which the 
workers from Bangladesh, India, Sri 
Lanka, Pakistan, and the Philippines 
wait are fetid and cramped. They 
sleep eight to a tiny concrete 
room and share dirty toilets with 
feral cats that sneak into the bath-
rooms to escape the searing heat. 

Temperatures hit 50C (122F), and the 
electricity powering air conditioners 
often goes off. Some destitute laborers 
say they own only one set of clothes.

Mohammed Khan, an Indian nurse 
from Mumbai at the Saudi Oger camp, 
has to treat patients’ diabetes, hyper-
tension, and high cholesterol without 
medication. “They can’t go to a hospi-
tal because they no longer have insur-
ance,” he says. “They have no money.” 
Workers said Saudi Oger stopped paying 
their medical insurance policies. 

For decades, the kingdom has pro-
vided millions of foreign laborers with 
jobs that allowed them to improve the 
lives of families back in their home-
lands. In 2014 it ranked second behind 
the U.S. as the biggest source of over-
seas workers’ remittances, according 
to World Bank data. Yet as oil prices 
plummeted, government efforts to 
repair public finances hammered a 
construction industry already strug-
gling from a slowdown. 

In March, Deputy Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman told 
Bloomberg that Oger’s problems 
were unrelated to the economy. Last 
year the government had tempo-
rarily barred Binladin Group from 
taking on new contracts after a 

 company-operated crane collapsed in 
Mecca, killing more than 100 people.

India’s Ministry of External Affairs 
says more than 4,050 Indian workers 
are stranded without pay at Saudi 
Oger camps. For three days, at a camp 
near Diriyah, the original home of the 
royal family, the company abruptly 
stopped providing free food at the 
canteen, say workers.

Nasser Abdul Manaf says he has 
been forced to take his children 
in Hyderabad, India, out of school 
because he can no longer afford their 
education. He is six months late on 
the rent for his family’s $90-a-month 
apartment and says the building 
owner wants to kick them out: “They 
will have to move onto the streets.”

Prince Mohammed, the king’s 
closest son, said in March that the gov-
ernment had started paying compa-
nies for work done. People briefed on 
the plans said authorities were con-
sidering IOU notes to pay outstanding 
bills to conserve cash.

Outside Riyadh, at a camp for 
Saudi Binladin Group workers, some 
employees say they haven’t been paid 
in 10 months, including Egyptian and 
Saudi security guards still working 
at the front gate. The company said 
in May that it has fully compen-
sated dismissed workers after local 
media reported it had fired thousands 
without paying back wages.

The shop in the camp throws 
the workers a lifeline by providing 
goods on credit, which the employ-
ees are expected to pay back when 
they receive their salaries, says 
Carlos Nagac, a 38-year-old painter 
for Binladin. “All I want is to get my 
 benefits and to go home,” he says, 
 fretting about his four children G
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back in Cebu, Philippines.
With no income, some of the 

workers have turned to relatives or 
friends for loans. Shahid Iqbal, who’s 
worked at Saudi Oger for almost 
half of his 39 years, had to borrow 
3,000 riyals ($800) to pay for child-
birth costs for his wife in Pakistan. He 
borrowed an additional 15,000 riyals 
to make it through the eight months he 
hasn’t been paid. “I am only waiting 
for my benefits,” he says with tears in 
his eyes. “My end-of-service benefit 
is 45,000 riyals. If I don’t take that 
back to Pakistan, I will have nothing.” 
—Glen Carey, with Deema Almashabi
The bottom line The Saudi construction industry 
has been so battered it has laid off thousands of 
foreign workers and hasn’t paid back wages.

Edited by Christopher Power  
and Cristina Lindblad
Bloomberg.com

Brexit

261 Words to End  
A 43-Year Marriage

 � Drafters of the European Union’s 
exit clause skimped on details

 � “Nobody ever imagined it would 
actually be used”

The U.K.’s departure from the 
European Union may become the 
most  tortured divorce proceed-
ing in history. Although prime min-
isters from Margaret Thatcher on 
won opt-outs from the euro and the 
passport-free Schengen Area, about 
half of all British  legislation with a 
significant economic impact—from 
trade rules to product regulations—
derives from the EU, according to 
a study by the House of Commons 
Library. British politicians, lawyers, 
and bureaucrats will have little guid-
ance for their vast task: Article 50 of 
the Treaty of Lisbon, the rule book 
for the modern EU, spells out the exit 
parameters in just 261 words. “It’s 
very, very complex, because we have 
everything entangled after 43 years of 
British  membership,” says Jean-Claude 
Piris, the EU Council’s chief lawyer 
when the clause was drafted early this 
century. A formal exit process hadn’t 
existed before, and EU countries 
“wanted to prove that the EU wasn’t 
a jail—that you could get out; at that 

time, nobody ever imag-
ined it would actually be 
used,” he says.

Talks on Britain’s departure can 
start as soon as U.K. Prime Minister 
Theresa May triggers Article 50. 
Once British and European 
political leaders set down the 
red lines for negotiations, offi-
cials will have to thrash out 
the details. 

Legally, there must be 
two sets of negotiations. 
First, the U.K. must extricate 
itself from its current arrangements, 
including its contributions to the EU 
budget, employment terms for EU 
staff, and the status of EU agencies. 
“There will be disputes, because 
there are so many ongoing con-
tracts and procedures,” Piris 
says. “If someone is under 
an arrest warrant pro-
cedure, if there’s an ongoing 
procurement procedure, an 
ongoing procedure on compe-
tition, state aid, and so on, you have 
to solve as many questions as possible 
in the withdrawal treaty.” The with-
drawal agreement has to be 
completed within two years, 
unless all EU countries 
agree to an extension. 

The other set of negotia-
tions deals with the two sides’ 
future relationship. Among the 
issues at stake are London’s pros-
pects as a financial center and 
the ability of EU citizens to live 
and work in the U.K. The 
process could drag on for 
several years if the EU insists 
this set of talks can’t start 
until the withdrawal 
treaty is concluded. 
“The Brexit negotia-
tions will take much 
longer and be far more 

complicated than many British poli-
ticians realize,” Charles Grant, direc-
tor of the Centre for European Reform, 
said in a research report. 

In fact, Grant said, there may need 
to be at least six sets of agreements: 
an EU withdrawal treaty, a new 
U.K.-EU trade regime, an interim EU 
accord to cover the period between 
them, paperwork granting the U.K. its 
own membership in the World Trade 
Organization, new trade deals with 

other countries, and new foreign 
policy and defense arrangements.

EU President Donald Tusk and the 
European Commission have said that 
the withdrawal agreement needs to 
be completed before talks on a new 
U.K.-EU trade pact can begin. The 

expectation is that, as with any 
trade deal negotiated by the 
EU, this one will probably 

require unanimous agree-
ment by all 27 members, plus 

ratification in national and 
regional parliaments across the 

bloc. How long all this will take 
is an open question, but con-

sider that the EU’s free-trade agree-
ment with Canada took seven years to 

 negotiate—and it’s still not ratified.
Late-night make-or-break 
summits of the sort seen at the 

height of the Greek debt crisis 
are unlikely but can’t be ruled 

out, says Kenneth Armstrong, 
a professor of law at the University 

of Cambridge. “If it goes well, it would 
be better orchestrated; clear rounds, 
clear chapters and signing at the end—
11th-hour negotiations would be a 
very poor way of doing it,” he says. 
But “even an orderly chapter-by- 
chapter de-accession might go down 

to the wire.”
Piris, for one, is in no hurry 

to close a chapter in British 
history that started in 1973. “I 

am very, very sad,” says the legal 
 consultant. “It’s a catastrophe 

for the U.K. and very, very bad—
even  catastrophic, politically—

for the EU itself.”  
—Ian Wishart and Matthew Campbell

The bottom line Negotiations to extricate the U.K. 
from the European Union may require at least six 
sets of agreements.

Greece and Eastern 
Europe want the U.K. 

to continue paying 
into EU coffers while 
negotiating its exit so 
funds keep flowing to 

their countries

Spain will press for joint sovereignty over Gibraltar

France will use 
passporting rights, 

which permit British 
financial firms to 

sell services and 
raise funds on 

the Continent, 
as leverage in 

immigration talks

France and 

Denmark will p
ress 

for re
ciprocal access 

for fi
sherm

en in 

their w
aters

Ireland wants to 

prevent a tightening 

of the border with 

Northern Ireland

Brexit Fallout
United Kingdom Prime Minister Theresa May will 
face a daunting array of demands from European 
nations when the time comes to negotiate Britain’s 
future relationship with the bloc. A sample:

Italy wants to lure EU 

institutions like the 

European Medicines 

Agency from the U.K.
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 �The service is putting robotic cars on the road before summer’s end

 �Developing an autonomous car “is basically existential for us”

August 22 — August 28, 2016

Companies/
Industries

Your Driverless Uber Is Here

In July the company reached an agree-
ment to buy Otto, a 91-employee driv-
erless truck startup that was founded 
in early 2016. Uber declined to disclose 
the terms of the arrangement, but a 
person familiar with the deal says that 
if targets are met, it would be worth 
1 percent of Uber’s most recent valua-
tion. That would imply a price of about 
$680 million. Otto’s current employees 
will also collectively receive 20 percent 
of any profits Uber earns from building 
an autonomous trucking business. 

Otto has developed a kit that allows 
big-rig trucks to steer themselves on 
highways, in theory freeing up the 
driver to nap in the back of the cabin. 
The system is being tested on high-
ways around San Francisco. Aspects 
of the technology will be incorporated 
into Uber’s robot livery cabs and will 
be used to start an Uber-like service for 
long-haul trucking in the U.S., in addi-
tion to the intracity delivery services 
Uber already offers.

The Otto deal is a coup for Uber in its 
simmering battle with Google, which 
has been plotting its own ridesharing 
service using self-driving cars. Otto’s 
founders include other key members 
of Google’s operation who decamped 
in January, because, according to Otto 
co-founder Anthony Levandowski, 
“We were really excited about build-
ing something that could be launched 
early.” Levandowski, one of the origi-
nal engineers on the self- driving team 

Near the end of 2014, Uber co-founder 
and Chief Executive Officer Travis 
Kalanick flew to Pittsburgh on a 
mission: to hire dozens of the world’s 
experts in autonomous vehicles. The 
city is home to Carnegie 
Mellon University’s robotics 
department, which has pro-
duced many of the biggest 
names in the newly hot field. 
Sebastian Thrun, the creator 
of Google’s self- driving car 
project, spent seven years 
researching autonomous 
robots at CMU, and the project’s 
former director, Chris Urmson, was a 
CMU grad student.

“Travis had an idea that he wanted 
to do self- driving,” says John Bares, 
who had run CMU’s National Robotics 
Engineering Center for 13 years before 
founding Carnegie Robotics, a 
Pittsburgh-based company that makes 
components for self- driving industrial 
robots used in mining, farming, and 
the military. “I turned him down three 
times. But the case was pretty compel-
ling.” Bares joined Uber in January 2015 
and by early 2016 had recruited hun-
dreds of engineers, robotics experts, 
and even a few car mechanics to join 
the venture. The goal: to replace Uber’s 
more than 1 million human drivers with 
robot drivers—as quickly as possible.

The plan seemed audacious, even 
reckless. And according to most ana-
lysts, true self-driving cars are years or 

decades away. Kalanick begs to differ.
“We are going commercial,” he says. 

“This can’t just be about science.” 
Starting in late August, Uber will allow 
customers in downtown Pittsburgh 

to summon self-driving cars 
from their phones, crossing 

an important milestone that 
no automotive or technol-

ogy company has yet achieved. 
Google, widely regarded as 
the leader in the field, has 
been testing its fleet for several 
years, and Tesla Motors offers 

Autopilot, essentially a souped-up 
cruise control that drives the car on the 
highway. Ford on Aug. 16 announced 
plans for an autonomous ridesharing 
service. But none of these companies 
has yet brought a self- driving car- 
sharing service to market.

Uber’s Pittsburgh fleet, which will be 
supervised by humans in the  driver’s 
seat for the time being, consists of 
specially modified Volvo XC90 sport- 
utility vehicles outfitted with dozens of 
sensors that use cameras, lasers, radar, 
and GPS receivers. Volvo Cars has so 
far delivered a handful of vehicles out 
of a total of 100 due by the end of the 
year. The two companies signed a pact 
earlier this year to spend $300 million 
to develop a fully autonomous car that 
will be ready for the road by 2021. 

The Volvo deal isn’t exclusive; Uber 
plans to partner with other  automakers 
as it races to recruit more engineers. 

“Nobody has set up 
software that can 
reliably drive a car 
safely without a 
human. We are 
focusing on that.”

—Travis Kalanick, 
Uber
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Alphabet’s venture capital division, GV.)
Unlike Google and Tesla, Uber has 

no intention of mass- producing its 
own cars, Kalanick says. Instead, the 
company will strike deals with auto 
manufacturers, starting with Volvo 
Cars, and will develop kits for other 
models. The Otto deal will help; the 
company makes its own laser detec-
tion, or lidar, system, used in many 
self- driving cars. “Nobody has set up 
software that can reliably drive a car 
safely without a human,” Kalanick says. 
“We are focusing on that.”

In Pittsburgh, customers will request 
cars the normal way, via Uber’s app, 
and will be paired with a driverless car 
at random. Trips will be free for the 

A family feud threatens
a German cheap-food 
dynasty 24

Here, millennial, have 
yourself a healthy  
gin and tonic 25
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at Google, started Otto with Lior Ron, 
who served as the head of product 
for Google Maps for five years; Claire 
Delaunay, a Google robotics lead; and 
Don Burnette, another veteran Google 
engineer. Google suffered another 
departure in early August when Urmson 
announced that he, too, was leaving. 

“The minute it was clear to us that 
our friends in Mountain View were 
going to be getting in the ridesharing 
space, we needed to make sure there 
is an alternative [self-driving car],” 
says Kalanick. “Because if there is not, 
we’re not going to have any business.” 
Developing an autonomous vehicle, he 
adds, “is basically existential for us.” 
(Google also invests in Uber through 

The National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration has 
defined five levels 
of autonomy based 
on how many 
car functions 
are computer-
controlled

Life is a highway—the 
driver is in complete 
control of the car at 
all times 

Driver shares control 
as an intermittent 
operator; you’ll want 
to take your hands 
off the wheel, but you 
shouldn’t

Level 0 
1972 Chevrolet Vega

Honk If You  
Love Robots

Level 2 
2016 Tesla Model S

Level 1 
1998 Mercedes S500 

Level 3 
Uber, Google

Level 4 
JohnnyCab from  
Total Recall

Driver can regain 
control or stop the 
car more quickly than 
when driving without 
the automated 
function or functions 

Professionally trained  
operator for ride-
hailing service cedes 
full control during 
certain conditions  

Driver selects 
destination, doesn’t 
control car functions

Automatic 
transmission optional

Partial automation of 
at least two primary  
control functions 
working together 
(e.g., adaptive cruise 
control with lane 
centering) to relieve 
driver of the tasks

Automation of one or 
more specific control 
functions, such as 
assisted braking

Steering, throttle, 
braking, and other 
critical functions are 
automated; the car 
can monitor changes 
in road conditions 
(e.g., construction) 
that might require 
the human to retake 
control

Fully automated; 
designed to perform 
all safety-critical 
functions and monitor 
road conditions 
for an entire trip; 
responsibility for safe 
operation rests solely 
with the vehicle

Driver

Vehicle

A 2084 robot taxi, 
first unveiled in 1990

time being, rather than the standard 
local rate of $1.30 per mile. In the long 
run, Kalanick says, prices will fall so low 
that the per-mile cost of travel, even for 
long trips in rural areas, will be cheaper 
in a  driverless Uber than in a private 
car. “That could be seen as a threat,” 
says Volvo Cars CEO Hakan Samuelsson. 
“We see it as an opportunity.”

Although Kalanick and other self- 
driving car advocates say the  vehicles 
will ultimately save lives, they face 
harsh scrutiny for now. In July a driver 
using Tesla’s Autopilot service died after 
colliding with a tractor trailer, appar-
ently because both the car’s computers 
and the driver didn’t see it. Google has 
seen a handful of  accidents, but they’ve 
been less severe, in part because it 
limits its cars to 25 miles per hour. 
Uber’s cars haven’t had any fender 
benders since they began road- testing 
in Pittsburgh in May, but at some point 
something will go wrong, says Raffi 
Krikorian, the company’s engineering 
director. “We’re interacting with reality 
every day,” he says. “It’s coming.”

For now, Uber’s test cars travel with 
safety drivers, as common sense and 
the law dictate. These 
professionally trained 
engineers sit with 
their  fingertips on the wheel, ready to 
take control if the car encounters an 
unexpected obstacle. A co-pilot, in the 
front passenger seat, takes notes on a 
laptop. Each car is also equipped with 
a tablet computer in the back seat, 

h the vehicle
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Aldi Nord had €12.3 billion ($13.9 billion) 
of net revenue in Germany alone.

The battle has been lapped 
up by a German public 
that’s long had a love-
hate relation-
ship with the 
chain. For a 
postwar genera-
tion whose culinary 
compass was oriented 
toward vast quanti-
ties of cheap food 
rather than dining as 
a refined indulgence, 
Aldi was the obvious 
destination for staples 
such as sugar and flour. 
Ultralow prices, combined 
with a resistance to anything resem-
bling an uplifting consumer experience, 
have given the super market a quasi- 
masochistic cult following. 

While Aldi Nord is adapting to a 
crowded market, it must keep going 
upscale, says Boris Planer, chief econ-
omist at consulting firm Planet Retail. 
“Consumers today expect more,” he 
says. In 2012, Aldi Nord began buffing 
up stores and offering big brands such 
as Coca-Cola in addition to household 
products, boosting revenue an average 
of 19 percent in renovated shops over 
three years. Long-stemmed roses, 
Champagne, and giant prawns—at bot-
tom-feeder prices—have joined the mix.

The family feud could slow those ini-
tiatives. Babette’s camp is pushing Aldi 
Nord, which also runs the U.S. chain 
Trader Joe’s, to more quickly spruce 
up stores, according to a person with 
knowledge of the matter. Trusts rep-
resenting the heirs must sign off on 
major investment plans, and Theo Jr. 
and his mother aren’t on speaking 
terms with Babette’s side of the family, 
according to the person. “If I were 
Theo Jr.’s adviser, I would tell him to 
relax a bit, especially since he himself 
defied the family’s vow of silence,” says 
Martin Kuhna, author of Die Albrechts, 
a 2015 book about the chain. The 
company declined to comment or to 
make Theo Jr. available; Babette’s team 
also declined to comment. 

The spat has upended decades of 
obsessive discretion at Aldi, whose 
owners are so secretive that the only 
widely published photo of Theo Jr. 
is a grainy, decades-old paparazzi 
snap. The given names and ages of 
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Albrecht

Babette’s children—quadruplets who 
are about 26 and a sister who’s about 
24—are so closely guarded that they 
weren’t revealed until last year, and 
the family won an injunction against 
a  magazine that published them. 
“It’s totally natural that the younger 
generation would react against the 
excessive thriftiness,” says Eberhard 
Fedtke, a former Aldi Nord manager 
and author of a 2011 company history 
called Aldi Geschichten (Aldi Stories). 
“The parsimony was so extreme, it 
was unsustainable.”

At its core, the dispute concerns 
trusts set up by Theo Sr. to ensure long-
term control of Aldi Nord. The two sides 
each are beneficiaries of trusts with 
19.5 percent stakes, and they share a 
third with 61 percent. The spat centers 
on control of Babette’s trust and the 
larger one—and ultimately control of 
Aldi Nord. The conflict heated up after 
Babette’s husband, Berthold, died 
of cancer in 2012. Some of his heirs 
contended that one trust had been 
revamped to reduce their influence, a 
decision they said was made by Theo Jr. 
in 2010 when Berthold was too ill to 
make a competent judgment. 

In January, Babette and her children 
won a court ruling striking down the 
2010 changes, a decision that is under 
appeal. In response, Theo Jr., a man 
who’d spent decades avoiding the press, 
did the unthinkable: He went public. He 
told the news paper Handelsblatt that 
Babette’s spending, as well as a widely 
publicized case in which an art dealer 
who sold works to her and Berthold 
was jailed for fraud, had tarnished the 
company’s image. “The Albrecht name 
requires a modest lifestyle,” he said in 
Stern magazine. 

While Babette’s lifestyle isn’t particu-
larly lavish by billionaire standards—her 
home is a modest, two-story stucco—it 
stands out when compared with Aldi’s 
penny-pinching. German media say that 
in the final years of Berthold’s life the 
couple spent more than €100 million 
on art and a dozen or so classic cars, 
including a 1939 Mercedes  roadster. 
Last year, Babette was photographed 
in the front row of a Düsseldorf fashion 
show wearing a black pencil skirt 
and adorned with pearls and a jewel-
encrusted watch. In a 2014 letter to 
Babette, Theo Jr. wrote that she’d 
become “a burden on our company” by 
refusing to “subordinate your private 

Retail

A Spending Spat in
An Empire of Austerity

 � A feud at Germany’s Aldi 
threatens to slow change

 � “The parsimony was so extreme, 
it was unsustainable”

The German supermarket chain Aldi 
revels in austerity, with stores reminis-
cent of fluorescent-lit bunkers, shelves 
packed with €1 cans of sliced pork and 
39-euro-cent River cola, and cashiers 
who only started taking credit cards last 
summer. That hasn’t stopped a widen-
ing scandal about, of all things, extrava-
gant spending.

The heirs to the fortune of co-founder 
Theo Albrecht—worth $15 billion, 
according to the Bloomberg Billionaires 
Index—are battling for control of Aldi 
Nord, which owns the chain in nine 
European countries. Theo’s elder 
son, Theo Jr., has publicly attacked 
his widowed sister-in-law, Babette 
Albrecht, for her purchases of art and 
vintage cars and withdrawals from one 
of the company’s controlling trusts. 
He’s using the dispute to try to reduce 
the influence of Babette and her five 
children, a move she’s fighting in court. 
The company is a rich prize: Last year, 

designed to tell riders that they’re 
in an autonomous car and to explain 
what’s happening. “The goal is to wean 
us off of having drivers in the car, so 
we don’t want the public talking to our 
safety drivers,” Krikorian says.

On a recent weekday test drive, the 
safety drivers were still an  essential 
part of the experience, as Uber’s 
autonomous car briefly turned un-
autonomous, while crossing the 
Allegheny River. A chime sounded, a 
signal to the driver to take the wheel. 
A second ding a few seconds later 
 indicated that the car was back under 
computer control. “Bridges are really 
hard,” Krikorian says. “And there are 
like 500 bridges in Pittsburgh.”  
—Max Chafkin, with Eric Newcomer
The bottom line Uber is accelerating its plan to 
replace its 1 million human drivers with robots as 
quickly as possible.
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Big alcohol players, including Diageo
and MillerCoors, are trying to cater to 
the so-called athleisure-wearing cus-
tomer. Their challenge: to give fitness-
chic status to a product more associated 
with binge drinking and addiction. 
“There’s a reason you see people in 
yoga pants all over New York City—
not because they’re working out,” says 
Valerie Toothman, vice president for 
marketing innovation at Anheuser-
Busch InBev. “It’s this idea that a kind 
of health and well-
being is the new 
premium.”

MillerCoors 
is releasing two 
alcoholic drinks 
with healthy- 
sounding names. 
Easy Tea is a drink that the company 
recently described as a “refined, brisk 
and less sweet iced tea.” It began 
selling the brew on Aug. 8 in liquor 
and  convenience stores around the 
Northeast and Midwest. 
Zumbida Mango, the first 
of several fruit-flavored 
fermented drinks, will be 
introduced on Sept. 1 in 
several Western states.

Diageo, the 

lifestyle to the interest of our group.”
“It’s grotesque that Theo Albrecht is 

attacking his sister-in-law invoking the 
company’s reputation,” says Stephan 
Holzinger, a Munich litigation adviser 
who isn’t involved in the dispute. “Aldi’s 
reputation has been more damaged by 
the mudslinging.” —Matthew Campbell, 
Karin Matussek, and Nicholas Brautlecht
The bottom line A family fight at discount grocer 
Aldi threatens modernization efforts needed to 
remain competitive in a changing retail landscape. 

Drinks

Beverage Makers Go 
After the Athleisure Set

 � Companies embrace millennials’ 
health-obsessed lifestyles

 � What people ingest “is more 
prominent in consumers’ minds”

Every week, after a grueling hourlong 
CrossFit session, Casey O’Neill and 
some of her workout friends typically 
gather for  post-exercise drinks at her 
Boston apartment. Until last summer, 
she often wasn’t sure what to serve—
wine was too alcoholic, cocktails too 
caloric, beer too bloating.

Then she came up with another 
option: seltzer with a kick. O’Neill 
makes her living concocting 
drinks for Boston Beer, maker of 
Samuel Adams, and the fizzy liba-
tion she developed has inspired 
the craft beer company to branch 
out into the new category of 
healthy-sounding hard drinks. 
Truly Spiked & Sparkling, made 
from fermented cane sugar with 
natural flavors, made its debut in 
May and packs just 100 calories 
per serving, half the intake of a 
standard gin and tonic. “People 
are concerned about gluten, 
they’re concerned about sugar,” 
says O’Neill.

Alcoholic beverage compa-
nies have steered clear of the 
health-and- fitness trend that’s 
overtaken virtually every con-
sumer category from food to 
clothing. Now that’s changing as 
 millennials, especially women, 
obsess over everything they ingest. 

Edited by Dimitra Kessenides 
Bloomberg.com

47%
Americans of legal 

drinking age who say 
there aren’t enough 
low-calorie alcoholic 

beverage options

o 

E
B

Northeast and Midwest. 
Zumbida Mango, the first
of several fruit-flavored 
fermented drinks, will be 
introduced on Sept. 1 in 
several Western states.

Diageo, the 

world’s largest distiller, said on Aug. 5 
that it will soon sell a Smirnoff Spiked 
Sparkling Seltzer line, in addition to 
a new hard soda brand, to join a suite 
of products catering to consumers 
looking for seemingly healthier drinks. 
The 90-calorie seltzer will have nutri-
tion labels on its packaging pitch-
ing its natural flavor and the absence 
of added sugar, artificial sweeteners, 
and preservatives, says Diageo spokes-
woman Kristen Crofoot. The product is 
also gluten-free.

“The idea of what [people] are 
putting into their bodies is more 
prominent in consumers’ minds 
today,” says James Thompson, Diageo 
North America’s chief marketing and 
innovation officer. “It’s natural that 
spirits will follow.” 

Forty-seven percent of Americans 
who are of legal drinking age say there 
are too few low-calorie alcoholic bever-
age options, according to a Harris Poll 
commissioned by Boston Beer.

Startups are going after the market, 
too. Nick Shields, co-founder of 
Boathouse Beverage, hit on the idea 
of a healthier option when he noticed 
seltzer waters replacing carbonated 
soft drinks in his family’s refrigera-
tor. He started brewing small batches 
of an alcoholic seltzer in his garage, 

and the business grew from there. 
SpikedSeltzer, with 6 percent 
alcohol, is now sold in Whole 
Foods, Trader Joe’s, some Targets, 
and regional groceries in 13 states. 
Shields says he expects to sell more 
than 40,000 barrels this year.

The Beer Institute, a trade 
group whose members include 
MillerCoors and AB InBev, 
announced in July that its compa-
nies will start listing nutritional 
information, including calories, 
carbohydrates, and protein, on 
their labels.

“Alcohol isn’t good for you 
unless it’s in moderation,” says 
Dave Holmes, who co-founded 
Boathouse with Shields. “The 
desire is to have something that’s 
both transparent and healthier.” 
—Jennifer Kaplan
The bottom line Diageo, Boston Beer, and 
MillerCoors are among the companies 
marketing so-called healthy alcoholic drinks.
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long time—he is an extraordinary guy, 
an extraordinary talent, and he, like 
me, truly loves our country,” Trump 
said in a statement to Businessweek.

Trump’s own diagnosis of his cam-
paign’s shortcomings led to this 
unusual prescription—which is the 
diametric opposite of what most 
Republicans have been counseling for 
their embattled nominee. “The cam-
paign has been too lethargic, too reac-
tive,” says a senior Trump official. 
“They wanted to bring in someone 
who understood new media, under-
stood digital. It’s not going to be a 
traditional campaign.” Trump was frus-
trated by Manafort’s efforts to contain 
him and angry about his plummeting 

palatable to establishment Republicans 
and the swing voters he’ll need to 
win over if he’s to have any chance 
of beating Hillary Clinton. Bannon, 
who becomes chief executive of the 
Trump campaign, represents a sharp 
turn in the opposite direction—a fire-
ball hurtling toward the 2016 presi-
dential election. (In announcing the 
hiring, the Trump campaign quoted 
Bloomberg Businessweek’s descrip-
tion of Bannon from a profile last 
fall as “The Most Dangerous Political 
Operative in America.”) Along with 
campaign manager Kellyanne Conway, 
Bannon will encourage Trump to cast 
aside political niceties and aggressively 
go with his gut. “I’ve known Steve for a 

“I am who I am,” Donald Trump 
declared, shortly after the New York 
Times ran a story depicting chaos in 
his presidential campaign. “I don’t 
want to change.” He wasn’t lying. The 
next day, on Aug. 17, Trump shoved 
aside his campaign chairman, Paul 
Manafort, and installed Steve Bannon—
ex-Naval officer, ex-Goldman Sachs 
banker, ex-Sarah Palin filmmaker. Until 
Trump called, he was executive chair-
man of Breitbart News, the avatar of 
the so-called alt-right: the national-
ist, racially paranoid splinter group of 
 anti-establishment conservatives who 
have rallied to Trump’s banner. 

Since June, Manafort has tried fruit-
lessly to mold Trump into someone 

Free Donald Trump!
 �Steve Bannon thinks he can save the craziest campaign ever by unshackling the candidate 

 �“It’s very simple. This is a change election. He needs to position himself as anti-establishment”
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No nukes: How utilities 
are charging for plants 
not getting built 29

Health Care

Obamacare Is Losing 
The Biggest Insurers

 � With almost $2 billion in losses, 
big insurers are pulling out

 � The exchanges are “losing a lot  
of money for a lot of people”

Last fall, when UnitedHealth Group 
said it expected to post big losses on its 
Obamacare policies in 2016, rivals such 
as Anthem and Aetna signaled their 
Affordable Care Act businesses were 
doing fine. The Obama administration 
used that as evidence to refute claims 
that systemic problems were brewing 
in its landmark insurance program. 

Now, there’s no denying it. The four 
biggest U.S. health insurers say they’re 
each losing hundreds of millions of 
dollars on their Obamacare plans. 
Rather than expand coverage, many 
are pulling out of the exchanges that 
were set up by the ACA so people can 
shop for insurance plans, often with 
the help of government subsidies. 

UnitedHealth expects to lose 
$850 million on Obamacare in 

poll numbers. With Bannon in 
the fold, the source adds, Trump 
will feel free to unleash his inner 
Trump: “It’s very simple. This is a 
change election. He needs to position 
himself as anti- establishment, the can-
didate of change, and the candidate 
who’s anti-Washington.”

The shake-up is an ominous devel-
opment for Republican elected offi-
cials alarmed at Trump’s collapse and 
the effect he could have on down- 
ballot races across the country. In 
recent years, Breitbart News has bedev-
iled Republican leaders, helping 
to drive out former House Speaker 
John Boehner and, more recently, 
making life difficult for his succes-
sor, Paul Ryan. Last fall, at Bannon’s 
insistence, Breitbart reporters visited 
Ryan’s Wisconsin home (which is sur-
rounded by a wall) and published a 
story shaming him for not endorsing 
Trump’s proposal to erect a wall along 
the Mexico border.

Bannon, who’s as eager to attack 
Republicans as Democrats, is unlikely 
to worry much about the plight of 
mainstream GOP incumbents. At a New 
Year’s party at his Capitol Hill home 
last year, Bannon gave guests silver 
flasks stamped with his personal motto: 
“Honey badger don’t give a shit.”

Bannon’s position as CEO of Team 
Trump could further strain rela-
tions between the campaign and the 
Republican National Committee, which 
is shouldering the bulk of the ground 
game. Trump, who suggested during 
the primaries that the RNC was working 
against him, later reconciled with RNC 
Chairman Reince Priebus, whom he 
dubbed “Mr. Switzerland” for his efforts 
to bring the GOP establishment behind 
Trump once he’d secured enough dele-
gates to cinch the nomination. 

But dozens of Republicans, includ-
ing former RNC officials, have since 
publicly turned against their nominee, 
urging Priebus and RNC chief strat-
egist Sean Spicer to cut off Trump’s 
funding and redirect the party’s money 
to endangered House and Senate can-
didates. Bannon himself has a par-
ticularly low regard for the RNC’s 
capabilities. “Sean wanted us to 
partner up on one of the [Republican] 

primary debates for 
$350,000,” he told me last 
fall, shaking his head. “I 

said, ‘Sean, I’m not paying you 350 
grand to associate Breitbart News with a 
failed brand like the RNC.’ ” 

“We gauged the interest of a lot of 
conservative outlets to see if they’d be 
interested in the process,” says Spicer, 
who insists he didn’t offer Bannon a 
price. In a brief interview, Bannon said 
he and Spicer, both ex-Naval officers, 
would work well together. He declined 
to address criticism of his appointment.

Bannon has also clashed with another 
senior conservative figure recently 
brought into the Trump fold: former 
Fox News Chairman Roger Ailes. Last 
fall, after Trump attacked Fox News 
host Megyn Kelly, Bannon and Breitbart 
News took Trump’s side in the bitter 
divide between what Bannon calls 
the “establishment Republicans” 
at Fox News and the populists who 
have flocked to Trump and Breitbart. 
According to someone who spoke to 
Ailes at the time, the anger directed at 
Fox grew so intense that Ailes asked 
Bannon to tone down Breitbart’s crit-
icism of the  right-leaning network. 
While Trump and Kelly later reconciled, 
Bannon still nurses a grudge against the 
Fox host whom he’s accused of “treach-
ery” and criticized in a July 29 Breitbart 
essay for posing in “a risqué nightgown 
and sexy poses” for GQ magazine. 

Trump, however, plainly isn’t both-
ered by Bannon’s swashbuckling 
attacks on fellow conservatives. Given 
Trump’s fixation with the media cover-
age of his campaign and his Manichean 
view of the journalists who cover him—
you’re either on Team Trump or you’re 
not, with Trump always and forever 
keeping score—it makes an odd sort of 
sense that Trump would install an out-
rageous, right-wing media firebrand 
atop his unorthodox campaign.

Given the steep odds Trump faces 
in November, speculation has been 
growing in Washington that maybe 
what Trump is really up to is trying 
to lay the groundwork for a future 
 political-media empire—a notion that 
gained momentum after Ailes, deposed 
at Fox News in the wake of widespread 
sexual harassment allegations, was 

discovered to be advising him. Having 
Bannon in the tent, who already runs 
the most influential right-wing alterna-
tive to Fox News, would only make such 
a project easier to pull off.

In the meantime, Bannon, a cam-
paign novice, has a presidential cam-
paign to run. It’s a job that will surely 
be complicated by Manafort remain-
ing with the campaign and continuing 
to advise Trump. “This is the bunker 
scene in Downfall, only the Trump 
crowd won’t tell Hitler the truth. It’s 
utter madness,” says Stuart Stevens, 
who ran Mitt Romney’s 2012 presiden-
tial campaign. “Trump is a nut, and he 
likes to surround himself with nuts. It’s 
a disaster for the Republican Party.” 
—Joshua Green
The bottom line Donald Trump has put a right-
wing media firebrand in charge of his campaign to 
resuscitate his presidential hopes.

“I’m not paying you 
350 grand to 
associate Breitbart 
News with a failed 
brand like the RNC.” 
 —Steve Bannon
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2016, while Aetna, Anthem, and 
Humana are all on track to lose at 
least $300 million each on their ACA 
plans this year, according to company 
reports and estimates from Bloomberg 
Intelligence. UnitedHealth says it’s quit-
ting 31 of the 34 states where it sells 
ACA policies. Humana is exiting 8 of 
19 states and reducing its presence to 
just 156 counties, from 1,351 a year ago. 
Anthem hasn’t announced plans to 
change its participation in the program. 

On Aug. 15, Aetna said it will stop 
selling Obamacare plans in 11 of the 
15 states where it had participated 
in the program, reversing its plan to 
expand into five new state exchanges in 
2017. “The exchanges are a mess as they 
exist today,” says Aetna Chief Executive 
Officer Mark Bertolini. “They’re losing 
a lot of money for a lot of people.” 

Since its passage in 2010, Obamacare 
has brought insurance to some 
20 million people who previously 
lacked it, pushing the uninsured rate 
in the U.S. to a record low. Yet as the 
law approaches its fourth full year of 
providing coverage, it’s beginning to 
show its limitations, particularly when 
it comes to fostering competition and 
lowering prices. 

When the exchanges open for busi-
ness on Nov. 1, many consumers will 
face fewer options and higher prices. 
On average, insurers are looking to 
raise premiums by about 24 percent 
in 2017, estimates Charles Gaba of 
ACASignups.net, a website that tracks 
the health-care law. As many as a 
quarter of all U.S. counties, mainly in 
rural areas, are at risk of having just a 
single insurer for next year, according 
to Cynthia Cox, who tracks the markets 
for the Kaiser Family Foundation. With 

Aetna’s exit, one county in Arizona 
currently has no insurer offering cover-
age through the ACA for next year. 

After surviving numerous legal chal-
lenges and attacks by Republicans in 
Congress, plus a botched rollout in 
2013, Obamacare now faces what is 
perhaps its most serious threat: The 
program is a clear money loser for the 
nation’s biggest insurance companies. 
While Obamacare can compel indi-
viduals to buy insurance—a mandate 
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
2012—the law has no authority to force 
insurance companies to offer plans 
through its exchanges. 

Obamacare advocates had hoped that 
big government subsidies to consumers 
would persuade healthy people to sign 
up for the ACA plans. But the policies 
have largely been taken out by older, 
less healthy people who are more 
expensive to insure. “What we are left 
with … is a highly subsidized program 
for relatively low-income people,” says 
Dan Mendelson, the CEO of consulting 
firm Avalere Health. “We’re not getting 
to the broader vision of a robust 
private market structure that enables a 
broad swath of Americans to purchase 
their insurance.”

 President Obama recently revived 
the idea of introducing a public plan 
to compete with private insurers, 
something that was debated and ulti-
mately left out of the law. He’s also 
said increased government subsidies 
could draw more people into the ACA’s 
markets. Another option is to simply 
give insurance companies more gov-
ernment money, but that would require 
action from a Republican Congress that 
would rather repeal Obamacare than 
fix it. “There’s going to be absolutely 

Quoted

Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett on the violent protests that 
erupted on Aug. 13 following the shooting death of an armed 
black man by a Milwaukee police officer

“Last night was unlike 
anything I’ve seen. I hope 
I never see it again.”

zero interest among Republicans in 
bailing out Obamacare by giving it 
more money,” says Avik Roy, a health-
care expert who’s advised Republican 
presidential candidates Mitt Romney, 
Rick Perry, and Marco Rubio.

Insurance companies were hoping 
that a wave of mergers would help 
them cope with ACA-related red ink. 
In July 2015, Aetna struck a deal to 
buy Humana and Anthem agreed to 
buy Cigna. But the U.S. Department 
of Justice sued to block both transac-
tions, saying they’d harm competi-
tion. Aetna’s pullback appears to stem 
in part from the DOJ lawsuits, filed in 
late July. The insurer told the depart-
ment earlier that month that a move 
to block its merger would weaken it 
financially, forcing it to retreat from 
the money-losing exchanges. The big 
insurance companies are still poised 
to reap fat profits this year. Analysts 
estimate that Aetna is on pace to make 
$2.5 billion in 2016 and UnitedHealth 
will earn some $7 billion. 

There are lots of ways to make the 
ACA’s individual market work better for 
more insurers. The tough part is figur-
ing out which could surmount political 
hurdles. Kevin Counihan, who oversees 
the health insurance markets for the 
federal government, has raised the idea 
of creating a special fund to help insur-
ers cover particularly costly patients, 
perhaps ones who rack up more than 
$2 million in medical bills in a year. 

Some insurers want to widen the gap 
between what they charge their oldest 
and youngest customers. Under the 
ACA, premiums for the oldest are typ-
ically limited to three times those for 
the youngest. Widening that ratio could 
help draw in more young, healthy 
people by lowering their premiums, 
but it would also raise costs for older 
people. Regulators are also working 
to improve a program known as risk 
adjustment, which is supposed to trans-
fer funds from insurers with healthier 
customers to those with sick ones. 

The fate of the exchanges rides, 
in part, on the November election. 
While Donald Trump has said he’ll 
repeal Obamacare, he hasn’t said 
exactly what would replace it. Hillary 
Clinton has backed the creation of a 
public insurance plan, as well as offer-
ing people 55 and older the option of 
buying Medicare coverage. 

Joel Ario, a managing director at 
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① Duke: Levy County, Units 1 & 2
                                                                                     $926m
② Dominion: North Anna 3
                                                            $647m
③ Duke: William States Lee, Units 1 & 2
                                              $494m
④ FPL: Turkey Point, Units 6 & 7
                           $282m
⑤ DTE: Fermi, Unit 3
           $100m
⑥ Entergy: River Bend Station, Unit 3
      $50m
⑦ TVA: Bellefonte Nuclear Station, Units 3 & 4
  $6m Edited by Matthew Philips

Bloomberg.com

Nuclear Energy

Phantom Nukes That 
Charge Real Money 

 � Customers could pay $2.5 billion 
for reactors that never get built

 � “Anything that hasn’t gotten off 
the ground yet isn’t getting built” 

A decade ago, the U.S. nuclear power 
industry was on the cusp of what it 
thought was a golden age. Thanks to bil-
lions of dollars in federal loan guaran-
tees, enshrined in the Energy Policy Act 
of 2005, the industry started making 
plans to build new reactors. Only 2 of 
the 18 plants are under construction, 
but that hasn’t kept utilities from col-
lecting $1.7 billion in rate increases from 
consumers to pay for plants that exist 

only on paper and may never get built. 
Power suppliers Duke Energy and 
Dominion Resources are considering 
whether to seek approval to bill rate-
payers an additional $839 million for 
nonexistent nuclear reactors, according 
to company disclosures. 

As power plant operators turn to 
cheap natural gas and carbon-free 
renewables to make electricity, con-
sumers and environmentalists are 
challenging the nuclear industry’s 
assertion that the U.S. needs new reac-
tors. One objective is to strip utilities 
of their ability to collect nuclear licens-
ing and planning costs from customers 
before construction begins. “Anything 
that hasn’t gotten off the ground yet 
isn’t getting built,” says Greg Gordon, 
a utility analyst at Evercore ISI, a New 
York-based investment advisory firm. 
“There is no economic rationale for it.” 

Utilities say they want to preserve 
the option to build if market or regula-
tory conditions change. Nuclear power 
offers around-the-clock,  carbon-free 
electricity that could become more 
valuable if federal rules limiting green-
house gases take hold, they say. “One 
way to mitigate these risks is to spend 
money now, so that you have a license 
to build a nuclear plant if and when you 

DATA: COMPANY FILINGS AND DISCLOSURES

⑥
①

④

⑦
③

②

⑤

Where Power Bills Go Radioactive
The majority of the phantom projects are in the Southeast 
and have already cost ratepayers at six utilities $1.67 billion.

Turkey 
Point

Costs to electricity customers

Allowed to be billed Not yet billed

need to,” says Richard Myers, vice presi-
dent of the Nuclear Energy Institute, an 
industry trade group. 

Virginia’s attorney general has raised 
concerns about the rising expense of 
Dominion’s proposed reactor at its 
North Anna facility, estimating the total 
cost at $19 billion. If Dominion pro-
ceeds with the project, “it will extract 
$6 billion to $12 billion in needlessly 
higher energy bills,” says Irene Leech, 
president of the Virginia Citizens 
Consumer Council. Dominion defends 
its spending for a reactor, which it 
argues offers an option for a carbon-
free baseload source of power. 

In Florida, multiple efforts in the 
state legislature to repeal a law that 
allows advanced collection of nuclear 
costs have failed. In February, a federal 
lawsuit was filed on behalf of consum-
ers that seeks to overturn the statute 
and recover fees charged by Duke and 
NextEra Energy for nuclear reactors 
that may not be completed. The suit 
alleges the companies overcharged cus-
tomers for projects including Duke’s 
proposal for two reactors in Levy 
County on the Gulf Coast and NextEra’s 
plan for two units at Turkey Point south 
of Miami. Duke and NextEra have asked 
a judge to dismiss the suit. Four other 
lawsuits have been rejected. 

Duke has been allowed by reg-
ulators to collect approximately 
$900 million from customers to cover 
expenses for its unbuilt Levy facil-
ity, including land and equipment 
purchases. In 2013 the company can-
celed its engineering, procurement, 
and construction contract for the 
project. Regulators have let NextEra 
bill customers to recoup $282 million 
of federal licensing costs for the two 
units at its Turkey Point facility, where 
construction isn’t likely to begin until 
at least 2020. 

“Customers can get stuck with the bill 
long before a single kilowatt of power 
is produced and may never recoup 
anything if the nuclear project is later 
abandoned,” says Jeremiah Lambert, 
an energy attorney and author of The 
Power Brokers, a history of the electric 
power industry. —Mark Chediak
The bottom line Utilities have collected billions in 
advance on phantom nuclear plants, but regulators 
and lawsuits are trying to curb the practice.

Manatt Health who worked on the 
exchanges at the U.S. Department of 
Health & Human Services, says enroll-
ment is probably high enough to 
prevent a failure. Still, he says, more 
can be done. “I think you will see 
corrective action taken, assuming a 
Clinton administration,” he says. “We 
need to do some regulatory tweak-
ing here, maybe more than tweaking.” 
—Zachary Tracer
The bottom line Obamacare has no authority to 
force insurance companies to offer plans; faced 
with mounting losses, they’re pulling out.

Duke is being sued 
for overcharging 

consumers for 
unbuilt reactors
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Buy Low,  
Sell High-Tops

 �StockX’s online database makes sneaker prices as transparent as equities’

 �“There’s more upside, and there’s also a built-in consumer base”

Josh Luber has two great loves: data 
transparency and sneakers. Four years 
ago, Luber was a consultant for IBM 
who spent his spare time bidding for 
rare shoes on EBay and griping that 
there wasn’t a good way to know how 
much each pair should cost. So he 
collected EBay’s pricing data and built 
the kind of guide for sneakers that 
Kelley Blue Book compiles for auto-
mobiles. It became the backbone of 
his data blog Campless.

Luber’s timing was good. Thanks 
to sales conducted via Instagram and 
other social media services, the annual 
market for sneaker reselling has grown 
to somewhere between $200 million 
and $500 million, estimates Matt 
Powell, an analyst for researcher NPD. 
Campless got backing from billionaire 
mortgage lender Dan Gilbert and was 
transformed into StockX, an online P
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marketplace that aims to make the 
prices of rare shoes as transparent as 
equities on a stock exchange. On other 
sites, Luber says, listings are just list-
ings: “You don’t know what people are 
actually paying for those shoes.”

The StockX website features a search-
able database of about 5,000 kinds of 
sneakers, each tagged with a photo 
that rotates 360 degrees and pricing 
graphics and data from the shoe’s 
release onward, including recent pur-
chase prices on the site and elsewhere, 
52-week highs and lows, and whether 
certain sizes cost more. The exchange 
lets buyers and sellers transact anon-
ymously: When a sneakerhead clicks 
“buy,” the seller sends the shoes to 
StockX’s Detroit headquarters; in-
house experts verify they’re genuine 
and unused; and StockX delivers them, 
charging the seller 10 percent on the 

transaction. Sellers just post their 
price—no profile bios, no photos. 

“That’s the revolutionary part,” 
says Luber. “That doesn’t exist in any 
form of commerce except the actual 
stock market.”

People are free to show off if they 
want. Actor Mark Wahlberg invited 
StockX over to catalog his collection, 
joining the list of users who post public 
inventories of their sneakers and let 
the service rank the value of those 
portfolios. (Wahlberg’s is worth about 
$100,000.) That’s one of many ways 
Luber and his 21 employees are trying 
to scour new data on the sneaker resale 
market, which they also use when they 
consult for hedge funds and banks 
looking to invest in shoe companies.

Luber says that after the shoe 
industry took notice of Campless in 
2014, he began meeting with poten-
tial investors about turning it into a 
marketplace. Gilbert, the founder 
and chairman of Quicken Loans and 
owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers, was 
the first to pitch him a more ambi-
tious idea—an exchange that can also 
resell clothes, watches, wine, and 
classic cars. “Dan wants to be in every 
 vertical, in every country, overnight,” 
Luber says. “We’re trying to manage 
the best way that’s logical to get 
there.” Gilbert didn’t 
respond to requests 
for comment.

The two men agreed 
the sneaker boom 
made that market a good test case, 
says Luber. StockX began  processing 
transactions on its exchange in 
February; Luber declined to disclose 
revenue or investment capital. 

Before StockX starts dealing in 

Data on each model 
include recent sales, 

a price index, and 
sales averages over 

the previous year

�StockX’s online database makes sneaker prices as tr

�“There’s more upside, and there’s al
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Hardware

A Watchful Lock 
Aimed at the Masses

 � Latch is pitching its digital codes 
to landlords

 � “It’s a simple product, because 
it’s replacing a simple product”

It’s Aug. 10, and Luke Schoenfelder and 
Thomas Meyerhoffer are in a three-unit 
apartment building on Manhattan’s East 
33rd Street awaiting a flood of deliv-
eries. First an order from UberRUSH 
comes in, then one from Amazon Prime 
Now. Someone suggests calling out for 
wings. No one worries about retrieving 
the packages from the lobby: The point 
is to make sure all the delivery guys can 
operate the front door’s digital lock.

This is the first public demonstra-
tion by Latch, the smart-lock company 
the men started three years ago. Before 
they place each order, they use the 
Latch app to generate a seven-digit code 

granting temporary access to the front 
door. They paste the codes into the 
delivery instructions. When the deliv-
erymen show up, a touchscreen on the 
lock grants them access for 10 seconds 
while an embedded camera takes their 
photos. (Software also logs the visit for 
building owners.) In the end, all the 
deliverymen figure it out with ease.

Many people have operated some 
kind of electronic lock in a hotel room 
or college dorm, and a handful of start-
ups pitch individual  homeowners on 
locks that can be opened with codes 
or phones. Latch, whose hardware 
can open a door with a numeric code, 
a phone’s Bluetooth connection, or a 
traditional metal key, is targeting city 
landlords whose concerns about build-
ing access are more complex than 
they used to be. The company’s pitch 
is based on a couple of Silicon Valley’s 
favorite things: design and data. 

The design falls to Meyerhoffer, a 
star at Apple in the 1990s who went 
on to make experimental surfboards 
and commemorative glasses for Coca-
Cola. He tapped into Apple’s mini-
malist aesthetic for the lock’s design. 
The plain zinc surface sports a circu-
lar black plastic touchscreen across the 
top—designed to resemble an “unblink-
ing eye,” according to Meyerhoffer. The 
word “Latch” appears in small, capital 
letters just above the keyhole. “It’s a 
simple product, because it’s replacing a 
simple product,” he says.

Latch executives aren’t under the 
illusion landlords will want the locks 
because they’re pretty. “Working with 
this industry, it hasn’t typically been 
a super-early technology adopter,” 
says Schoenfelder. So the sales pitch 
emphasizes big buildings’ traffic prob-
lems. Along with the growing raft 
of delivery services that apartment 
dwellers now rely on, guests, dog 
walkers, nannies, maids, and others 
need varying levels of access. Latch 
promises to help landlords simplify 
those issues and monitor the facilities. 
Among Schoenfelder’s examples: “Do 
people use the gym? Do people use 
study rooms? What does the package 
room look like?”

Of course, where a landlord sees a 
neat opportunity for data collection, 

better business model than going to 
the stores, right?” says Roc-A-Fella 
co-founder Kareem “Biggs” Burke. 
“There’s more upside, and there’s also a 
built-in consumer base.” People used to 
buy sneakers to match their streetwear, 
adds Burke, but these days the shoes 
come first. —Polina Noskova
The bottom line For 10 percent of sales made 
through its platform, StockX offers a largely 
anonymous, data-heavy exchange for rare shoes.

Ferraris, it’ll have to prove that con-
sumers will really make purchas-
ing decisions with all the data it’s 
hawking. Chen Grazutis, an analyst 
for Bloomberg Intelligence, says the 
parties most interested in Luber’s 
holistic pricing profiles may well be 
manufacturers looking to test the 
 popularity of new models in the rabid 
reseller market.

On Aug. 16, StockX took its first step 
beyond shoes with what it’s calling 
an initial public offering—a first run of 
 limited-edition T-shirts and posters 
that Roc-A-Fella Records is selling to 
commemorate the 20th anniversary of 
Jay Z’s debut studio album, Reasonable 
Doubt. After a 48-hour pre-bidding 
period, buyers were able to resell the 

items immediately. 
“It’s definitely a 

Each sneaker 
has a ticker

Before shipping 
to buyers, StockX 

collects and verifies 
sellers’ merchandise

Anonymous profiles 
let users show off 

the size and value of 
their collections

Fancy
Footwork
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a resident might see a threat of con-
stant surveillance. Not everyone wants 
to live in a Panopticon. Schoenfelder 
says residents have some control—they 
can have building management turn off 
the camera in the Latch lock on their 
units—but using the cameras and codes 
to enforce building rules, such as limits 
on guests or bans on Airbnb rentals, is 
a selling point. “Being able to monitor 
and manage all the guests that are at a 
building, we think, could potentially 
give landlords and regulators a lot more 
comfort,” he says, before acknowledg-
ing the minefield he’s stepping into: 
“It’s something we tread lightly on.”

Schoenfelder, another Apple veteran, 
began work on Latch after closing his 
last startup, which produced tech for 
South American utility companies. 
While he wouldn’t disclose pricing, he 
says the hardware costs less than a high-
end mechanical lock, and the company 
charges a monthly per-unit subscription 
fee. Schoenfelder says about 20 other 
buildings in the New York area are using 
Latch’s locks, although those installa-
tions aren’t necessarily building-wide. 
Many of the test beds are owned by 
private investors in the company. 

One landlord that opted not to use 
Latch is AvalonBay Communities, 
which operates luxury rental buildings 
in America’s most expensive markets. 
“I think it’s beautiful technology. I love 
the innovation,” says Karen Hollinger, 
AvalonBay’s vice president for corpo-
rate initiatives. But when the company 
began installing smart locks in about 
two dozen new developments, it opted 
for a product built jointly by Schlage, 

Blumling says he’s already started to 
see a range of newfangled lock systems 
in apartment buildings around town. 
Whatever the lock looks like, though, 
he usually doesn’t have to wait long 
before someone coming in or out will 
hold the door open for him—a security 
problem that eludes technological solu-
tions. “That’s what scares people,” he 
says. “Your neighbors will let anyone 
in.” —Joshua Brustein
The bottom line Latch’s apartment-focused digital 
locks are designed to simplify building access—
and enhance landlords’ surveillance abilities.

Intellectual Property

When a Tech Patent 
Is Neither

 � A Supreme Court decision slashes 
business-method filings

 � “Now we have this gigantic 
weapon in our arsenal”

Two years ago, when the U.S. Supreme 
Court invalidated Alice Corp.’s handful 
of patents on the concept of an elec-
tronic escrow arrangement, it ruled 
that taking abstract ideas—apparently 
including established methods of doing 
business like escrow—and implement-
ing them on a computer doesn’t meet 
the standard of intellectual property. 
In its unanimous decision, written by 
Justice Clarence Thomas, the high court 
refused to precisely define what makes 
something an “abstract idea.” “We 
tread carefully,” Thomas wrote of the 
new standard for patents. Since then, 
however, lower courts, and the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, have been 
using some pretty heavy boots. 

Courts have invalidated more than 
370 software patents under the new 
standard, according to data compiled 
by law firm Fenwick & West. District 
and appellate courts have thrown out 
two of three patents brought before 

them since Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank. 
In a typical case last fall, a federal 

district court in San Francisco invali-
dated two patents for methods of pro-
cessing and storing data, which Judge 
Ronald Whyte described as some-
thing that’s “practiced by every local 
barista or bartender who remembers 

a major lock company, and CBORD, 
which makes keyless systems for college 
campuses. “Security is serious busi-
ness. There’s not a lot of room for pilot-
ing that kind of stuff,” Hollinger says.

At a cybersecurity conference this 
month, researchers studied 16 smart 
locks that use Bluetooth and were able 
to hack into 12 with relatively inex-
pensive techniques. Latch wasn’t 
one of the products in the study, and 
Schoenfelder says it uses encrypted 
signals that would have prevented 
such vulnerabilities. Still, real estate 
companies are wary of unproven 
 startups peddling technology they 
may not quite understand. 

AvalonBay is using data gleaned 
from its smart locks in various ways. 
Hollinger says the company doesn’t 
actively monitor who’s in a building, 
but after thefts, it taps into records 
about who’s entered which areas. When 
developing properties, AvalonBay has 
also begun to look at data in similar 
buildings to see, for instance, how 
many people are using such new ameni-
ties as pet-grooming stations. 

Latch’s building on 33rd Street is too 
small to test this kind of use. But the 
company is learning a lot about the 
comings and goings of New York’s on-
demand couriers. Toward the end of 
the co-founders’ Aug. 10 delivery binge, 
Steve Blumling, a courier for Amazon 
Prime Now, rides up on his bike and 
keys in a code. He’s inside the building a 
few seconds later, rearranging previous 
deliveries to make room for his. “People 
don’t like it when you leave their stuff 
on the ground,” he says. 

Schoenfelder

Latch

Meyerhoffer
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While America’s 
wireless carri-
ers are phasing 
out subsidies for 
high-end phones, 
Amazon is tacking 
the other way. 
Starting last month, 
the retailer began 
offering Prime sub-
scribers the Blu 
for $50 if buyers 

are willing to put up with ads on their 
lock screens. (It’s also selling a similar 
Motorola phone from Lenovo for $200, 
or $150 with ads.) Samuel Ohev-Zion, 
Blu’s chief executive officer, isn’t coy 
about who his audience is. “They’re not 
able to afford an iPhone,” he says.

The Blu R1 HD, which began ship-
ping last month, has a just-OK battery 
and cameras and speakers that aren’t 
exactly cutting-edge. The 1 gigabyte of 
RAM and 8GB of storage space on the 
cheapest version of the R1 HD is a little 
anemic, but both can be doubled for 
an extra $10, putting them in line with 
the cheapest ($649) iPhone 6S. For 
$100 or less, it’s a better deal than most 
prepaid smartphones.

“Any Prime member looking for a 
smartphone with great specs at an 
incredible price will be interested in this 
offer,” says Laura Orvidas, Amazon’s 
vice president for consumer electron-
ics. Amazon declined to provide sales 
figures, and Blu says it can’t disclose 
R1 sales because of a confidentiality 
agreement with Amazon.

Blu has sold more than 40 million of 
some 200 models since its 2009 found-
ing, mostly in Latin America. But the 
rollback of carrier subsidies in the U.S. 
has made the Miami company’s home 
market much more receptive, says 
Ohev-Zion. “It helped a lot when the 
carriers started promoting ‘bring 

40
million

Number of phones 
Blu has sold since 

2009

a particular customer’s favorite drink.” 
That one ruling wiped out nine  lawsuits 
that the patent holder—Evolutionary 
Intelligence—was pursuing against a 
host of companies, including Apple, 
Facebook, Groupon, Twitter, and 
Sprint. “Now we have this  gigantic 
weapon in our arsenal,” says  attorney 
Tom Duston of Marshall Gerstein & 
Borun, which represented Groupon.

It’s not just the courts. Fewer 
than 5 percent of applications for 
 business-method patents are getting 
approved by the patent office, accord-
ing to data from law firm Kilpatrick 
Townsend & Stockton and LexisNexis 
PatentAdvisor. (A typical approval 
rate is 25 percent to 45 percent.) When 
asked how many business-method 
patents they’ve approved in the past 
year or two, patent examiners often 
say “the answer is zero,” according to 
Kate Gaudry, a Kilpatrick Townsend 
patent lawyer. “Some of them are 
saying, ‘My hands are tied.’ ” The 
number of  business-method patent 
applications has fallen in half since 
2014, as patent owners seek different 
classifications or give up altogether.

David Kappos, a former director of 
the patent office, says the government 
agency and the courts should focus 
more on whether a particular idea is 
innovative than whether a type of inno-
vation should be patentable. He says 
the invalidation of patents is “out of 
control” and has “definitely gone too 
far,” citing a case awaiting an appellate 
ruling in which a patent has been invali-
dated for software enabling video game 
developers to more easily manipulate 
the movements of characters’ mouths 
to match dialogue. “Important software 
innovations that are highly technical are 
being deemed unpatentable,” Kappos 
says. “You can get software patents 
allowed in both China and Europe that 
aren’t allowable in the U.S. anymore.”

These cases, and the patents sus-
ceptible to challenges under the Alice 
ruling, represent only a fraction of 
the thousands of active U.S. patent 
suits, says John Amster, chief executive 
officer of RPX, an advisory firm that 
helps tech companies lower their risk 
of patent suits. Still, he says, the ruling 
has forced litigious patent holders to 
take settlement offers more seriously. 
In cases where Alice arguments were 
raised, defendants had a 76 percent 
success rate when they filed motions to 

dismiss at the earliest stages of the suit 
and a 66 percent success rate when 
further along, RPX data show.

The new standard extends beyond 
companies traditionally associated 
with software. Monsanto General 
Counsel David Snively says the farming 
conglomerate intends to keep its new 
weather-mapping software as a trade 
secret, protecting it through confiden-
tiality agreements, rather than file for 
a patent. Hans Sauer, deputy general 
counsel for the Biotechnology Industry 
Organization, a lobbying group, says 
it’s become harder to get patent protec-
tion for everything from medical diag-
nostic techniques to laundry detergent 
enzymes developed from fungi. The 
knock-on effects from Alice, Sauer says, 
“are reaching out to patents that no 
one thought would be vulnerable two 
years ago.” —Susan Decker
The bottom line A 2014 Supreme Court ruling has 
led courts to toss hundreds of software patents and 
has halved applications for one type of patent.

Mobile

Want a $50 Phone? 
Watch These Ads

� Subsidized by Amazon, the 
good-enough Blu is selling big

 � “It’s the last American handset 
manufacturer, besides Apple”

The smartphone ranked No. 1 on 
Amazon.com’s list of top sellers isn’t 
an iPhone or a Galaxy. Its latest version 
won’t get a big coming-out party. It’s 
the Blu Products R1 HD, and starting 
at $100—with Amazon’s subsidies, $50—
it’s, uh, good enough.
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Stacking 
Up

Blu R1 HD 

$50
Android 6 Marshmallow

1.3GHz quad-core 
MediaTek 6735 
processor

1GB of RAM

8GB internal storage

8MP main camera, 
5MP selfie camera

5-inch HD display

Motorola Moto G4 

$150
Android 6 Marshmallow

1.5GHz octa-core 
Qualcomm Snapdragon 
617 processor

2GB of RAM

16GB internal storage

13MP main camera, 
5MP selfie camera

5.5-inch HD display

Apple iPhone 6S 

$649
iOS 9

1.85GHz dual-core 
Apple A9 processor 

2GB of RAM

16GB internal storage

12MP main camera, 
5MP selfie camera

4.7-inch HD display

With Amazon offers and 
ads on the lock screen
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Innovation

Self-Serve Dialysis
Innovator Leslie Trigg

Age 45

Chief executive officer 
of Outset Medical, an 
85-employee company 
in San Jose

Form and function

Tablo is a 150-pound, 3-foot-tall, largely 
automated dialysis machine designed for 
patients to use by themselves, with a simple 
step-by-step procedure that makes it easier  
to operate than existing home machines.

Origin Outset was 
founded as Home 
Dialysis Plus in 2003 
with technology 
licensed from 
HP and Oregon 
State University 
and developed 
by co-founder 
Michael Baker.

Connect After logging into 
Tablo’s tablet touchscreen 
using an encrypted USB 
stick, the patient installs 
a disposable filter in the 
machine, then inserts two 
needles into an arm so 
blood can flow through 
the machine.

1.

Market About 
460,000 U.S. 
patients have 
end-stage kidney 
diseases that require 
help from dialysis 
clinicians, typically 
three times a week.

Early use Outset 
says testers age 
29-79 were able to 
prep the dialysis 
machine for use in 
10 to 12 minutes with 
minimal training.

Use The patient follows 
Tablo’s prompts to begin 
dialysis, which takes three 
to four hours. Tablo streams 
the data to the patient’s 
health-care providers.

2.

Next Steps
The Food and Drug Administration has approved Tablo for use in clinics and 
hospitals, and the company began selling the devices earlier this month; Trigg 
wouldn’t disclose a price. Eventually the plan is to put them in homes. “Tablo 
redirects workflow away from what is, today, thousands of human steps per 
treatment,” says nephrologist Melvin Seek in Ocala, Fla. —Michael Belfiore
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your own device,’ ” he says.
Twenty years ago, the Brazilian-born 

Blu CEO dropped out of high school to 
sling VCRs and hair dryers at his dad’s 
electronics shop in downtown Miami. 
When the business failed in 1998, much 
of the remaining money—$150,000—
went to the younger Ohev-Zion to 
help start Telecel Latin America, a dis-
tributor selling name-brand phones 
throughout the Americas. He created 
the Blu (“Bold Like Us”) brand in 2009, 
after Telecel merged with another 
phone wholesaler. “Every time I 
got a new model from Samsung or 
Motorola, I was always critiquing,” he 
says. “I always thought I could do a 
better job than the manufacturer.”

Whoops. Half of Blu’s first 300,000 
phones, with the logo slapped on 
premade hardware from China, 
quickly had cracked screens, and many 
couldn’t hold a charge. Spun off as its 
own company in 2011, Blu hired its 
own designers and, under Ohev-Zion’s 
direction, fought with manufactur-
ing facilities to improve the phones’ 
quality, hiring independent inspectors 
to check each order before shipping. 
In 2015 the company sold more than 
10 million phones, and it has expanded 
to 200 employees in the U.S. and China. 

“It’s the last American handset man-
ufacturer, besides Apple,” says Roger 
Entner, an analyst at Recon Analytics. 
“It’s Apple and Blu.” James Barnes, who 
lives in Phoenix, bought a Blu Studio 
6.0 LTE for his teenage son last year and 
says the phone’s quality was almost as 
impressive as its price.

Ohev-Zion says Blu is on track to 
take in $600 million to $700 million 
in revenue this year and is sold at 
Walmart Stores and Best Buy as well 
as on Amazon. The phones are a par-
ticular hit in Cuba, where Blu is one 
of the most recognized brands, says 
Marguerite Fitzgerald, a partner at the 
Boston Consulting Group. The next 
priority is the Middle East, says Ohev-
Zion, who adds that he’s not forgetting 
the basics of his pitch. “Our focus has 
always been to create the best product 
at the best price,” he says. “That’s all we 
worry about.” —Olga Kharif
The bottom line With Amazon’s help, Blu’s cheap 
smartphones have become a hit in the U.S. as well 
as the developing world.

Funding Outset 
has raised more 
than $100 million, 
plus $40 million in 
debt financing, from 
investors including 
Warburg Pincus and 
Fidelity Investments.
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 �Qatalyst is out to win big M&A deals, not to make friends

 �“The playbook is, we don’t have a playbook”

August 22 — August 28, 2016

Markets/
Finance

Silicon Valley’s 
Favorite Bullies
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on its $26.2 billion sale to Microsoft 
in June. Boutros scoffs at the notion 
that anyone is going to anticipate his 
moves. “The playbook is, we don’t 
have a playbook,” he says. “We have 
to understand what it is that motivates 
an acquirer to want an asset. Where is 
your leverage as a seller?”

Rivals complain Qatalyst (pro-
nounced “catalyst”) bluffs about 
other buyers’ interest and forces tight 

deadlines to make it harder for acquir-
ers to do their homework about a 
company. One Qatalyst tactic is telling 
potential buyers they must offer 
minimum prices or be eliminated in 
lightning-round auctions, people famil-
iar with the firm say.

Feints and threats go with the ter-
ritory in M&A. It’s just that few rivals 
seem as adept as Qatalyst. “There are 
certain advantages to being mysteri-
ous and having that reputation,” says 
venture capitalist Bill Gurley, who 
worked with Qatalyst as an OpenTable 
board member on its $2.6 billion sale 
to Priceline Group in 2014. “Qatalyst’s 
reputation almost works as a self- 
fulfilling prophecy.”

Its tactics aren’t all bluster. When 
OpenTable sold to Priceline, Gurley 
says he found out from a representa-
tive of the second-place bidder that 
it thought Boutros was bluffing. He 
wasn’t, Gurley says.

Most bankers, he says,  actually try 
to persuade founders and chief execu-
tives to accept lower prices than they 
want, because the adviser doesn’t get 
paid unless the deal is completed. 
“Qatalyst’s willingness to take an 
aggressive stance on price is so valued 
in the community,” Gurley says.

So far this year, Qatalyst has gener-
ated about $220 million in fees, says 

Freeman & Co., a research 
company. That puts the 

George Boutros has heard the stories—
the ones rivals tell about how he’s 
cajoled, bullied, and dissembled his 
way to the top of the cutthroat busi-
ness of technology mergers and acqui-
sitions. Boutros doesn’t care. “It’s 
sour grapes,” he says.

In Silicon Valley dealmaking, 
few have been as successful—and 
 controversial—as Boutros and his long-
time comrade, Frank Quattrone. Over 
the past eight years, the duo’s boutique 
advisory firm, Qatalyst Partners, has 
had the sharpest elbows in the Valley. 
Its specialty: pushing up prices for 
companies looking to be sold.

Competitors keep trying to pick 
apart the firm and discern its methods. 
Would-be acquirers want to know how 
to outsmart it. One major Wall Street 
bank has gone as far as to disseminate 
a 10-page presentation laying out its 
ability to counteract Qatalyst, people 
with knowledge of the matter say. 
Others have urged corporate buyers 
to shun the company altogether, those 
people say. Meg Whitman, chief exec-
utive officer of Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise, caused a stir in 2015 by 
refusing to negotiate with Quattrone 
and Boutros on a deal for Aruba 
Networks. In an e-mail later made 
public, an executive working on 
the deal said Whitman called 
Boutros “evil.”

A recent decline in acqui-
sition premiums—the value 
of a deal above the stock market 
price—suggests the firm may be 
losing some of its edge. Still, 
Qatalyst, along with Allen & Co., 
landed the industry’s biggest deal 
so far this year, advising LinkedIn 

Quattrone

Deal  
announced

5/13/2014 7/23/2014
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For foreign investors, 
U.S. bonds aren’t all 
that glitter anymore 38

Lyrica’s lucrative 
legacy at 
Northwestern 39

Hedge Funds

A Big Short Against  
The 2-and-20 Fee

 � Money managers’ pricing model 
is under pressure

 � Investors “aren’t going to just pay 
whatever fees they are charging”

Steve Eisman made his name and 
fortune by foreseeing the collapse of 
subprime mortgage securities. Now 
he’s betting against a different kind of 
Wall Street money machine. He thinks 
hedge fund fees are going to tumble.

Eisman works at Neuberger 
Berman, a money management firm 
he joined after closing his hedge fund 
two years ago. He invests in classic 
hedge fund style, buying stocks 
he expects will rise in price while 
betting on others to fall. His  services 
for an investment of $1 million cost 
1.25 percent of assets per year. That’s 
not exactly cheap—many long-only 
mutual funds charge far less—but it’s a 
far cry from prices in hedge fund land, 
where the standard is a 2 percent 
annual charge plus a performance fee 
of 20 percent of profit.

“That’s where I think fees will be 

dollars in revenue before the purchase. 
The blowup was one reason Whitman 
refused to  negotiate with Qatalyst on 
Aruba, according to e-mails unsealed 
in a lawsuit, to which Qatalyst wasn’t a 
party, following a request from the Wall 
Street Journal. A spokesman for Qatalyst 
says the company has represented 
clients across the table from HP in the 
past and expects to do so in the future.

For now, at least, Qatalyst remains 
the boutique to beat. Although people 
who know Boutros say he’s mellowed 
over the years, he still relishes the 
game. “The reason I keep doing this 
after 30 years is, every situation is dif-
ferent,” he says. —Alex Sherman
The bottom line Qatalyst keeps scoring deals, 
althought its premiums haven’t been as big as 
they used to be.
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San Francisco advisory, which has 
about 60 employees, right behind 
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley 
in tech M&A advisory fees.

Boutros and Quattrone have worked 
together at a succession of com panies 
for three decades. Quattrone was a 
star banker of the 1990s dot-com era, 
helping to bring Cisco Systems and 
Amazon.com public. In the early 
2000s he battled obstruction of justice 
charges stemming from a probe into 
how banks doled out access to shares 
in initial public offerings. Quattrone 
was exonerated on appeal. In 2008 he 
opened Qatalyst, and Boutros joined 
two years later. Quattrone referred 
requests for comment to Boutros, 
the company’s CEO and primary 
dealmaker.

From early on, Qatalyst won 
high premium prices for clients. In 
2009 and 2010, it scored an average 

premium of 80 percent on deals of 
more than $500 million, according 
to data compiled by Bloomberg. The 
average for U.S. tech deals then was 
37 percent. “Qatalyst’s performance in 
technology is ahead of what any other 
boutique has been able to achieve 
in any other sector,” says Jeffrey 
Nassof, vice president for Freeman & 
Co. In the past four years, however, 
Qatalyst premiums have hovered near 
35 percent, compared with an indus-
try average of about 29 percent.

The bump above the current 
share price isn’t the only measure of 
success, Boutros says. It may be hard 
to capture a big premium when a com-
pany’s price is already high on the 
stock market, but it still makes sense 
for the client to lock in an historically 
lofty valuation. “We’re in the business 
of maximizing price,” Boutros says.

Maximizing prices for sellers rarely 
endears a banker to buyers or to buyers’ 
advisers. Qatalyst, for example, advised 
the software company Autonomy on 

its $10 billion sale to what was then 
Hewlett-Packard Co. That deal, 
engineered by then-chief of HP 

Léo Apotheker, turned into a 
 nightmare. HP later took an 
$8.8 billion writedown and 
accused Autonomy of misre-

porting hundreds 
of millions 

of 

Boutros
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performance over a longer time—in 
effect letting clients pay less in perfor-
mance fees if the fund takes a loss near 
the end of the assessment period.

Eisman and other industry observ-
ers say fees won’t shrink overnight. 
Some established traders will con-
tinue to command a premium price. 
In May, well-known manager Paul 

Tudor Jones told 
investors he would 
slice fees on one 
of his funds, 
from 2.75 percent 
of assets and 
27 percent of profit 
to 2.25 percent and 
25 percent—still 

above the typical rate.
Yet the smaller funds will bend to the 

trend to keep their businesses growing. 
“As returns have come down, fees have 
actually gone up per dollar of profit,” 
says Jacob Walthour, chief executive 
officer of Blueprint Capital Advisors. 
Walthour is trying to raise $1 billion 
from pension funds and other insti-
tutions, with the aim of investing that 
money with smaller hedge funds at 
roughly half the usual fee rate.

Eisman’s new product isn’t a hedge 
fund; it’s a separate account service in 
which clients directly own the invest-
ments he picks on their behalf. Eisman 
lacks some of the  flexibility that hedge 
fund managers say gives them an edge: 
Investors can pull their money when-
ever they like—making it harder for 
him to use illiquid investments— and 

he won’t be using leverage.
Eisman isn’t the only 

manager offering hedge 
fund-like management in 
a cheaper package, but 
he’s one who came from, 
and now rejects, the hedge 
fund model. In 2009 he 
managed about $2 billion 
at FrontPoint Partners, 
where he’d successfully 

bet against subprime. From 2012 to 
2014 he ran Emrys Partners, which 
focused exclusively on financial stocks. 
Even though he made money his first 
two years, the returns lagged the 
sector. He shuttered the fund after not 
being able to attract sufficient assets.

Whether he succeeds this time 
will depend on whether his stock 
picks make money. “It’s tough 
now for any funds that hedge,” 

in 10 years,” says Eisman of his flat 
1.25 percent. “I’m just going directly 
there now.” Eisman, who was profiled 
in Michael Lewis’s book The Big Short 
and played by Steve Carell in fictional-
ized form in the movie, may be tapping 
into growing investor dissatisfaction.

For years, pension funds and other 
institutional investors have grumbled 
about hedge funds’ 
hefty fees. Even 
so, they  continued 
to pay, because 
many managers 
produced impres-
sive returns. But 
in the bull market 
that began in 
2009, many funds strug-
gled, often lagging behind other 
 investments—private equity, real 
estate, stocks, sometimes even bonds. 
Looking ahead, bond yields, which set 
a baseline for returns on many kinds of 
assets, are razor-thin. Facing the like-
lihood of only modest gains, one easy 
way for investors to preserve profit is 
to cut what they pay money managers.

Over the past three quarters, inves-
tors have withdrawn almost $25 billion 
from hedge funds globally. Although 
that’s less than 1 percent of the roughly 
$3 trillion the funds manage, it’s the 
longest stretch of redemptions since the 
financial crisis. Earlier this month the 
New Jersey State Investment Council 
said it was going to cut its $9 billion allo-
cation to hedge funds by 50 percent, 
one of the biggest such reductions yet 
by a U.S. retirement plan. For 
the part that remains, it’s tar-
geting firms that will accept half 
the going rate and won’t collect 
a share of profits if they don’t 
surpass an agreed-upon level.

“It sends a message to the 
hedge fund community that 
the world has changed,” said 
Tom Byrne, chairman of the 
New Jersey council, at the 
meeting where the cut was approved. 
“Public funds aren’t going to just pay 
whatever fees they are charging.”

Meanwhile, hedge funds are pro-
viding new pricing options for some 
investors. For example, Caspian 
Capital in July started offering dis-
counts on fees for long-term investors 
based on their tenure. And for inves-
tors who commit to locking up their 
capital, Caspian will also assess its T
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Bonds

Less Treasured
①  For years, non-U.S. 

investors and savers have 
flocked to U.S. Treasuries, 
whose yields look great 
compared with negative 
rates in Japan and some 
European countries.

②  But there’s a catch. 
Overseas investors often 
buy Treasuries along 
with a foreign exchange 
hedge. That way they 
don’t lose some return 
if the dollar falls against 
their home currency.  
 

The cost of hedging 
contracts has risen 
recently. Including that 
expense, there’s not much 
extra yield for foreigners 
buying American bonds.

Yield on 10-year government bonds

U.S. 1.558%

Germany -0.077%

Japan -0.095%

3%

8/2011 7/2016

0%

-1%

10-year yields at month’s end

Treasuries, 
hedged to yen

Treasuries, 
hedged to euros

Japanese bondsGerman bonds

“As returns have 
come down, fees 
have actually  
gone up per dollar 
of profit.” 

—Jacob Walthour, 
Blueprint Capital 
Advisors

Takeaway Foreign appetite for Treasuries 
has helped keep U.S. rates low and bond 
prices high. But demand may weaken 
if Treasuries aren’t a fix for low yields 
abroad. —Brian Chappatta, Andrea Wong, 
and Shigeki Nozawa

Carell Eisman
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Endowments

The Pill That Made 
Northwestern Rich

 � The university put a windfall from 
Lyrica to work 

 � “I’m acutely aware that we’re 
supposed to serve the public good”

Lyrica, a drug used to treat nerve 
pain and seizures, has had a unique 
side effect: It’s helped Northwestern 
University build the eighth-largest 
college endowment in the U.S.

Initial research for the drug was 
conducted in a lab on the Evanston, 
Ill., campus about three decades ago. 
It eventually became Pfizer’s top- 
selling drug, generating $4.8 billion in 
revenue in 2015. That kind of block-
buster drug discovery is unusual, 
even for a major research school. 
But even more uncommon is what 
Northwestern’s then-president, 
Henry Bienen, decided to do with the 
university’s share of those sales.

In 2007, Northwestern sold the 
rights to about half of its Lyrica royal-
ties for $700 million. Typically, schools 
that cash in big pharmaceutical roy-
alties plow the money into one-time 
expenses such as new science build-
ings. Bienen instead invested almost 
“every penny” in the endowment. 
Total royalties amounted to about 
$1.4 billion, including annual payments 
plus the value of the rights the univer-
sity sold. With compounded growth 
over a decade, Lyrica is now respon-
sible for as much as 18 percent of the 
$10 billion Northwestern endowment.

Bienen feared that spending all the 
money immediately would leave the 
school with expensive new projects 

and faculty it might not be able to 
afford in later years. “Lyrica gave you 
a huge shot,” says Bienen, who retired 
as president in 2009. “The idea was 
that growing the endowment would be 
good for the long run.”

Getting part of the money upfront 
and investing it allowed Northwestern 
to diversify away from a single 
product. The move “took risk away,” 
Bienen says. A competing drug could 
come along, or something could 
go wrong—such as unforeseen side 
effects—in later years.

Investing the Lyrica windfall has 
generated returns that have been used 
for financial aid and health insur-
ance for graduate students, funding 
for unpaid internship programs, 
and grants for low-income under-
grads. Money has also gone to fund 
research and help retain faculty. “If 
someone gets an offer from another 
great school,” Northwestern now has 
a greater ability to bolster retention 
packages, says Morton Schapiro, who 
succeeded Bienen as president. “It’s 
special money,” he says.

Universities with large endowments 
have recently come under congres-
sional scrutiny for the tax-exempt status 
of their funds and how much of that 
money they spend to alleviate the cost 
of tuition. Tuition, room and board, 
and other expenses for a Northwestern 
undergrad run about $70,000 a year.

“I’m acutely aware that we’re sup-
posed to serve the public good,” 
Schapiro says. “When people get on 
my case, saying, ‘You have this big 
endowment—what are you doing for 
society?’ At the top of my list is Lyrica.” 
The drug, Schapiro says, has allowed 
some people who suffer seizures to 
begin driving again. Bienen says his 
late sister took the drug to lessen pain 
from breast cancer.

The path to creating Lyrica began 
in the late 1980s, when chemistry pro-
fessor Richard Silverman designed 
the molecule pregabalin and a visiting 
fellow, Ryszard Andruszkiewicz, syn-
thesized it. Less than a decade earlier, 
a federal law had enabled universities 
to keep the proceeds from inventions, 
many of which arise from government-
funded research.

A unit of Warner-Lambert obtained 
the rights from Northwestern to 
develop pregabalin. The company was 
acquired by Pfizer, which won Food 

and Drug Administration approval in 
2004 for the drug, branded Lyrica. The 
non-opioid drug addresses the kinds 
of pain that are thought to be particu-
larly resistant to treatment, says Chaim 
Putterman, chief of rheumatology at 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

Northwestern initially got a royalty 
of 6 percent of net sales and shared 
a quarter of that with Silverman and 
Andruszkiewicz. The school sold its 
first big chunk of Lyrica royalties in 
2007 to Royalty Pharma in New York. 
In a later sale in 2013, it sold an addi-
tional portion for $290 million to 
HealthCare Royalty Partners and 
the Canada Pension Plan. The school 
kept some non-U.S. royalties. The U.S. 
patent for the drug expires in 2018.

Royalty Pharma has also purchased 
royalties from New York University, 
which got $650 million for the rheu-
matoid arthritis drug Remicade, and 
Emory University, which received 
$525 million for Emtriva, an HIV drug. 
This March the company made a deal 
worth $520 million with the University 
of California at Los Angeles for Xtandi, 
a prostate cancer treatment.

Given the long time lag between 
a discovery and 
a marketable 
product, inven-
tions aren’t an easy 
or sure way for 
most schools to get 
rich. Only 15 uni-
versities produced 
about 70 percent of 
all  patent-license 
royalties for U.S. 
schools in 2014, 

says the Association of University 
Technology Managers. Northwestern 
ranked first with $361 million.

“There are a lot of duds,” says 
Andrew Lo, a professor of finance at 
MIT’s Sloan School of Management, 
who wrote a paper about Royalty 
Pharma’s business model and has 
since become an investor in the 
company. “A lot of academic research 
isn’t designed to produce blockbuster 
drugs. You never know when you’ll get 
a home run.” —Janet Lorin
The bottom line A discovery by a Northwestern 
professor has generated as much as 18 percent of 
the university’s endowment.

says Brad Alford, chief investment 
officer of Alpha Capital Management 
and a longtime hedge fund inves-
tor. “Performance trumps all, and 
if funds don’t perform, people will 
leave no matter how low the fees.” 
—Katherine Burton, Saijel Kishan, and 
Katia Porzecanski
The bottom line As big investors take a hard look 
at fees, hedge fund manager Steve Eisman offers 
a cheaper way to invest.
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arrell Ross—Officer Walmart to his colleagues in 
the Tulsa Police Department—operates for up to 
10 hours a day out of the security office of a Walmart 
Supercenter in the city’s northeast corner. It’s a 
small, windowless space with six flatscreen moni-
tors mounted on a pale blue cinder-block wall, and 
on this hot summer day, the room is packed. Four 
Walmart employees watch the monitors, which toggle 

among the dozens of cameras covering the store and parking lot, 
while doing paperwork and snacking on Cheez Whiz and Club 
Crackers. In a corner of the room, an off-duty sheriff’s officer, 
hired by Walmart, makes small talk with the employees. 

As soon as Ross walks in the door, around 2 p.m., he’s pre-
sented with an 18-year-old who tried to leave the store with a 
microwave oven. Ross focuses his gaze and talks in a low voice 
to the young man, who just graduated from high school and 
plans to go into the military. He also attempts to calm the boy’s 
mother, who rushed to the store and is worried that her son 
won’t be able to enlist if he gets a criminal record. “You need to 
start taking responsibility for your actions,” Ross tells the teen-
ager. “You’re a man now.” He tells the mother that because it was 
the boy’s first offense, he won’t be arrested—but if he messes up 
twice more, he’ll be charged with a felony. Ross slips a pair of 
reading glasses out of his bulletproof vest and writes the young 
man a summons to appear in court.

Before he can finish the paperwork, Walmart security employ-
ees catch another shoplifter. They bring in a middle-aged woman 
with big sunken eyes and pale cheeks, her hair tied in a messy 
bun. Employees caught her using phony gift cards. She rattles 
off excuses: The cards were given to her by a friend, she’s just 
gotten out of the hospital, she’s dehydrated. At one point she 
pretends to vomit into a trash can. Picking up the odor of pot, 
Ross takes a look in her handbag and finds marijuana roaches, 
along with a small scale and a pill bottle full of baggies. A com-
puter check reveals five outstanding warrants for her arrest.

It’s not unusual for the department to send a van to transport 
all the criminals Ross arrests at this Walmart. The call log on the 
store stretches 126 pages, documenting more than 5,000 trips 
over the past five years. Last year police were called to the store 
and three other Tulsa Walmarts just under 2,000 times. By com-
parison, they were called to the city’s four Target stores about 
300 times. Most of the calls to the northeast Supercenter were 

for  shoplifting, but there’s no shortage of more serious crimes, 
including five armed robberies so far this year, a murder suspect 
who killed himself with a gunshot to the head in the parking lot 
last year, and, in 2014, a group of men who got into a parking 
lot  shootout that killed one and seriously injured two others.

Police reports from dozens of stores suggest the number of 
petty crimes committed on Walmart properties nationwide this 
year will be in the hundreds of thousands. But people dashing 
out the door with merchandise is the least troubling part of 
Walmart’s crime problem. More than 200 violent crimes, includ-
ing attempted kidnappings and multiple stabbings, shootings, and 
murders, have occurred at the nation’s 4,500 Walmarts this year, 
or about one a day, according to an analysis of media reports. 

Sometimes they’re spectacular enough to get national attention. In 
June, a SWAT team killed a hostage taker at a Walmart in Amarillo, 
Texas. In July, three Walmart  employees in Florida were charged 
with manslaughter after a shoplifter they chased and pinned down 
died of asphyxia. Other crimes are just bizarre. On Aug. 8, police 
discovered a meth lab inside a 6-foot-high drainage pipe under a 
Walmart parking lot in Amherst, N.Y.

All this is still happening more than a year into a corporate 
campaign to bring down crime—a campaign Walmart says is 
succeeding. Chief Executive Officer Doug McMillon, who took 
charge of the giant retailer in February 2014, has made reduc-
ing crime a top priority. The company’s new strategy primarily 
involves shifting employees within stores—moving them from 
the storeroom and aisles to store exits, where some of them 
spot-check receipts. It’s also stationing people at self- checkout 
areas, installing eye-level security cameras in high-theft areas 
(particularly electronics and cosmetics departments), and using 
data  analytics to detect when people try to get credit for things 
they didn’t buy (thieves love to find discarded receipts in the 
parking lot, then go into the store, gather up items on the list, 
and “return” them for cash). To cut down on calls to police, 
Walmart has been rolling out a program where first-time offend-
ers caught stealing merchandise below a certain value can avoid 
arrest if they agree to go through a theft-prevention program. At 
some higher-crime stores, the company is also hiring off-duty 
police and private security officers. According to Walmart Stores 
executives, it’s all starting to work.

Police chiefs and their officers on the ground say that’s just not 
so. Ross likes to joke that the concentration of crime at Walmart 
makes his job easier. “I’ve got all my bad guys in one place,” he 
says, flashing a bright smile. His squad’s sergeant, Robert Rohloff, 
a 34-year police veteran who has to worry about staffing, budgets, 
and patrolling the busiest commercial district in Tulsa, says 
there’s nothing funny about Walmart’s impact on public safety. 
He can’t believe, he says, that a multibillion- dollar corporation 
isn’t doing more to stop crime. Instead, he says, it offloads the 
job to the police at taxpayers’ expense. “It’s ridiculous —we are 
talking about the biggest retailer in the world,” says Rohloff. “I 
may have half my squad there for hours.” 

Walmart knows police departments are frustrated. “We abso-
lutely understand how important this is. It is important for our 
associates, it is important for our customers and across the com-

munities we serve,” says Judith McKenna, Walmart’s chief oper-
ating officer for the U.S. “We can do better.” 

But when? That’s what law enforcement around the country 
wants to know. “The constant calls from Walmart are just 
 draining,” says Bill Ferguson, a police captain in Port Richey, Fla. 
“They recognize the problem and refuse to do anything about it.” 

There’s nothing inevitable about the level of crime at Walmart. 
It’s the direct, if unintended, result of corporate policy. Beginning 
as far back as 2000, when former CEO Lee Scott took over, an 
aggressive cost-cutting crusade led many stores to deteriorate. 
The famed greeters were removed, taking away a deterrent to 
theft at the porous entrances and exits. Self-checkout scanners 

“IT’S RIDICULOUS—WE ARE TALKING 
ABOUT THE BIGGEST RETAILER  

IN THE WORLD. I MAY HAVE HALF MY 
SQUAD THERE FOR HOURS” 
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replaced many cashiers. Walmart added stores faster than it hired 
employees. The company has one worker for every 524 square 
feet of retail space, a 19 percent increase in space per employee 
from a decade ago. 

In terms of profit, all this has worked: Sales per employee in 
the U.S. have grown 23 percent in the past decade, to $236,804. 
For criminals, however, the cutbacks were like sending out a 
message that no one at Walmart cared, no one was watching, 
and no one was likely to catch you.

Fixing the problem comes down to money. When McMillon 
became CEO, he established an ambitious program to fix up long-
neglected stores, starting with making them cleaner and stocking 
them better. Then, in early 2015, came a push to crack down on 
shoplifting. Experts say that should have additional public safety 
benefits: Less petty crime typically means less violent crime.

Police departments inevitably compare their local Walmarts 
with Target stores. Target, Walmart’s largest competitor, is a dif-
ferent kind of retail business, with mostly smaller stores that 
tend to be located in somewhat more affluent neighborhoods. 
But there are other reasons Targets have less crime. Unlike most 
Walmarts, they’re not open 24 hours a day. Nor do they allow 
people to camp overnight in their parking lots, as Walmarts do. 
Like Walmart, Target relies heavily on video surveillance, but 
it employs sophisticated software that can alert the store secu-
rity office when shoppers spend too much time in front of mer-
chandise or linger for long periods outside after closing time. 
The biggest difference, police say, is simply that Targets have 
more staff visible in stores. 

“Target doesn’t have these problems,” says Ferguson. “Part 
of it may be the lower prices at Walmart or where Walmart is 
located, but when I walk into Target I see uniformed security or 
someone walking around up front. You see no one at Walmart. It 
just seems like an easy target.” A Target spokeswoman declined 
to comment on the two companies’ security policies.

A more apt comparison may be shopping centers, which like 
Walmarts are sprawling and attract thousands of shoppers a day. 

Unlike Walmart, shopping centers tend to invest heavily in uni-
formed security patrols and off-duty police. “Shopping centers 
all have security; they know it’s an expense, but one they know 
pays dividends because people feel safer going to their stores,” 
says J.R. Roberts, an independent consultant and a former direc-
tor for risk management at Valor Security Services, a provider 
of security to shopping centers. “It doesn’t make any sense why 
Walmart wouldn’t apply this the way every mall does in the U.S.”

Walmart developed its current anticrime measures with the 
help of Read Hayes, director of the Loss Prevention Research 
Council, a kind of think tank funded by big retailers. Hayes’s 
specialty is the shopping environment, the retail aisles; he’s 
now searching, he says, for the right mix of new electronic sur-
veillance and visual cues to tell would-be thieves they might get 
caught. “They need to recognize it, believe it, and be threatened 
by it,” he says. “My mantra is: See it, get it, fear it.” 

Hayes says Walmart is serious about bringing down crime. 
“They aren’t ignoring it,” he says. “They are right in the thick of 
it. But it’s a titanic company. It’s going to take a while. Go hang 
out in a Walmart. It’s just amazing. Sometimes, what happens 
in a store like a Walmart can be scary.”

No one disputes that. The question is whether Walmart is 
moving as fast as it can. Its executives “could clean it up in a 
matter of a year were they to be given the financial support 
from the board,” says Burt Flickinger, managing director of 
retailing consultant Strategic Resource Group. Eight of the 
nine nonfamily members of the Walmart board come from 
academia or nonretail companies, including former PepsiCo 
CEO Steven Reinemund and Yahoo! CEO Marissa Mayer. Three 
officers are members of the Walton family, including the chair-
man of the board, Gregory Penner, a venture capitalist who is 
the son-in-law of fellow board member Rob Walton, a son of 
Walmart founder Sam Walton. “The board doesn’t want profits 
to fall,” says Flickinger. “They simply lack the retail business 
background to understand how important security is.”

No board member agreed to be interviewed for this 

Outside the 
Supercenter in  
Beech Grove, Ind.
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story, but the company disputes that it puts profit before people. 
“Safety and security is a priority of our leadership team,” says 
McKenna. She says the company has the right level of security at 
its stores and is always evaluating its strategy and staffing.

Flickinger says getting dramatic results wouldn’t be compli-
cated. It would just cost a lot. He, like many other Walmart watch-
ers, thinks McMillon is heading in the right direction with the 
changes he’s making, including spending $2.7 billion on higher 
wages and training to boost morale and attract higher- caliber 
employees. It just isn’t nearly enough, he says. He estimates 

the number of crimes at Walmart’s U.S. stores could be halved 
with the addition of 250,000 part-time employees on top of the 
more than 1 million full-time and part-time retail workers the 
company already has. Even that much new hiring wouldn’t get 
the company to the number of employees per square foot it had 
in 2006. The cost would be about $3.25 billion a year, or about a 
quarter of Walmart’s profit last year of $14 billion. 

Flickinger argues that Walmart can’t afford not to invest 
heavily to expand its workforce if it wants cleaner, more orderly, 
better- performing, and ultimately safer stores. “It pays for 
itself,” he says. “To get back to that high-performing level of the 
late 1990s, it’s going to take a lot more money.” Walmart rejects 
this view, saying it has all the workers it needs and merely has 
to better train them and continue redeploying workers accord-
ing to its plan. 

Security experts say there’s another way to reduce crime: 
Hire much more security, including more off-duty, uniformed 
police. At $35 an hour, a typical rate in many cities, 12 hours of 
police coverage a day would cost each store about $150,000 a 
year. Multiply that by the company’s 3,500 Supercenters—the 
largest stores and the sites of most of the serious crime—and 
it would cost half a billion dollars a year. 

 
Walmart decides on the security budget for each store based 
in part on a database of how much crime happens on its proper-
ties. The company doesn’t share those figures. It also works with 
an outside data analysis company, Cap Index, which assigns each 
store a risk score, based on a determination of the likelihood of 
different types of crimes occurring there. The index relies on data 
including neighborhood demographics, local housing values, 
national and local crime statistics, and internal company records 
of theft. These scores range from zero to 2,000, with 100 being the 
average for a given county or state. A score of 1,000, for instance, 

would mean a crime is 10 times more likely to occur at a partic-
ular store than at a statistically typical address in that county or 
state. Walmart says it performs regular crime audits of its secu-
rity measures and adjusts spending for each store. It won’t reveal 
the risk score for any individual store.

According to laws in every state in the U.S., Walmart has a 
duty to protect its customers from violent crime while they’re 
on store property. Under an area of the law known as premise 
liability, victims and their lawyers have argued in hundreds 
of lawsuits that Walmart failed to provide enough security. To 
prevail, plaintiffs must prove that a violent crime was  reasonably 
foreseeable based on a history of violent crimes at a particu-
lar Walmart. “They’re not easy cases,” says Memphis attorney 
Bruce Kramer, who has sued Walmart multiple times on behalf 
of clients who were the victims of violent crimes occurring on 
company property. “Proving what the duty is and the foresee-
ability issue is always difficult. You have a certain mindset of 
jurors who say, ‘Why are you holding the business responsible 
for the acts of this criminal?’ ” 

Walmart’s lawyers typically argue that the company couldn’t 
have foreseen the crime in question and that it took reasonable 
steps to keep customers safe. It tries at every opportunity to keep 

its crime database secret. 
Even in litigation, when it 
must produce company 
records under court seal, 
its lawyers have wran-
gled for months or even 
years to limit access to 
its records, arguing the 
information is proprie-
tary. “Nothing compares 
to the way Walmart liti-
gates cases,” says attor-
ney Christopher Marlowe. 
He fought Walmart for 
several years over a 
lawsuit he filed in 2010 on 
behalf of a woman who 
was abducted outside 
a store in DeFuniak 
Springs, Fla., and repeat-
edly raped. Marlowe said 
in a court filing that he 

Mayor Buckley 
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learned only in 2013 of the database, 
which documented “precisely the sort 
of incidents” he sought for more than 
two years. Walmart’s lawyer, he said, 
“led everyone to believe that crime data 
retrieval was a great mystery—a query 
of inconceivable proportions.” Walmart 
denied liability in the case. The company 
eventually settled for an undisclosed sum.

Dennis Buckley found a way to get 
Walmart moving faster on crime: shaming 
and threats. A blunt former fire chief, 
Buckley is the mayor of Beech Grove, 
Ind., an Indianapolis suburb with a pop-
ulation of 14,000. He’d been swamped 
with complaints from his police chief 
about the daily calls to Walmart. He 
demanded action from Walmart’s local 
lawyer, as did the City Council. Nothing happened. Then, in June 
of last year, Buckley reached his limit. He received news that a 
local woman had been killed and her grandson seriously injured 
in a car crash caused by a Walmart shoplifter fleeing police. Later 
that day, he learned his town had become a laughingstock. A 
YouTube video of a fight at the Beech Grove Walmart was going 
viral. It showed two women, one riding a motorized scooter, the 
other accompanied by a 6-year-old boy, in a furious fistfight that 
turned into a profane wrestling match in the shampoo aisle. The 
video also contained glimpses of jeering bystanders recording 
the action on their phones. By the time Buckley saw the video, 
it had been viewed millions of times.

Enraged by the circus atmosphere around the video, he 
denounced Walmart on Facebook and in the local media. “The 
Beech Grove Walmart is NOT a good corporate partner,” he 
posted. The YouTube video “was embarrassing to the City of 
Beech Grove and the people who live in our beautiful city. 
Walmart should be ashamed of itself once again for failing to 
control the people who enter their store.”

Regional Walmart executives asked for a meeting with Buckley 
and Craig Wiley, the city attorney. “You could tell by their body 
language that they came to the meeting with a very concilia-
tory tone, and they were going to get their arms around the 
problem,” Wiley says. Walmart promised to hire security and 
extend a fence on the rear of its property, which barred an easy 
exit for shoplifters into a retirement community. It said it would 
skip calling the cops for first-time offenders shoplifting merchan-
dise valued below $50 if the shoplifter completes the compa-
ny’s theft- prevention program.

Buckley was pleased. But in the weeks following the meeting, 
Walmart dragged its heels. Buckley went public again, this time 
appearing on national cable news. “Walmart Beech Grove is 
draining our police resources,” he told Fox Business Network. 
“It’s the string of terrible events that have been occurring down 
there over the past two months that have led me to instruct our 
police chief to declare the Walmart a public nuisance.”

That meant the threat of a $2,500 fine for every call to the 
police. Walmart now pays for off-duty police to man the store, 
and the pressure on the local police has eased. A year later, 
Buckley is pleased, but it still irks him that he had to go to such 
measures to get Walmart to act. “Cities really need to put their 
thumb down and get them to the table,” he says. “It’s taken a long 
time, but they can really be good partners if they want to be.”

The Tulsa Supercenter hasn’t had its happy ending. The store 
has seen several changes mandated by Walmart headquarters, 

including more visible security monitors, greeters at the doors, 
and changes to the self-checkout section, but Officer Ross says 
it’s business as usual. The mentality hasn’t changed; criminals 
still think of this store as theirs. And Ross knows the answers 
aren’t always simple. Three hours into his shift, security employ-
ees bring in a young woman who’d been wandering around the 
store with an older man. They’d spotted her slipping on a pair 
of $15 gray sneakers, then attempting to leave without paying. 
The woman, in capri leggings and a hoodie, is brought to Ross. 
She turns her head and reveals an enormous black eye on the 
left side of her face. Ross moves toward her, and she instinc-
tively flinches—a telltale sign of domestic abuse, he later says. He 
tucks his hands inside his bulletproof vest and relaxes his broad 
shoulders, making himself seem a bit smaller, a bit less intimi-
dating. “Is he the one who did this to you?” he asks, motioning 
to her eye. She knows who he’s talking about. She says yes, and 
her eyes well with tears.

The dingy office, filled with jokes and light banter seconds 
before, falls silent. This little corner of the giant store has turned 
into a counseling center. As mascara and tears streak down her 
red cheeks, the woman apologizes for stealing. She talks about 
how she’s been an alcoholic for most of her 29 years, how her 
three kids live with their dad because she knows she can’t care 
for them. She says her current partner beat her two days ago 
because she took her kids to the pool and had “too much fun.” 
She’s going to counseling for her alcoholism. She was planning 
to go cook dinner for her children at their father’s house after 
she left Walmart.

The woman with the phony gift cards and marijuana quietly 
tells her that she too was in an abusive relationship. They talk 
in murmurs. Ross writes the younger woman a summons to 
appear in court. It’s her first offense. She walks out with no shoes, 
because no one can find the ones she left in the shoe depart-
ment. That’s all right, she says, “I can deal with it.” As she leaves, 
Ross worries her abuser is waiting for her in the parking lot.

Later that day, after the sun has set and the air has cooled, 
the store grows quiet. In the parking lot, a private security SUV 
with a flashing yellow light on top sits near the exit. Driving the 
car is a small, elderly man whose tufts of gray hair are barely 
visible over the steering wheel. Private security jobs like this tend 
to go for $10 an hour in Tulsa. The “T” on the Walmart sign has 
burnt out. Stray cats scrounge around. In the far reaches of the 
lot, people hunker down in their campers, vans, and U-Hauls 
for the night. It’s nearly midnight in Tulsa, and for a few hours 
it looks like the local cops may get a break from Walmart. �

An employee  
in the Beech  
Grove parking lot
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ou ready to see some crazy shit?” 
Bryan Sims and I were sitting in 

the dining room of his modest home in 
Portland, Ore., in front of a laptop and 

a flatscreen monitor. A bulky home-built 
computer sat on the floor, with a hand-
written warning taped on the side: “DO 
NOT TURN OFF. POST-APOCALYPTICAL 

FINANCIAL CRISIS WILL ENSUE.”
The sign was a joke, but with a hint of truth. It 

was early June, and for months, Sims’s computer had 
been churning through a database of loans made by 
Lending Club. The San Francisco-based marketplace 
lender is either the most important company in the 
booming financial technology sector or, if its many 

critics are to be believed, a Silicon Valley-tinged credit 
crisis waiting to happen. 

Lending Club is a kind of EBay for loans. The company, 
which has made more than 1.6 million loans to date, worth 
about $20 billion, matches users who need money with inves-
tors willing to lend. The concept relies on both an innovative 
financial structure and an unprecedented level of transparency. 
Loans of up to $40,000 at a time are divided into $25 securities 
that anybody can buy, and Lending Club publishes detailed infor-
mation about the loans in daily filings with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission. It maintains publicly available spread-
sheets that have more than 100 fields of information about 
prospective, though anonymous, borrowers. “Want to slice 
and dice the data?” the company’s website asks. “Help yourself.”

It was this information bonanza that first attracted Sims, an 
entrepreneur who’d previously started a personal finance mag-
azine aimed at young people, which at one point had annual 
revenue of $3.9 million. In 2013, at age 30, he set out to build a 
better, more equitable way to assign credit scores to millennials 
who, in the wake of the recent financial crisis, had never taken 
out a loan before. All Sims needed to get started was a trove of 
data from a financial institution.

He started calling banks and credit unions, but none of 
them would let him anywhere near their data. Over the course 
of two years, he burned through most of his cash and found 
himself in a deep depression. “Honestly, it was at the point 
where routine tasks were hard,” he said. One source of solace 
was the Lending Club website, where he began to dabble as 
an investor, eventually rolling all the money in his retirement 
fund into Lending Club loans. In some ways, Lending Club had 
done what he’d set out to do: It remade personal loans for the 
post-2008 age. “I was in love,” he said. “It seemed like a great 
model to get people out of debt in an efficient way without the 
mega banking conglomerates.”

When Lending Club went public in late 2014, Sims scraped 
together about $1,000 to buy stock. “It sounds dumb now,” he 
said, “but it felt like a chance to participate in history.” He was 
so taken by Lending Club that he began listening to the com-
pany’s earnings calls. “Like a weirdo,” he said. It was on one of 
these calls, in 2015, that he heard Chief Executive Officer Renaud 
Laplanche say that 14 percent of Lending Club’s borrowers, or 
more than 100,000 people, “returned for a second loan.” That 
struck Sims as curious. He knew that for all the information the 
company made public about its borrowers—incomes, employ-
ment histories, their reasons for borrowing—one thing it didn’t 
list was repeat customers. 

Sims decided to take a look at the hundreds of loans he’d 
invested in, arranging them in a spreadsheet that displayed 
their amounts, interest rates, and information about borrowers’ 

salaries, employers, locations, incomes, and credit ratings (FICO 
scores, specifically). Two loans caught his eye. Both had been 
issued to individuals with the same employer in the same small 
town. So far, so coincidental. But looking deeper, Sims found 
that the salaries were nearly identical. Both borrowers had 
opened their first line of credit in the same month. This, Sims 
realized, is the same dude. It wasn’t a borrower who’d paid off 
one loan and happily returned for a second. It was one person 
with two active loans, and Lending Club was treating them as 
completely unrelated, charging wildly different interest rates. 
The borrower was paying about 15 percent interest on one 
loan of about $15,000; on the other, he was paying 9 percent 
on twice the principal. That meant the investors who held only 
the second loan were leaving money on the table. And Lending 
Club didn’t seem to be doing anything to help them.

Sims saw a business opportunity: a research service that would 
independently rate Lending Club loans the way Morningstar rates 
mutual funds. Sims asked a data scientist, Allen Grimm, to help 
design an algorithm to identify loans that seemed to have been 
taken out by the same person and yet were assigned different 
rates. They called it the Financial Genome Project. 

The algorithm was still mining the Lending Club database 
when, on May 6, 2016, Laplanche was forced to resign amid 
alleged ethical breaches on his watch that involved misdated 
loans and conflicts of interest. Lending Club is facing share-
holder lawsuits and investigations by the Department of Justice 
and the SEC. (The company says it’s cooperating with investiga-
tors.) Lending Club has lost 80 percent of its market value since 
its high point, shortly after its initial public offering in late 2014, 
when it was briefly worth more than $10 billion. Sims invited 
me to his home not long after Laplanche’s ouster to show what 
the Financial Genome Project had discovered. He wanted me 
to know that things were worse at Lending Club than anybody 
realized. You just had to know where to look. 

On his laptop, Simms pulled up a spreadsheet showing 32 loans 
totaling $722,800. The loans ranged from $20,000 to $24,000 and 
were taken out over the course of eight days in late December 
2009. Sims said he believed the loans, ostensibly from 32 dif-
ferent individuals, were taken out by just four borrowers. Each 
of the four, he said, took out one loan per day, making slight 
changes to their annual incomes and addresses. One borrower 
used addresses in Los Gatos, Calif., San Jose, San Francisco, and 
Atlanta, offering a variety of reasons for the loan requests, includ-
ing debt consolidation, remodeling, and a wedding. Another, 
who used addresses in Boston and a nearby suburb, New York, 
and Denver, claimed the loans would be used for down payments 
on two houses, a home improvement project, debt restructuring, 
and the purchase of three vehicles. All but three of the 32 loans 
had been paid back within 90 days.

Sims looked at me with a raised eyebrow. These four people, 
it appeared, systematically borrowed almost a million dollars 
just before the end of the year and had gone to some length to 
obscure their activity. It was pretty unusual borrowing, to say the 
least—as if four people each took out eight mortgages of similar 
amounts over the course of Christmas break. “It’s crazy to me 
that nobody else has come across this,” he said. 

Sims had two theories why four people would borrow in such 
a systematic way. The first was identity theft; perhaps a fraudster 
was testing a scam. The second, which Sims allowed was “kind 
of a conspiracy theory,” was that Lending Club was deliberately 
inflating its numbers. The company had raised a $24.5 million 
investment round in April 2010, led by the venture capital firm 
Foundation Capital. Maybe Laplanche, or people he was close 
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to, had taken out the loans as a way to pump up the perfor-
mance metrics ahead of the investment. 

This may seem unlikely. After all, Lending Club had been 
known as the best, most reputable company in the industry. 
Laplanche was a former securities lawyer from a white-shoe firm. 
His investors included some of the best venture capital firms, and 
his board of directors included a former CEO of Morgan Stanley. 
Sims shrugged and said, “It sounds crazy, I know.”

Two and a half weeks later, Lending Club disclosed that in 
December 2009, Laplanche and three of his family members 
had taken out 32 loans, totaling $722,800—the same amount 
Sims had discovered. The goal, the company said, was “to help 
increase reported platform loan volume for December 2009.” 
Lending Club said its findings were the result of an exhaus-
tive search that turned up no other inappropriate loans, and 
noted that the 32 loans generated only $25,000 in revenue. 
But several former senior executives say the practice of insid-
ers borrowing money was widespread during the company’s 
early days, and widely known. A 2009 disclosure by Lending 
Club made reference to loans taken out by Laplanche and the 
company’s chief operating officer during the company’s “beta 
period.” In a statement, the company says that although it had 
a “friends and family program” early on, it banned directors 
and executives from borrowing in 2008 and expanded the 
policy to include all employees in 2010. It says executives and 
board members hadn’t known about employee loans taken 
out to inflate earnings.

Lending Club and its backers don’t deny the self-dealing but 
say it’s a nonstory. “Just about every company does [this], when 
you have 20 employees and no customers,” says Charles Moldow, 
the Foundation Capital partner who led Lending Club’s series C 
round. He compared Laplanche’s behavior to inviting friends to 
a party to impress a VIP. “Not sure I would even care about this,” 
he says. “I don’t think it was enough volume to have mattered.”

Silicon Valley tends to venerate mildly deceptive tactics 
when they’re used in service of a scrappy upstart—it’s known 
as “growth hacking.” To take a recent example, in early August, 
Hampton Creek, the venture-backed “food tech” company, 
responded to a Bloomberg report about a secretive program to 
buy its own eggless mayonnaise by explaining that it had been 
attempting, in part, to “build momentum.” But Laplanche’s 
products were more consequential than jars of imitation mayo. 
They were loans containing seemingly misleading information, 
tied to SEC-registered securities. Maybe it wasn’t fraud, but it 
wasn’t exactly transparent.

Lending Club’s new CEO, Scott Sanborn, declined to comment 
on the 2009 loans, presenting any problems as “isolated,” 
and emphasized that the company is retraining its employ-
ees. Lending Club is “refocusing everybody on doing the right 
things,” he says. 

And yet evidence of lingering issues can be found in Lending 
Club’s database files, which are still available online. Sims has 
discovered dozens of other loans he suspects were made to 
company insiders, as well as lending practices that seem to have 
been designed to push growth above all else. 

Laplanche’s background made him an ideal candidate to shake 
up the banking industry. A French-born champion sailboat racer 
who spent five years in his 20s as an associate at the corporate law 
firm Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, Laplanche  co-founded 
and sold a software company, TripleHop Technologies, to Oracle 
in 2005. He started Lending Club, as he’s often said, to overturn 
the old financial order. “The thought that came to me,” he 
said at a conference years later, “was that why is it, if I put 
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my money in a bank, I’m going to earn 1 percent interest, but if 
I borrow what appears to be the same money, I’m going to pay 
18 percent?” The generous spread suggested that the business 
of making unsecured loans was ripe for disruption. 

Laplanche didn’t invent the concept of allowing consumers to 
lend money to one another online—one competitor, Prosper, was 
founded in 2005—but Lending Club took the concept mainstream 
by using its own algorithms to set interest rates and winning SEC 
approval for the practice. Elements of Lending Club’s model 
were adapted by Prosper, Avant, and others, and now there 
are marketplace lenders that focus on solar panels, commercial 
real estate, elective medical procedures, and even weddings. 

Lending Club made its debut in 2007 as a Facebook app. 
The idea of using Facebook’s social graph for something other 
than dopey games captivated Silicon Valley, and Lending Club 
quickly raised a $10 million investment round. But few people 
on the social network actually wanted to borrow money in such 
a public way. “We were basically starting from scratch,” says 
Salil Deshpande, who invested in Lending Club on behalf of 
Bay Partners in 2008 and who’s now a managing director at 
Bain Capital Ventures. One of the axioms of starting a market-
place, Deshpande says, is “that you have to do lots of unnatu-
ral things to make sure transactions take place on the platform. 
You have to juice it.” 

Among these things, apparently, was encouraging employ-
ees and their family members to lend and borrow money using 
Lending Club. Deshpande, who attended the company’s board 
meetings until 2010, doesn’t believe this “juicing” was illegal 
or unethical; he compares it to efforts by employees of EBay 
and other Silicon Valley companies to “get the flywheel going.” 

On the other hand, Lending Club didn’t disclose the extent 
of the business being done with company insiders, even as it 
touted the performance of those loans as proof that it could 
survive a recession. “We’ve built a track record of solid under-
writing, good collection practices, of low default in a tough credit 
market,” Laplanche said in a 2010 Fox Business interview. The 
company boasted about rates of return of 9.8 percent, out pacing 
Prosper, whose loans had lost money during the recession. “If 
financial markets were as open as Lending Club, they would 
reap similar benefits,” declared Wired magazine.

This narrative was crucial to Lending Club’s success in attract-
ing loan buyers. Laplanche had created what appeared to be a 
safe investment that generated high returns at a time of histor-
ically low yields. Bigger investors started to take note. A few set 
up private investment funds to buy Lending Club loans in bulk, 
and others bought into loan funds set up by Lending Club itself. 
Over time, Laplanche also fostered relationships with small 
and regional banks that were interested in buying the debt for 
their own balance sheets. In 2012, Laplanche recruited former 
Morgan Stanley CEO John Mack and former Treasury Secretary 
Larry Summers to his board of directors. His startup had rapidly 
become part of the financial establishment.

For many borrowers, especially after the financial crisis, 
Lending Club has been a godsend. Rates are compara-
ble to those for personal loans offered by banks but 
the process is as simple as applying for a credit card. 
Borrowers can log on and have their money within days. 
In interviews, Laplanche emphasized that his company 
did not make subprime loans, unlike big mortgage lenders. 
“We think we can be part of the solution to the credit crisis,” 
he said in the 2010 Fox Business interview, “by allowing indi-
viduals to lend and borrow money directly from each other 
and to make the flow of money a lot shorter and a lot simpler.” 
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Not everyone is eligible to get a loan through Lending Club. 
Borrowers need a FICO score of 660 or above. The standards 
were high enough that starting around 2010, demand from 
investors began to outpace the supply of borrowers. Lending 
Club spent lavishly on direct mail marketing and began offer-
ing “near-prime” loans to certain investors. It also chose not 
to verify the incomes of most of its borrowers, arguing that 
unverified loans performed as well as verified ones. The prac-
tice is defensible—credit card issuers rarely verify incomes—but 
banks generally do so for the sort of fixed-rate loans Lending 
Club offers. In any case, the practice cut against Laplanche’s 
story about his standards being more rigorous than those of 
conventional banks.

In Portland, over coffee, Sims said he’d found thousands of 
instances from 2009 through 2011 in which Lending Club seemed 
to allow borrowers to split their loans in two if their first attempt 
to get a loan didn’t find any takers. For instance, in June 2011, a 
user from the Phoenix area requested $25,000 for debt consol-
idation. The user was relatively risky, with a FICO score in the 
low 700s. Lending Club rated the loan “E2”—one of its riskier 
categories—offering it at an interest rate of about 18 percent. But 
investors were skeptical, and only $20,525 worth of the loan’s 
notes were sold. Later that month the same person, according 
to Sims, borrowed the difference, $4,475, at an interest rate of 
just 7.5 percent. (Sims guessed that Lending Club’s algorithms 
gave the second loan a higher rating because it was smaller and 
thus less risky.) To the outside, it looks like one reliable loan 
and one risky loan; in fact they were both risky. “We evaluate 
each borrower’s creditworthiness based on the most up-to-date 
data,” the company says in a statement. It adds that users can 
exclude “relisted” loans from their searches. 

In all, Sims’s model has identified about 30,000 loans that 
were likely taken out by repeat borrowers—information the 
company has never disclosed but would be valuable to investors, 
since it could help show if a borrower is overextended. (Prosper, 
unlike Lending Club, discloses this information.) Because bor-
rowers could be tapping multiple marketplaces at the same 
time, such data could show shareholders and regulators if this 
modern form of marketplace lending is riskier than they think. 
On the other hand, because Lending Club makes most of its 
money by charging fees to borrowers and investors and doesn’t 
carry many loans on its balance sheet, it has limited incentive 
to implement such controls. Sims says, “The biggest question 
every investor should be asking is, ‘Are these platforms actually 
helping people pay off debt more quickly, or just putting them 
further in the hole?’ ” Lending Club argues that any loans a bor-
rower has taken out on the site is built into their credit report 
and therefore of no special relevance. 

That Sims was able to use an algorithm and a home-built com-
puter to pinpoint problematic loans suggests another looming 
problem for Lending Club: user privacy. The company’s website 
assures borrowers that it “keeps your information confidential 
and secure to protect your privacy” and that any financial infor-
mation is “contained anonymously in loan data files.” But the 
data files are so detailed—including job titles, locations, and espe-
cially the descriptions that borrowers provide for their loans—
that it’s often possible, with the right software tools, to make 
an educated guess about a borrower’s identity.

Lending Club’s privacy policy warns borrowers that they 
“should not include [their] name or personally identifiable infor-
mation.” The company says it “has been transparent with bor-
rowers about what information they are asked to provide and 
what will be disclosed publicly on our site and in securities filings 
with the SEC.” In addition, it says it has taken “numerous steps 

to strengthen privacy protections and prevent disclosures of per-
sonally identifiable information.” Even so, in loan applications, 
borrowers have made reference to bankruptcies, divorces, and 
medical procedures—information that could be linked to them 
publicly if someone were determined to do so. “What’s scary 
is that everybody who has taken out a loan is in there,” Sims 
said. “You don’t expect that if you apply for a loan, everybody 
is going to be able to find your income and everything else. It’s 
this black hole of bad stuff.” 

In April several thousand people packed into a hotel ballroom 
in downtown San Francisco to hear Laplanche speak at LendIt, 
the marketplace lending industry’s annual conference. He was 
the star of the show—the keynote speaker for the fourth year in 
a row. He took the stage, wearing a red vest emblazoned with 
the Lending Club logo, and proposed that the industry was 
poised for its next phase of growth, transforming itself, as he 
put it, “from sapling to ironwood.”

In fact, Laplanche would soon be fighting to keep his job. 
Loan buyers were pulling back, demanding higher interest 
rates. Defaults were climbing. Lending Club’s stock price, which 
had surged to more than $29 in December 2014 after the IPO, 
was trading around $8. The following month, Laplanche was 
forced to resign over a $22 million debt portfolio sold to the 
investment bank Jefferies containing loans that Lending Club 
 employees had misdated. At the same time, he’d encouraged 
Lending Club to invest in Cirrix Capital, an outside fund in 
which he was personally invested.

Even those who followed Lending Club closely were floored. 
Scott Langmack, an early investor, says he awoke to an early-
morning text message from an executive at a rival online lender: 
“Oh, shit. Call me.” Peter Renton, co-founder of LendIt, who’d 
gushed about Laplanche onstage just four weeks earlier, was 
shocked. “He was the biggest name in the industry,” Renton says. 

Lending Club’s shares fell again, losing half their value by 
the end of the week. In mid-May, the company said it had 
received a subpoena from the U.S. Department of Justice and 
that the SEC was also looking into the company. British asset 
management firm Baillie Gifford, at one point Lending Club’s 
second- largest shareholder, sold its entire stake. By mid-June, a 
Lending Club investment fund was forced to limit with drawals 
after clients asked to pull out $442 million, or 58 percent of its 
assets. It announced layoffs of 12 percent of its staff.

Sanborn, Laplanche’s replacement and the former chief mar-
keting officer, describes these problems as, essentially, a speed 
bump and says the company is back on track. Many of Lending 
Club’s investors are still buying loans, albeit in smaller quantities. 
The company arranged about $2 billion in loans last quarter—
and has more than $500 million in cash, according to regulatory 
filings. “It’s been very humbling,” Sanborn says. “But I believe 
we’re going to emerge a better company because of it.”

Sims is dubious. He’s been slowly pulling his money out of 
Lending Club over the past two months, while halting devel-
opment of his Lending Club rating service. He feels he created 
something cool and valuable, but says he believes the company, 
perhaps even the industry, may be beyond repair. (Sims says he’s 
not shorting Lending Club’s stock, nor is he part of the share-
holder lawsuits that have been filed against the company.) On 
Aug. 8, the day Lending Club announced quarterly earnings, his 
wife, Annie, went into labor. While she napped in the delivery 
room, Sims tuned in to an earnings call, learning that Lending 
Club had lost more than $80 million. Its CFO was also resigning. 

The baby, a boy, was born that night, and Sims resolved to 
take a few days off from thinking about marketplace lending. �
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ON THE DAY AFTER THE MASS SHOOTING IN ORLANDO, 
Donald Trump took the podium at St. Anselm College in 
Manchester, N.H. “We are importing radical Islamic terrorism 
into the West through a failed immigration system. Radical Islam 
is coming to our shores,” he said, before putting his foot down: 
“The immigration laws of the United States give the president the 
power to suspend entry into the country of any class of persons.”

As he fulminated, Trump was standing less than four miles 
from New Hampshire’s only sizable mosque, which is in a mini-
mall above a Fantastic Sams hair salon. Inside, some congregants 
were busily readying their place of worship for a Ramadan feast 
featuring samosas, rice, and slices of  watermelon. Fluorescent 
lights flickered on the low ceiling, and ballroom music filtered in 
from the Royal Palace Dance Studio next door. The Republican 
presidential nominee’s handlers didn’t respond to my e-mail 
inquiries. I don’t know if Trump was aware of the distance 
between his rhetoric and the daily reality of Manchester Muslims.

One, Mahboubul Hassan, 66, a Bangladeshi native who’s 
a finance and  economics professor at 
Southern New Hampshire University, 
has been trying since 1998 to build the 
state’s first  purpose-built mosque. New 
Hampshire’s practicing Muslims, num-
bering about 1,200, are concentrated 
near Manchester, the state’s largest city, 
with a little more than 110,000 residents. 
New York and California have about 
250 Muslim masjids apiece, but for now 
the pride of Islamic New Hampshire is an 
unfinished, 13,000-square-foot octagonal 
brick structure that sits under construc-
tion on a hilly, weed-infested lot. On its 
facade, an inscription in Arabic reads, 
“There is no God but Allah.”

After working with an architect, 
the Islamic Society of New Hampshire 
broke ground on its masjid in 2007; so 
far it’s spent about $1.5 million. The blue-
prints were for a minimally ornamented 
two-story building encircled with large 
radius-top windows. If ever completed, 
the structure will have a capacious 
prayer room with a modest three-step 
wooden mimbar (the platform at the end 
of a staircase from which an imam ser-
monizes), a tutoring center, a full base-
ment for meetings, a lavish kitchen, and 
a domed roof. The foundation has been 
poured, and the walls are up, but there’s 
still about $2.5 million worth of work left 
to do. The long saga of the mosque’s 
construction is a story of American 
immigration —a tale of émigrés, the first 
of them from South Asia, yearning to find 
a fixed place to pray, then dreaming up 
an architectural plan far beyond their 
economic and logistical reach.

The project has mired New 
Hampshire’s Muslims in troubles that 
are, though on a smaller scale and stage, 
similar to those that Islamic developer 
Sharif el-Gamal faced when he tried 
to build a 15-story Muslim cultural 
center two blocks from Ground Zero in 

Manhattan. Onetime U.S. House Speaker Newt Gingrich likened 
that project to a “Nazi sign” being planted beside the Holocaust 
Museum in Washington. Forty thousand protesters gathered in 
the street, many waving American flags. El-Gamal ultimately 
backpedaled and decided to build a luxury condo tower instead. 

The Manchester plan has thrown up its own idiosyncratic 
 challenges. It began hopefully in 1998, when Hassan found a flat, 
cleared 10-acre residential property just north of the city, listed 
for $400,000. “An elderly lady owned it,” he says. “She was dying 
of cancer, and she asked me what I was going to do with the land. 
I didn’t say ‘mosque,’ because she wouldn’t have understood. I 
said, ‘a church for the Muslims.’ ” The woman seemed to find the 
concept enchanting. “Oh, for you it’s $200,000,” she told him.

At the time, the Islamic Society was a new group of about 
25 people who prayed each Friday in a setting even more make-
shift than the current one in the mini-mall: a dance studio 
at the university. They were a relatively educated bunch—
doctors, engineers, and professors—but they weren’t wealthy. 

Two hundred thousand dollars seemed 
to them like a staggering sum for land. 
They decided to pass, and Hassan, 
pained, kept looking. He was middle-
aged and already 17 years into his New 
Hampshire adventure. He was terri-
fied of driving in the snow but had no 
problem shoveling, even though he lost 
his left arm as a teen after breaking it in 
a soccer game, then suffering an infec-
tion and, ultimately, gangrene. “I just 
hold the shovel and kick,” he explains. 
The fall foliage sang to him, especially 
up north, in the White Mountains. 
He also developed a ritual of going 
to Dunkin’ Donuts every Friday after 
prayers. On one visit in 1998 a friend 
told him, “There’s land on top of Bald 
Hill, and somebody wants to sell it.”

Hassan drove up there, along a 
bumpy, cracked stretch of asphalt 
called Karatzas Avenue, and beheld, 
sparkling off to the east, the quiet 
waters of Lake Massabesic. The asking 
price for the 2.8-acre plot was $37,500; 
this time the Muslims bought quickly, 
only to discover that they hadn’t exactly 
scored a bargain.

The property was home to a vacant, 
dilapidated Greek Orthodox church, 
built in 1948 by a local shoe factory 
worker from Greece, Stylianos Karatzas, 
after whom the street is named. (There 
are three active Greek Orthodox 
churches in Manchester now.) Local 
teenagers called it the Devil’s Chapel; 
they smashed its stonework and spray-
painted its walls with pentagrams. Keg 
parties raged, and prostitutes used 
the place for assignations. The Islamic 
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Society tore the building down, but in 1999 the city of Manchester 
insisted, per city regulations, that the society couldn’t build on 
the site until property owners along the street spent $523,650 
to repave and upgrade Karatzas Avenue.

EVEN HAD THE CITY GRANTED THEM A PERMIT, THE  
road construction cost would have been a deal breaker. The 
group had started out expecting to pay no more than $2 million 
to build; and that was a stretch—their fundraising scheme 
was little more than wishful thinking. The Islamic Society 
was squeezed by a scriptural concern: The Quran has been 
interpreted as advising against taking interest-bearing loans. 
Verse 2:275 reads, “Those who devour usury will not stand 
except as stand one whom the Evil one by his touch Hath driven 
to madness.” The dictate is strictly obeyed in most Islamic com-
munities, particularly among Sunnis.

When Muslims buy houses, they can often work within 
Shariah, the Islamic religious law, by turning to friendly banks 
that offer  rent-to-own terms. But such terms are rarely avail-
able for mosque construction, and most Islamic communities 
rely instead on local donations and no-interest loans from their 
wealthiest constituents.

Before a group of Virginia Muslims broke ground on the 
$4.5 million All Dulles Area Muslim Society mosque in Sterling, 
a Washington suburb, it spent 10 years pooling funds. That 
approach is fairly standard, but there are other tacks. The 
nation’s largest mosque complex—the 16-acre, $100 million 
Diyanet Center of America in Lanham, Md.—opened this 
spring largely because of massive support from the Turkish 
government. In Dearborn, Mich., however, the triple-domed, 
double- minareted Islamic Center of America was financed with 

seven-figure bank loans. Its congregation, most of whom are 
Lebanese Shiites, was, it seems, mindful of a caveat. “There 
is a strain of Islamic scholars who believe paying interest for 
a mosque is OK,” says Miles Davis, a dean at Shenandoah 
University and an expert on Islamic finance. “It’s regarded as 
a necessity, like eating pork when you’re starving.”

The Islamic Society of New Hampshire has hosted an annual 
mosque fundraiser for the past 18 years. Each event has brought 
in $150,000 or so for construction. Luckily, the Muslims had an 
ally in Bob Baines, who, while serving as mayor from 2000 to 
2006, wrote to his planning board before a May 2003 meeting 
that “Manchester has always been a city noted for its ability to 
accommodate a multiplicity of races, ethnicities, and religions.” 
Soon after, the city solicitor notified the board that it “lacked the 
authority to require the applicant to pay for off-site improve-
ments to Karatzas Avenue under the city’s current regulatory 
scheme.” In 2006 new apartment buildings went up along the 
street, and those developers repaved much of the road anyway. 
Still, Baines is regarded by many of the mosque’s neighbors as 
a patsy. “He just took political correctness too far,” says Milton 
Argeriou, a retired public-health researcher.

In 2003, Argeriou and his wife, Sally, filed a lawsuit to block 
the construction of the mosque. The suit alleged that the Islamic 
Society was poised to trespass on their property. The strip of 
land in question was Ingraham Avenue, a 40-foot-wide street 
planned by the city of Manchester but never completed. The 
“paper street” was provisionally situated on maps to start at 
Karatzas Avenue between the Argerious’ plot and the mosque’s. 
Zoning rules for commercial buildings required that the Islamic 
Society have 200 feet of frontage along Karatzas Avenue. 
It had 195.6 feet running up to the edge of the imagined 
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street, meaning the Muslims needed an additional 4.4 feet to 
build legally. But the Islamic Society reckoned it owned half 
the width, giving it the extra land it needed. The Argerious 
claimed to own the entire width.

The Argerious had a stake in keeping the land undeveloped. 
Sally owned a nearby 47-acre Bald Hill tract that has since been 
transformed into Grandview Estates. The tranquil refuge of 
5,000-square-foot homes breezed through the permitting 
process, never encountering any public protest. It’s now billed 
as “Manchester’s premier subdivision.” The Argerious lost their 
suit, however. In 2005 a judge ruled that they owned only half of 
the un-street. That took care of the Muslims’ frontage problem.

Another lawsuit, a dense 22-point complaint filed in 2003 
by neighbor Frank Scarito, a financial consultant, alleged that 
in allowing the mosque construction, Manchester was failing to 
“protect the public health, safety, and welfare” of its citizens. 
Scarito’s main charge was that the parking lot was too small, and 
though he dropped his case after six weeks, he hasn’t changed 
his mind. “That lot,” he said recently, “will hold 56 cars, and 
they’re saying that the capacity of the mosque is 200 people. 
But do the math: If every person in there has a 3-by-5 prayer 
rug, the building could fit in excess of 500 people. Who’s going 
to stand at the door and say, ‘You’re guest number 201. Sorry, 
you can’t come in’?”

A New Hampshire businessman and blogger, Doug Lambert, 
was more inflammatory. On his site, granitegrok.com, he asked 
in 2006, “How many mosques have been used throughout the 
Moslem world as ammo dumps and hideouts for  murderous 
thugs? Can you imagine the thought of a Hitler Youth summer 
camp somewhere in Manchester circa 1943-44?” But Lambert’s 
outburst had no legal consequence. Ibrahim Hooper, a spokes-
man for the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) in 
Washington, calls out the insidious nature of the quieter com-
plaints about infrastructure. “It’s always about the parking, 
unless it’s about noise or traffic,” he says. “Scratch the surface, 
and there’s something else there. There isn’t a mosque in 
America that hasn’t faced hurdles.”

Religious buildings can often be controversial. In Boca Raton, 
Fla., two activists filed a federal lawsuit in February aimed at 
halting the construction of a $10 million, 18,000-square-foot 
synagogue that exceeds city height limits. The suit alleges that 
city officials facilitated the project through backroom dealings, 
thereby violating the First Amendment. Still, mosques are the 
focus of a special, focused contempt.

In 2015, working with researchers at the University of 
California at Berkeley’s Center for Race & Gender, CAIR 
recorded 78 attacks on U.S. mosques, the highest since it 
began counting in 2009. Vandals burned crosses on a New York 
mosque’s lawn, covered the door of a Texas mosque in feces, 
and laid a severed pig’s head outside one in Philadelphia. 
CAIR said about the report: “The 2016 presidential election 
has mainstreamed Islamophobia.”

The most prominent dispute about a mosque in the U.S. is 
set in Bernards Township, N.J., where the Islamic Society of 
Basking Ridge sued a local planning board that denied it a build-
ing permit, alleging the approval process was a “Kafkaesque” 
ordeal that involved 39 public hearings over four years. Lawyers 
in the New Jersey case accused local planners of violating the 
Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act, which 
protects religious speech. Since 2011, CAIR has repeatedly won 
construction battles by invoking the act. 

MANCHESTER’S POLITICAL CLIMATE SHIFTED RIGHTWARD  
after Baines’s tenure. Although the largest concern of the current 
Republican mayor, Ted Gatsas, is rampant opioid addiction, he’s 
made time to loudly oppose immigration. In 2011 he asked the 
U.S. Department of State to halt the influx of refugees into the 
city, which had absorbed more than 2,000 displaced persons. 
(It didn’t work.) More recently, Gatsas, who’s been reelected four 
times and is now running for governor, has fought a federal plan 

MOHAMMAD ISLAM, INSIDE THE MANCHESTER MOSQUE UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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to move 500 Syrians to New Hampshire, 
citing safety concerns.

But it would be wrong to blame 
all the Manchester mosque delays on 
Islamophobia; the principal challenge 
has been the site. Bald Hill is riddled with 
granite ledges requiring extensive—and 
expensive—blasting. The city sewer line 
sits beneath Karatzas Avenue. Connecting 
to it will require digging up the street at a 
cost of more than a quarter- million dollars. 
Drainage is tricky: When the snow melted 
this year, it seeped through the mosque’s 
doors, rusting some studs. Meanwhile, con-
struction, often a charity effort, has been 
slow, with local Muslim craftsmen erecting 
the rebar and laying the concrete at steeply 
discounted rates. Several times the society 
has had to pay to renew building permits.

Scarito, the financial consultant, says he 
foresaw all these problems. “Building up here is difficult,” he 
says. “Just to get water, I dug a 900-foot well. This isn’t the right 
site for a car wash or a Stop & Shop, and it isn’t the right site for 
a mosque. And they’ve tried to do everything on a shoestring. 
They’ve run out of money. The building has just sat there for 
years, with nobody working on it. It’s an eyesore.”

Davis, the dean at Shenandoah, says he’s never heard of a 
small mosque that’s taken so long to build. “I’ve seen mosques 
in Morocco take a couple decades, but these are humongous 
buildings that fit three or four thousand people,” he says.

As it’s sat vacant, the building has become a target. In 2013 
two young vandals, 11 and 13, smashed almost all the windows. 
The damage cost more than $30,000 to repair, but the Islamic 
Society chose not to prosecute. “They were just kids messing 
around,” says the group’s president, Mohamed Ewiess. “They 
were brainwashed by the media, probably, and we didn’t want 
to do anything to harm them.”

ARE NEW HAMPSHIRE’S MUSLIMS TOO LAID-BACK?  
“They need to send out ambassadors to Muslim communi-
ties that have money—to Virginia, to L.A. and Texas,” Davis 
says. “I can’t believe they’d fail, because Islam gives a special 
place to people who contribute to building mosques. Every 
time someone prays in that building, you receive the benefit, 
even after you’ve died.”

An aggressive nationwide search doesn’t seem to be 
their style. “That’s a full-time job,” says Mohammad Islam, a 
Bangladeshi émigré who’s the building committee chair and 
a network and  telecommunications engineer. “If you’re out 
there asking somebody for $50,000, you might have to stay 
for a while. You might have to make repeat visits, and I can’t 
quit my job to do that.”

The state’s Muslims set up a GoFundMe site two years ago, 
but so far it’s brought in less than $12,000, not even 1 percent 
of their $2 million goal. The annual fundraiser remains so 
pivotal that when I asked to go, Islam said no. “With press 
there, people will be afraid to donate. It’s kind of a reverse 
terrorism thing,” he said, meaning that contributors would 
fear retaliation from anti-Muslim thugs.

In time, he changed his mind. When I reached the mini-mall 

mosque at dusk, about 200 men were 
breaking the day’s Ramadan fast as women 
and children gathered behind wooden par-
titions in the same room. The community 
has grown in recent years, adding large 
Bosnian and Iraqi constituencies. The con-
gregation, relaxed and proudly inclusive, 
now encompasses citizens from 25 coun-
tries, including Bahrain, Eritrea, and Sri 
Lanka, and from “several Shia Muslim 
families,” according to Hassan, who in an 
e-mail added that he wasn’t sure of the 
exact number and claimed not to rec-
ognize the distinction. “I always take a 
person as Muslim (never as Shia, Sunni, 
etc.) or Christians (never as Catholics, 
Protestants, etc.).”

As night fell, a tall, extremely thin youth 
from London recited scripture in a high, 
haunting voice. Maseeh Ullah, who’s mem-

orized the Quran, had come to New Hampshire for a month to 
lead Ramadan prayers. I asked him if locals had encouraged 
him to talk up the mosque when he returned to London. “Oh, 
no,” he said. “Nothing like that.”

When I ran into Hassan, he conceded that maybe 
Manchester’s Islamic leaders had been too ambitious, dream-
ing of a palatial mosque up on Bald Hill. “It’s true,” he said 
genially. “We were a little naive.”

I could see women moving on the other side of the parti-
tion, their stocking feet on the rug. Enjoying what organizers 
insist is an equal right to participate, they watched via a video 
feed as the keynote speaker took the mic. 

Alauddin Alauddin, a life coach and family-services adminis-
trator in Columbus, Ohio, travels the country coaxing mosque 
money out of Muslim audiences by using humor. He’s essen-
tially Islam’s answer to a Borscht Belt comedian. “How many 
of you guys here are from Sudan?” he said, warming up the 
crowd. Later in the evening, he asked each of the men present 
for $50 for “the protection of your mothers.” Moments later 
he said, “What? You’re going to protect your mothers but not 
your wives?”

Eventually, Alauddin asked, “Who can give $50,000?” He 
got four men to raise their hands at $25,000, and by the time 
he worked his way down to $500, it seemed like nothing. 
Huso Zukic, a 25-year-old Bosnian refugee, said yes, only to 
be nudged up to $650, never mind that he’s a struggling assem-
bly line worker. “This is the first mosque we’ve built here, and 
I wanted to be part of it,” Zukic told me, flush with excitement. 
“I wanted to give hope to future generations.”

As I moved toward the door, the evening’s tally stood at 
$220,000, a record for the group. Over the tinny sound system, 
a muezzin was calling the faithful to the evening’s last prayer. 
I lingered for a moment on the porch by the dance studio, 
looking in through the window as three long rows of men 
prayed silently, in unison, now bowing their heads, now press-
ing their brows to the floor as they knelt.

This was still a novel sight in New Hampshire. For all the 
winters these men had endured, they were still newcom-
ers here. And they were still $2.3 million from finding their 
way home. �

WINDOWS BROKEN BY VANDALS

E JUST BRAINWASHED BY THE MEDIA, PROBABLY, AND WE DIDN’T WANT TO DO ANYTHING TO HARM THEM”
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Coworkrs The founders 
wanted to infuse the space 
with the neighborhood’s 
industrial Brooklyn chic.  
The motto: “At Home at Work.”

t’s around 1 o’clock on a recent Monday after-
noon, and I walk 30 seconds from my desk 
to a locker room, change into leggings and a 
sweatproof tank top, grab a yoga mat, and start 
meditating in a studio with three other women. 
“Forget about deadlines,” the instructor tells 
us. “Forget about the looming appointments 
and assignments.” I’m trying, but it’s hard: 
My desk is so close, I could hear my phone 
if it rang. After an hour of stretching, posing, 
and not forgetting about deadlines, I put my 
work clothes back on; soon I’m tapping away 

again at my laptop. It’s a normal afternoon at Primary, a new 
co- working space in downtown Manhattan. For $300 a month, 
I can grab a $10 green juice after a midday vinyasa flow class 
just feet from where I manage the flow of my in-box. 

This is what co-working looks like in 2016, half a decade 
after the first shared spaces popped up. WeWork, which pop-
ularized the model, opened its first location in SoHo in 2010 
to fill commercial buildings in the recession. Now it’s worth 
more than $16 billion (an internal financial review in April 
slashed 2016 profit and revenue forecasts). Deskmag—yes, the 
industry has its own trade magazine— estimates there will be 
10,000  co- working spaces worldwide by yearend: If you live 
in a second- or third-tier city, and there’s no yoga at yours 
yet, stay tuned. Manhattan alone devotes more than 5 million 
square feet to the collectives, according to real estate services 
firm Cushman & Wakefield; and in San Francisco, there’s been 
300,000 sq. ft. of co- working space leased since mid-2014, 
reports JLL, another real estate services company. “The indus-
try has gone crazy. Co-working used to be an office phenome-
non. Now it’s tech shops, makerspaces, bio labs, community 

kitchens, and car-fixing places,” says Steve King of small 
business consulting firm Emergent Research in 

Lafayette, Calif. “You can find shared work-
spaces for almost any kind of work.” 

And any niche interest. When 
WeWork was the only player, kegs were 

enough to get people in the door because, 
hey, free booze. Today there’s much more 

differentiation. At Primary, the emphasis 
is on wellness: exercise programs, kombu-
cha and healthy snacks, and succulents and 
ivies trailing vines across tabletops, because 

I guess healthy people are 
into plants. The purported 
benefit of these quirks? 
Community! Which is what 
we seem comfortable sub-
stituting for a life outside 
the workplace. It appears 
that we’re entering the 
work-life singularity, and 
we’re going to love it one 
green juice at a time. As 
James O’Reilly, 33, a found-
ing partner of NeueHouse, 
a high-end co-working 
space in Manhattan, says, 
“People are happiest when 
their work can live in their 

lives more comfortably, when it’s something they don’t have 
to isolate.” To put it another way, co-working spaces have 
become self-selecting worlds where an entrepreneur can be 
her “authentic self,” says Gretchen Spreitzer, a professor at 
the University of Michigan’s Ross School of Business who 
studies how organizations help employees thrive.

I’m spending a week testing out co-working spaces 
in New York to try to find my authentic self. Primary, 
an urban hippie dreamscape, is my first stop. “We are 
catering our experience to a different demographic 
than WeWork,” says co-founder Lisa Skye Hain, 39, who 
has the glowing skin and sun-kissed hair found only in 
vitamin ads. “For me it was about ‘How do I make it slightly 
different?’ ” The Wi-Fi password at Primary is FEELGREAT.

Coworkrs, my next destination, helps you live your best 
Brooklyn life. “Our idea is trying to infuse the neighborhood 
in the space,” says co-founder Shlomo Silber, 32. That starts 
at the front desk, where the Coworkrs motto, “At Home at 
Work,” is hand-painted on a made-to-look-artisanal wooden 
sign. Elsewhere in the three-story former tile factory in the 
industrial Gowanus neighbor-
hood are exposed timber beams, 
distressed cement walls, a stair-
case made of steel slabs, and art 
that looks like Banksy snuck in to 
paint. For a Brooklyn gentrifier 
like me, it feels like home, or at 
least like the aspirational home-
goods store down the street.

Si lber’s neighborhood- 
infusion strategy is smart. 
People working in these spaces 
told me they choose one based 
on proximity to home since 
commutes are a time suck that 
cuts mostly into leisure hours. 
Often their goal is just to get out 
of the house. Commandeering a 
table at your local coffee shop used to be the way to do this. 
It was cheaper. A day pass to Coworkrs costs $40, about the 
same as 10 cold-brew coffees. But unlike at Starbucks, there 
are plenty of outlets, privacy, and open seats. Plus, there’s 
yoga on one roof deck and a garden on the other.

Despite potential distractions, most people I met at 
 co- working spaces spend 
their time doing actual 
work. That’s the case at 
my next locale, Study Hall, 
which is aimed at freelance 
writers. The Gowanus 
spot is one room with two 
wooden-slab tables that sit 
six people each. A couple 
of desks are shoved against 
a wall. Extension cords 
snake along the floor. It’s 
among a handful of single- 
profession spaces: Rough 
Draft caters to designers, 
Rise attracts fintech compa-
nies, and the Farm focuses 
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on wellness technology 
startups. “Not to brag, 
but we actually provide 
community,” says Peter 
Moskowitz, 28, who co-
founded Study Hall with 

freelancer Kyle Chayka 
(who has written for 

this magazine). 
It  cost about 

$6,000 to get 
t h e  l o c a -
tion going, 
Moskowitz 
says. “The idea of working next to some tech 

guy doesn’t do anything for me. I would have 
nothing to talk to him about. We want to talk to 

other journalists.” 
Working at Study Hall is like hanging out with 

 co-workers at Bloomberg headquarters, which 
is to say there’s real work 
involved. At the crack of 
11 a.m., other writers 
trickle in, and we 
talk shop. One reporter 
gives another a potential 
lead on a story in Orlando 
in the wake of the night-
club massacre. “We’re all 
engaged in the same profes-
sional stuff. We can help each 
other,” Moskowitz says. Except 
that most of the time, Study 
Hallers sit silent, headphones 
on. Despite all the talk of com-
munity, in my week inhabiting 
co-working spaces, I observed 

little human interaction. Whenever I point this out, evange-
lists mention in-house events organized by what are referred 
to as community managers. Study Hall has Q&As with authors. 
Primary holds breakfasts with nutritionists. NeueHouse has 
movie screenings with Meg Ryan. 

At another neighborhood-themed space, the Yard, 
people drink. One evening I head to a 
Negroni-making class on the roof of the 
Lower East Side location, which caters 
to the party-going types who tend to 
live in the area. (The Yard has nine 
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“We’ll do half an hour of climbing,  
20 minutes of work. If we have  
a problem, we take it to the wall.  
You climb it out, and you come back  
with a fresh perspective”

spots in New York; a 10th, 
in Philadelphia, is coming 
soon.) About 50 people, 
almost all younger than 
35, are there. Channing 
James, a bartender at res-
taurateur David Chang’s 
Momofuku Ko, begins with 
a lesson. “Can anyone 
tell me what gin is?” he 
asks. “Alcohol!” respond 
two women. They grab a 
Beefeater bottle and pose 
for an Instagram photo. 

“Everybody say, ‘Alcoholics Anonymous,’ ” says the man taking 
the pic. They oblige. “I’m drunk!” one says.

Less than 10 minutes later, having assembled our bright red 
drinks with orange twists, we mingle. It’s as fun as any happy 
hour with colleagues. The “alcohol!” women make conversa-
tion with strangers, but they’re community  managers—being 
friendly is the job. Half the people I talk to don’t even co-work 
at the Yard. They’re friends of members and came for a drink 

on a Manhattan rooftop on a hot summer night. Ken 
Zamkow, the founder of Sports Guru, a video startup, 
says he looked at 14 spaces before landing here. He 
lives in the area, but he says another consideration 
was more important: “Some places don’t allow dogs.”

The last stop on my tour, the Queens outpost of 
Brooklyn Boulders, isn’t even a proper office. It’s a 

rock-climbing gym with desks. (It also has locations in 
Chicago, Somerville, Mass., and, uh, Brooklyn.) After members 
started networking, the founders walled off space for tables, 
chairs, and a printer. Co-working, like access to the sauna, is 
an amenity that comes with the $115-per-month climbing fee. 
On a Friday afternoon, about a half-dozen people in workout 
clothes type on laptops on a platform overlooking fake boul-
ders. Music blasts. Kids run around. I can’t get anything done, 

but two women who work for Perfumer & 
Flavorist magazine appear to be having more 
success. When they need a break, they climb. 

“We’ll do half an hour of climbing, 
20 minutes of work,” says Paige Crist, 38, 
who has on yoga pants and a muscle shirt. 
“If we have a problem, we take it to the wall. 

You climb it out, and you come back 
with a fresh perspective.” Do their 
bosses mind that they spend more 
than half the day not working? “If 

we weren’t exceeding expectations, they’d probably not be cool 
with it,” Crist says, laughing. 

It’s nice work, if you can get it. I don’t climb, but I do yoga, 
and when I’m talking to Crist, I think back to my midday vinyasa 
class at Primary. I loved it, even though I spent an extra hour 
at my desk. And though it didn’t necessarily clear my head, 
it was a welcome break from e- mailing. Many of the people 

I talk to at Brooklyn Boulders spend way more than nine 
hours at what is essentially their office. They climb and 
work and work and climb until midnight. I ask Crist 

when her workday ends. “It’s just when you get to a 
good stopping point,” she says. “I’m usually never 
done working.” �
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The Yard After a day of 
Gchatting, learn to make  
a Negroni on the roof  
with 50 other people.
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O
pening the wedding invita-
tion, Olivia Bitetti was struck 
by an unfamiliar phrase, “Dress 
Code: Festive.” The only direc-
tion it provided was to suggest 
flats and cowboy boots, because 
the nuptials would be on a farm 
in Boone, N.C., over Labor Day 

weekend. What was Bitetti supposed to 
wear above her ankles? She Googled. 
She texted friends. She even consulted 
with one who works in the luxury invite 
industry. The consensus: “Bright colors, 
fun prints, flowers,” says the 26-year-old 
copywriter in New York. “I mostly stick 
with neutrals and classic shapes. But this 
will be fun for an evening event.”

Fun, yes, but fraught. “Festive” attire 
once referred clearly to dressing for a 
holiday party. Think sequined gowns or 
dresses, bows in rich greens, reds, and 
metallics, the occasional fur. Men wore 
tuxes. But recently, festive dress has 
been co- opted by brides and grooms—
who all have their own idea of how it’s 
defined, leading guests to Google, text, 
consult with industry insiders, and say 
a collective “Huh?” “Some people see 
‘festive’ and they have no idea what that 
means,” says New York wedding planner 
Leah Weinberg.

It’s not just guests who seem con-
fused. There’s no agreement, even among 
the people who help couples have the 

greatest day of their lives. Weinberg 
herself says: “I take it as more casual, 
but still vibrant, bright, colorful, spar-
kles, sequins. Some ‘festive’ might 
mean sparkly cocktail attire, more on 
the higher end. It really depends. There 
are a lot of factors—what the venue is, 
knowing the couple, their personal style.” 
Got that? All clear?

Blame millennials for making this so 
complicated. Bride mag-
azine fashion  director 
Elle Strauss says their 
love of social media, such 
as  image-sharing site 
Pinterest, has bolstered the 
trend. Pinterest provides 
an outlet for board after 
board of festive images, 
even though outfits range 
from hippie chic to Lilly Pulitzer proper. 
“They want to get away from normal tra-
ditions,” says Lakewood, Calif., wedding 
planner Marni Farmer. She adds: “Wed-
dings are becoming guest- centric, vs. 
bride-and-groom- centric, which con-
tributes to a festive vibe. They want to 
incorporate memorable  activities and 
elements that guests will think are cool,” 
like food trucks, selfie stations, s’mores 
over a fire pit, and décor projects. And 
guests should look the part. 

If there’s any agreement, it’s that a 
wedding-goer’s guiding aesthetic is “bold.” 

For women, Strauss likes outfits that are “a 
little more dramatic than what you’d nor-
mally wear” and include fur, velvet, even 
lace. She calls it icing. The color palette 
extends to bright pink, mustard yellow, 
and velvety burgundy. 

For guys—for once—it’s less simple. Peri 
Edelstein, 36, a consultant in Manhattan, 
says she’s been invited to two weddings 
this year that called for festive attire. At 

the first, the women stuck 
to colorful  ensembles—
she wore a black, off-the- 
shoulder peasant dress 
with pink and red flowers—
but since it was less clear 
what festive means for 
men, some used it as an 
excuse to dress down. “It 
was a mix of jackets and 

no jackets. I didn’t see any colorful or 
printed suits,” Edelstein says.

Brides and grooms can alleviate con-
fusion. They might offer more clarity on 
their wedding websites, or spread details 
by word-of-mouth, relying on grooms-
men and bridesmaids to get the message 
across. But even if couples want every-
one to wear flats or cowboy boots, it 
might not happen. One person’s festive 
is  another’s fail. Nothing against her 
hosts’ footwear suggestions for Labor 
Day weekend, but Bitetti plans to attend 
in a floral dress—and wedges. �

DOES THIS DRESS MAKE ME LOOK 
FESTIVE?

No one really knows what to wear when an invitation drops the F-bomb. By Polly Mosendz
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S
occer’s role in politics and 
nation building has resulted 
in a bookshelf ’s worth of high-
brow sports literature in recent 
years, epitomized by How 
Soccer Explains the World: An 
Unlikely Theory 
of Globalization 

(2004), The Ball Is Round: 
A Global History of Soccer 
(2006), and Soccernomics
(2014). The amount of ink 
spilled makes sense: Soccer 
has about 3.5 billion fans 
globally, which is a lot of 
potential book buyers. 
FIFA, the game’s governing body, rec-
ognizes more countries than the United 
Nations. Almost all have a soccer story.

Argentina’s narrative is complicated, 
and Jonathan Wilson mines all of it in 
Angels With Dirty Faces: How Argentinian 
Soccer Defined a Nation and Changed the 
Game Forever (Nation Books, $17.99). What 
sets Wilson’s book apart is the depth 
to which he goes to show how soccer 
weaves through  Argentina’s political 
and  economic turmoil. He finds that the 
country’s most celebrated moments and 
players are never as great as they seem.

For example, after Argentina won 
its first World Cup on June 25, 1978, 
President Jorge Videla, whose military 
regime waged a brutal war against its cit-
izens, smiled as he presented the trophy 
to the team, giving a thumbs up to the 
packed stadium in Buenos Aires. Less 
than a mile away, celebrating prisoners 
in a makeshift detention center could 
hear the crowd roar—over the screams 
of fellow prisoners who were being tor-
tured. Even Diego Maradona, who led 
his country to a World Cup title in 1986, 
scored 34 international goals, and might 
be the best ever to play the game, isn’t 
without his foibles: He once kicked a 

celebrating opponent unconscious, and 
his international and club careers ended 
on failed drug tests.

Angels is filled with these whiplash-
inducing depictions and more macro-
economic discussions, too. One of the 

moments Wilson touches 
on is the mid-’90s devalu-
ation of the Mexican peso, 
which thrust much of South 
America into recession. 
The gap between haves 
and have-nots widened, 
and fan violence became a 
staple at club matches. In 
2014, during Argentina’s 

most recent default, the government 
was heavily subsidizing the country’s 
soccer league, buying broadcast rights 
so games could be shown free nation-
wide. Depending on whom you ask, that 
was either a misuse of funds or a neces-
sity to keep people happy. It wouldn’t 
be the first time soccer helped do that: 
When Argentina’s unemployment soared 
after the Great Depression, the sport 
staved off radicalism and anarchy, Wilson 
says.  “Argentina soccer cannot escape 
the basic problems of the Argentinian 
economy,” he writes.

If Argentinian soccer doesn’t inter-
est you, the book probably shouldn’t 
find its way into your beach bag. Angels 
details every season of play in the domes-
tic league back to 1891. But the 448-page 
tome is as much about how people turn 
to soccer when they want to escape daily 
life as it is about the sport. Self-deception 
isn’t unique to  Argentina, but the nation’s 
reality has often been painful—it’s a 
country primed for escapist fantasies and 
inclined to link its identity to its perfor-
mance on the pitch. Which makes sense 
when you have players like Lionel Messi, 
whose talents bring the expectation of 
another World Cup. So far, he’s 0-3. �

THE EDGE OF  
GLORY

Argentina’s success on the field is tempered by  
realities off it. By Eben Novy-Williams
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A random ranking of recent 
bad behavior  

Least Worst

Most Worst

MAKE AMERICA  
EAT AGAIN

The presidential 
candidates are 
causing us so 

much stress about 
the future, we’re 

spending less 
and eating fewer 

burgers, says 
Wendy’s CEO—

and if this doesn’t 
scare you about the 

state of the union, 
nothing will.   

SPICE UP  
YOUR SUMMER
McDonald’s plans 
to sell its pumpkin 
spice latte starting 
Aug. 31, the same 
day Peet’s will 
introduce four 
pumpkin-forward 
drinks. Fall now 
starts in August?

STEP AWAY FROM 
THE SANDWICH

Two New Jersey 
state assemblymen 

have proposed a 
law to make eating 

or drinking while 
driving punishable 

by a $200 to 
$400 fine, which 

might be worth it, 
depending on how 

hangry you are. HOP ON THE OREO 
SWEDE WAGON
Swedish Fish  
Oreos are available 
for a limited time, 
because everyone 
was thinking the 
same thing you 
were: “You know 
what my life needs, 
if only for a limited 
time? Swedish  
Fish Oreos.”
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SOCCER AND  
THE ECONOMY, 
INEXTRICABLY 

LINKED

Special 

All-Edible 

Edition!
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What I Wear to Work

Interview by Jason Chen

Do you have a  
rebellious streak with 
your hair, too?
It’s usually platinum 
blonde, but I’ll do pink 
or purple or blue or 
 lavender or silver. I like 
to have fun with it. My 
philosophy is: It will 
grow back.

That’s a cool T-shirt. 
You formalize it by 
tucking it in, too.
I used to have a job 
that was client- facing, 
and you always want 
to have polish in 
front of clients—loose 
shirttails look rough 
around the edges.

What’s your job?
BigCommerce is an 
e-commerce software 
company that powers 
online storefronts. I’m in 
charge of the user experi-
ence, and I also manage 
the folks who do our 
writing and web design.

How do you dress  
for the office?
Designers in the digital  
space have reputations 
for being black-turtleneck 
people. I do that, but  
I like to add color with  
shoes or layers. I also  
like to keep it feminine,  
so I wear heels every day.

Is your belt gold?
It is. I got it when I was 
working in D.C. and wore 
slacks and button-ups and 
suits. I would get funky- 
colored accessories to 
sneak in some personality.

Did your jeans 
come distressed, 
or was that you?
They came that 
way. I  appreciate 
making outfits not 
so precious by 
including some-
thing distressed.

Your shoes look 
intimidating.
I like the block heel, 
which is easier to run 
around in all day.  
It’s hard to run 
around in stilettos, 
because you’re step-
ping into crevices.

Tell me about your 
jacket.
It’s got this fake fur 
bodice. When you wear 
black on black, you 
have to change textures 
to give it some visual 
interest, so you’re not a 
wall of black.

ACNE STUDIOS 

COMME
DES

GARÇONS

J.CREW

CHIMALA

SAINT LAURENT

ALEXIS BITTAR

MARISA MASON

Etc.

ANDREA 
WAGNER

33, head of design, 
BigCommerce,  
San Francisco
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“I was going  
to apply to Oxford 

or Cambridge  
for law and 

realized that  
I love the  

idea of high 
adventure.” 

“I have service medals from  
Northern Ireland and the Falklands. 

You’re in an elite brotherhood.  
No one’s ever left behind, and you can 

rely on the people around you.  
I’ve tried to build that environment  

into my shows.” 

In Utah during the 1995 
filming of Eco-Challenge, 

the show that won 
Burnett his first Emmy  

With Sugar Ray 
Leonard and 

Sylvester Stallone  
at NBC’s 2004-05 
upfront pitch to 

advertisers
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1978–82 
Section commander, 

British parachute 
regiment

 
1982–83 

Housekeeper  
and nanny, Beverly Hills 

and Malibu, Calif.
 

1984–91 
Insurance salesman, 

T-shirt salesman
 

1991–2011 
President and  

chief executive officer,  
Mark Burnett 
Productions

 
2011–14 

President and CEO,  
One Three Media

 
2016–

Present 
President of television 

and digital, MGM

The Warren School, 
Romford, England, 

class of 1976

Redbridge Technical 
College, Ilford, England, 

class of 1978

Work 

Experience

Education

Life Lessons

“I was so bad at cleaning 
that they ended up hiring 
a lady to clean the house—

including my room.”

MARK BURNETT
President of television and digital, MGM

“For The Apprentice, I needed someone 
who was already famous. From the 
beginning of his real estate career, 

Donald Trump was a media expert. He 
was great, I mean totally great, on TV.” 

“When I got the green light for Survivor, 
I didn’t even have an island. I convinced 
Malaysia to give me free airline tickets, 
hotels, and a helicopter to look for an 

island. I found Pulau Tiga.” 

“Gary Barber, the 
chairman of MGM said, 
‘We’ve greenlit Ben-Hur, 

and I’d like you and Roma 
[Downey, Burnett’s wife] 
to produce it.’ The movie 

is out Aug. 19.” 

“A close friend said, ‘Nobody is going to 
watch the Bible on prime-time television. 
One hundred million people watched [my 
miniseries] The Bible. In Canada, head to 
head, The Bible beat hockey. I reedited it 
and made a film about Jesus, Son of God, 
and it made $68 million at the American 

box office. I love Jesus.” 

“I bought 
expensive 

designer T-shirts 
with slight 

damages for $2 
each and sold 
them for $18.”

With the Donald during The Apprentice Season 5 finale. 
“Mark doesn’t talk about politics,” a publicist said when 

asked if Burnett supported Trump’s candidacy.

As a member 
of the British 

Army’s parachute 
regiment, 1980

On the set of 
Ben-Hur in Italy 

(second from left), 
with his wife, 2015
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It’s the beauty of a well-made choice.


